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Abstract
In a series of papers [66, 65, 62, 63, 64] TSIRELSON constructed from measure
types of random sets or (generalised) random processes a new range of examples for
continuous tensor product systems of Hilbert spaces introduced by ARVESON [4] for
classifying E0-semigroups upto cocycle conjugacy. This paper starts from establish-
ing the converse. So we connect each continuous tensor product systems of Hilbert
spaces with measure types of distributions of random (closed) sets in [0,1] or R+.
These measure types are stationary and factorise over disjoint intervals. In a spe-
cial case of this construction, the corresponding measure type is an invariant of the
product system. This shows, completing in a more systematic way the TSIRELSON
examples, that the classification scheme for product systems into types In, IIn and
III is not complete. Moreover, based on a detailed study of this kind of measure
types, we construct for each stationary factorizing measure type a continuous tensor
product systems of Hilbert spaces such that this measure type arises as the before
mentioned invariant.
These results are a further step in the classification of all (separable) continuous
tensor product systems of Hilbert spaces of type II in completion to the classification
of type I done by [4] and combine well with other invariants like the lattice of prod-
uct subsystems of a given product system. Although these invariants relate to type II
product systems mainly, they are of general importance. Namely, the measure types
of the above described kind are connected with representations of the corresponding
L∞-spaces. This leads to direct integral representations of the elements of a given
product system which combine well under tensor products. Using this structure in
a constructive way, we can relate to any (type III) product system a product system
of type II0 preserving isomorphy classes. Thus, the classification of type III product
systems reduces to that of type II (and even type II0) ones.
In this circle of ideas it proves useful that we reduce the problem of finding
a compatible measurable structure for product systems to prove continuity of one
periodic unitary group on a single Hilbert space. As a consequence, all admissible
measurable structures (if there are any) on an algebraic continuous tensor product
systems of Hilbert spaces yield isomorphic product systems. Thus the measurable
structure of a continuous tensor product systems of Hilbert spaces is essentially
determined by its algebraic one.
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1 Introduction
In his seminal work [4] ARVESON studied E0-semigroups (αt)t≥0, which are weakly con-
tinuous semigroups of ∗-endomorphisms of some B(H ), where H is a separable Hilbert
space. One basic result of [4] was the following: Up to so-called outer (or cocycle)
conjugacy, (αt)t≥0 is determined by the family (Et)t≥0 of Hilbert spaces
Et =
{
u ∈ B(H ) : αt(b)u = ub∀b ∈ B(H )
} (1.1)
with the inner product 〈u,v〉Et 1 = u∗v. Moreover, E = (Et)t≥0 fulfils Es ⊗Et ∼= Es+t
under ψs⊗ψt 7→ ψsψt , it is a continuous tensor product system of Hilbert spaces, briefly
product system. Conversely, to every product system there corresponds an E0-semigroup
in this way, see [7] or Theorem 8 below. [4] classified product systems of type I (i.e.
product systems, which are generated by their units, see Definition 3.2 below) to be
isomorphic to one of the exponential product systemsΓ(K ), K a separable Hilbert space,
where Γ(K )t is the symmetric Fock space Γ(L2([0, t], ℓ,K )) with its usual tensor product
structure.
Symmetric Fock spaces have natural relations to random processes with independent
increments like Brownian motion and Poisson process, see e.g. [57, 4, 40, 33]. More
explicitely, let Mt = {Z ⊂ [0, t]×{1, . . . ,N } : #Z < ∞} be the space of finite point con-
figurations on [0, t]×{1, . . . ,N } equipped with the exponential measure Ft [20],
Ft = δ /0 + ∑
n∈N
1
n!
∫
([0,t]×{1,...,N})n
(ℓ⊗#)n(dx1, . . . ,dxn)δ{x1,...,xn}. (1.2)
Ft is (for finite N) just a scaled version of the Poisson process on [0, t]×{1, . . . ,N } with
intensity measure ℓ⊗ #. Then for N ∈ {1,2, . . .} ∪ {∞}, L2(Mt,Ft) is isomorphic to
Γ(L2([0, t], ℓ, l2({1, . . . ,N }))) [28, 37]. For more general product systems respectively
E0-semigroups there existed until 1999 only examples of product systems of type II (with
at least one unit) [50] and type III (without unit)[46, 51]. For the definition of types we
refer to Definition 3.3 below.
TSIRELSON [65] considered random (closed) sets Z ⊂ [0,∞) coming from diffusion
processes on (subsets) of Rd . Setting Zt = Z∩ [0, t], for all examples the law L (Z) of Z
fulfilled
L (Zs+t)∼L (Z′s∪ (Z′′t + s)), (s, t ≥ 0) (1.3)
where Z′,Z′′ are independent copies of Z and Z + t is the set Z shifted by t. I.e., the law
of the random set Z∩ [0,s+ t] is equivalent (has the same null sets) to the product of the
laws of Z∩ [0, t] and the law of Z∩ [0,s] shifted by t. The key point of the construction is
the change of independence properties like L (Zs+t) = L (Z′t ∪ (Z′′s + t)) to equivalence
relations like (1.3), see Proposition 4.6 below. Such equivalence conditions that one
measure has a positive Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to a product measure,
are e.g. used in the theory of Markov Random Fields, cf. e.g. [32]. They express that
there a no trivial dependencies between the realisations of the field in different parts,
here between Z∩ [0, t] and Z∩ [t,s+ t].
This equivalence relation implies that Ht =L2(L (Zt)) forms a product system. These
examples open a new field in the classification of product systems. Formerly, [48] pro-
posed a classification of product systems similar to CONNES’ classification of (hyper-
finite) W ∗-factors [22] into types In, IIn, and III. There n is the numerical index, an
invariant introduced by ARVESON [4]. It is defined as the number n ∈ N such that the
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product subsystem generated by the units is isomorphic to Γ(Cn), where a unit (ut)t≥0
is any (measurable) nonzero section through (Et)t≥0 which factorises: us+t = us ⊗ ut .
If that classification had been complete then any product system of type IIn would have
been isomorphic to the tensor product of one product system of type II0 and one of type
Γ(Cn). By the results of TSIRELSON there are even uncountably many nonequivalent
examples of type II product systems generated by random sets (and random processes),
even with a fixed dimension of the Fock space generated by the units. Thus, the classi-
fication of [48] is too coarse to cover all invariants of (type II) product systems and one
should find more invariants of product systems.
One important result of the present work is the fact that random sets did not appear
by chance in dealing with examples for type II product systems. Theorem 1 below shows
that they are intrinsic to them. The idea is the following. A closed set Z ⊆ [0,1] is
characterised by the values Xs,t = χ{Z′:Z′∩[s,t]= /0}(Z) for 0≤ s < t ≤ 1. For random closed
sets, Xs,t are random variables fulfilling the relation
Xr,sXs,t = Xr,t .
Under what circumstances and by which means we can recover from such a family of
random variables the set Z will be discussed in section 9. TSIRELSONS observation was
that for every unit u, the orthogonal projections Pus,t onto 1Es ⊗Cut−s⊗1E1−t ⊂ E1 fulfil
the similar relation
Pur,sP
u
s,t = P
u
r,t .
The result of Theorem 1 is that we can fix in a sense a distribution of these (quantum
stochastic) random variables and even a distribution of a random closed set. Namely, for
all normal states η on B(E1) there is a unique distribution µη of a random closed set
Z ⊆ [0,1] with∫
χ{Z:Z∩[s1,t1]= /0} · · ·χ{Z:Z∩[sk,tk]= /0}dµη = η(Pus1,t1 · · ·Pusk,tk), ((si, ti)⊆ [0,1]).
Further, among these measures µη there is at least one dominating all others with respect
to absolute continuity. Thus we fixed the maximal so-called measure type of µη.
This technique works with other projections too, let PUs,t project onto 1Es ⊗EUt−s ⊗
1E1−t ⊂E1, where EUt is generated by all units of E . Again, they fulfil the same relations
and we can identify the related (maximal) measure type of random sets as an invariant of
the product system (see Theorem 2). Such techniques of associating with a quantum state
(here η) its restriction to an abelian von Neumann algebra proved already useful in the
context of locally normal states of a Boson field in vacuum representation, which can be
related to point processes, see e.g. [25]. Here, its proves valuable to extend the structural
investigations in product systems from the analysis of the product subsystem generated
by the units (which was done by ARVESON) to the study in which way this subsystem
is embedded into the whole product system, e.g. the structure encoded in the algebraic
properties of the projections PUs,t , e.g.
These results forces us to go deeper into structure theory of measure types on the
compact subsets of compact intervals, which are both stationary and factorizing. Ex-
tending TSIRELSONS examples, we are able to show that all such measure types are
connected with a product system in Proposition 4.1. An interesting new structural aspect
is connected with a construction of a new random closed set by filling holes left by the
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original random set (cf. Corollary 4.17). This serves us to show that all stationary fac-
torizing measure types of random closed sets in [0,1] appear as that invariant of some
product system derived in Theorem 2. Further, this hole-filling procedure can be iterated
ad infinitum giving more and more complex measure types and a tree-like structure of
the set of all stationary factorizing measure types. This tree structure is supported by the
fact that such measure types are a lattice with respect to absolute continuity (see Propo-
sition 5.11). Thus, stationary factorizing measure types of random closed sets in [0,1]
build a rich, fascinating structure in their own right. Although they fulfil seemingly weak
equivalence conditions, a lot of results can be obtained by importing ideas from product
systems, e.g. lattice structures in Proposition 5.11 and non-determinism in the proof of
Proposition 4.1. On the other side, the hole-filling procedure still lacks a counterpart for
product systems.
This could all together give the impression that we can hope for a complete structure
theory at least of type II product systems. Unfortunately, things turn out to be not so
fine. Connected with representations of abelian W ∗-algebras (which are provided here by
Theorem 1 too) are direct integrals of Hilbert spaces. Using this tool (or its variant, the
Hahn-Hellinger Theorem) we succeed in Proposition 6.7 to relate any (type III) product
system to a type II one in such a manner that isomorphy classes are preserved. Conse-
quently, the structure theory of type II product systems is at least as complex as that of
type III product systems. In more positive words, this parallels the relation between type
III and type II W ∗-factors [60] and shows that for completing the classification of prod-
uct systems one can concentrate on the type II case now. Further, the outstanding rôle
of tensor products in the theory of product systems is reduced since there exist product
systems of type II1 not isomorphic to any nontrivial tensor product, see Proposition 4.15.
The gap should be filled by direct integral decompositions established in section 6.2.
TSIRELSON and coauthors established interesting new examples of product systems
coming from random sets and random processes. These examples fit well into the general
structure of factorizing Standard Borel spaces and stationary factorizing measure types,
see Theorem 9. There we obtain a quite general existence result of corresponding prod-
uct systems covering all examples of TSIRELSON [66, 65, 63, 67]. These results make
us feel that there are only few examples from classical probability theory which are read-
ily applicable in this context, as e.g. (generalised) Gaussian processes in [66, 65]. The
reason for this is that, typically, classical probability theory studies situation with a high
degree of independence. The examples of TSIRELSON tell us that, at least in the context
of product systems, dependent structures become important and tractable as well. The
notion of a factorizing measure type inherently has not much in common with indepen-
dence. It concentrates in identifying 0-1-laws characterising a certain type of models. To
quantify the degree of this dependence we develop a further invariant of product systems,
a kind of algebra-valued Hausdorff measure. The dependence degree of a product system
could then be measured by a certain Hausdorff dimension, see Note 10.3. There 1 cor-
responds to the highest degree of independence, like present in Levy processes. The less
the Hausdorff dimension, the stronger is the dependence structure in the model. In that
direction, we expect positive impulses from the theory of product systems for classical
probability theory too. Appearance of dependent structures emphasises that not product
constructions (like the tensor product of product systems, which is related to indepen-
dence) but procedures related to conditioning (like the hole-filling procedure and direct
integrals) are of most importance.
There is yet another motivation for these studies from classical probability theory. In
order to classify the information structures of random processes it is natural to consider
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filtrations, i.e. increasing families of σ-fields. Necessarily, one should complete all σ-
fields of interest. Equivalently, one could study the corresponding W ∗-algebras of almost
surely bounded functions, giving a more unified view on this problem. In the case of
interest, the W ∗-algebras factorise over disjoint time intervals, the deep reason for ten-
sor product systems of Hilbert spaces to show up. In the present work, we relate a tensor
product systems of Hilbert spaces closely to some tensor product systems of W ∗-algebras
equipped with a factorizing set of normal states on them, see Proposition 7.9. This ap-
proach is related to another connection between product systems and E0-semigroups.
BHAT shows in [14] that besides (1.1) E could equally be described by
Et = αt(Prψ)H
where ψ ∈ H is an arbitrary unit vector. In the present paper, we propose and use even
a third variant. There, the main observation is that Et is also the GNS Hilbert space [19,
Section 2.3.3] of the restriction of a pure normal state on B(H ) to the algebra αt(B(H ))′,
if the state factorises with respect to B(H ) = αt(B(H ))′⊗αt(B(H )). To use this fact
in terms of product systems, we would like to have states which factorise in this way for
all t ∈ R+. Unfortunately, such states do not exist if the product system is of type III, see
[8] or Proposition 6.6 below. Therefore, we have to connect the different GNS-Hilbert
spaces in a natural way. The right structure to achieve this goal is the following. Suppose
(Hp)p∈P is a family of Hilbert spaces equipped with unitaries (Up,p′)p,p′∈P, Up,p′ : Hp 7−→
Hp′ fulfilling Up,p = 1 and the cocycle relations
Up′,p′′Up,p′ =Up,p′′, (p, p′, p′′ ∈ P).
Then
H(P,U) =
{
(ψp)p∈P : ψp ∈ Hp∀p ∈ P,ψp′ =Up,p′ψp∀p, p′ ∈ P
}
is a Hilbert space isomorphic to any Hp. This very flexible Hilbert space bundle structure
reminds very much of manifolds. In fact, in terms of L2 spaces, such a structure was
first considered by ACCARDI [1] to define the intrinsic Hilbert space of half-densities
associated with a manifold. In a more general way, it was used by TSIRELSON to de-
scribe his example product systems in an elegant way. The relation of product systems
or E0-semigroups with such bundles of (GNS-)Hilbert spaces proves useful. E.g., we can
settle the messy question whether an algebraic product system of Hilbert spaces has a
compatible measurable structure. We derive an equivalent condition in terms of continu-
ity of a unitary group of local shifts in Theorem 7. By this result we can show that the
measurable structure of product systems is unique upto isomorphy and can be derived
from its algebraic structure provided it exists. This result should have a strong impact on
the axiomatics of product systems since it puts more emphasis on the algebraic than the
measurable structure. To close this circle of ideas, a continuous tensor product system of
W ∗-algebras, represented as von Neumann subalgebras of some B(H ), forms a quantum
stochastic filtration. If each representative is a type I factor, the canonical shift induces
an E0-semigroup on B(H ).
We expect very fascinating things coming up from the theory of tensor product sys-
tems of W ∗-algebras and Hilbert spaces. It is clear that these structures play a crucial rôle
in theory of quantum Markov processes and quantum Markov random fields [34, 2, 3, 35].
Quantum Markov processes and quantum stochastic differential equations are a main tool
in the dilation theory of quantum dynamical semigroups [43, 40, 15]. Unfortunately, the
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most studied examples of quantum stochastic calculi are related to symmetric, antisym-
metric or full Fock spaces, where the corresponding time shift semigroup is of type I
[50]. Below, there are indications that there should exist a quantum stochastic calculus
on type II product systems too. E.g., we can derive a variant of the ∑
∫
lemma of Boson
stochastic calculus [36] for stationary factorizing measure types of random closed sets,
see Corollary 4.12. In the context of dilation theory, we should mention that the recent
notion of tensor product systems of Hilbert modules of BHAT and SKEIDE [12] is deeply
related to this topic too. We expect that certain techniques developed in the present paper
can prove useful in the context of these more complicated structures too. At least, there
develops a theory of type I continuous tensor product systems of Hilbert modules [35, 9]
paralleling that of ARVESON [4].
To keep this work readable as much as possible without knowing other works on
product systems we provide several alternative proofs of results of ARVESON, BHAT
and POWERS, especially when we think the proofs are instructive. From the point of
technique we use essentially the above mentioned GNS-representations and do not touch
such powerful tools like the spectral C∗-algebra [6] and the boundary representation of
spatial E0-semigroups [47]. Further, we concentrate on invariants of product systems,
although most of the results have counterparts in the classification of E0-semigroups upto
conjugacy.
At the end of this introduction, we want to explain the general structure of this work.
After introducing preliminary notions, we show directly, how general product systems
are intimitately connected with a stationary factorizing measure type of random closed
sets in [0,1]. This leads us to the study of such measure types in section 4. Section 5
and Section 6 develop a finer structure theory of product systems completing Section 3.
Especially, Section 5 studies the implications for the lattice of product subsystems and
derives a corresponding lattice structure on the stationary factorizing measure types of
random closed sets in [0,1]. Section 6 studies implications of direct integral representa-
tions, and provides especially another characterisation of type I product systems and the
reduction of the classification of type III product systems to that of type II ones. Sec-
tion 7 is devoted to the study of measurability questions in product systems by means of
GNS representations. This gives us the opportunity to derive in section 8 a criterion for
existence of product systems built from stationary factorizing measure types on general
Standard Borel spaces together with some analysis of special cases of interest: random
closed sets, random measures and random increment processes. Section 9 analyses the
analogue of Theorem 1 if the fibres of the product system are not separable any more and
we obtain random bisets rather than random sets. A further, algebraic invariant, derived
from ideas in [65], is presented in section 10 and computed for product systems with unit
as function of the previously introduced invariants. Section 11 contains some conclusions
and presents ideas for further research.
2 Basics
For the natural numbers, positive natural numbers, integers, rational, real, positive real
and complex numbers respectively we use the symbols N= {0,1,2, . . .}, N∗ = N\{0},
Z, Q, R, R+ = [0,∞) and C respectively. Let T = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} denote the circle.
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Further, ℓ denotes Lebesgue measure, with base space varying between [0,1],R+,R and
T according to our needs.
A Polish space is a separable topological space which can be metrized in a way such
that it is complete [10, 21, 61]. A Standard Borel space is a measurable space which is
Borel isomorphic to a Polish space equipped with its Borel field.
All Hilbert spaces are complex.
For a random variable ξ let L (ξ) denote its distribution. If µ is a measure on mea-
surable space (X ,X) and Y ∈ X we use the notation µ|Y for the measure µ(· ∩Y ). A
measure type on (X ,X) is an equivalence class M of (probability) measures on (X ,X).
Equivalence of two measures µ,µ′ (symbol µ ∼ µ′) means µ(Y ) = 0 iff µ′(Y ) = 0 for all
Y ∈ X. This means both µ≪ µ′ and µ′≪ µ, i.e. mutual absolute continuity. We translate
all operations on probability measures to operations on measure types in a natural way.
E.g., let q be a stochastic kernel. I.e., q : X×X′ 7−→ [0,1] such that q(x, ·) is a probability
measure and q(·,Y ) is a measurable function for all Y ∈ X′. Then for a probability mea-
sure µ the construction µ◦q(·)= ∫ µ(dx)q(x, ·) yields again a probability measure and we
can define M ◦q = {µ : µ∼ µ′ ◦q for one and thus all µ′ ∈M }.
A measure type M determines the algebra L∞(M ) of (equivalence classes of) M -
essentially bounded functions. Moreover, we construct also a Hilbert space denoted
L2(M ). For this goal define unitaries Uµ,µ′ : L2(µ) 7−→ L2(µ′) for any µ,µ′ ∈M through
Uµ,µ′ψ(x) =
√
dµ′
dµ (x)ψ(x), (ψ ∈ L
2(µ),µ− a.a. x ∈ X). (2.1)
Then
L2(M ) =
{
(ψµ)µ∈M : ψµ ∈ L2(µ)∀µ ∈M ,ψµ′ =Uµ,µ′ψµ∀µ,µ′ ∈M
} (2.2)
is a Hilbert space with the inner product
〈
ψ,ψ′
〉
L2(M ) =
∫
ψµψ′µdµ
being independent of the choice of µ ∈M .
Note 2.1 For this construction we find an analogue for general W ∗-algebras, analogous to inde-
pendence of the space L∞(M ) = L∞(µ) from the choice of µ ∈ M , in section 7.2, see (7.2) and
Example 7.2.
Further details about the above construction which originated in [1] can be found in [62, 65].
Definition 2.1 Let (X ,X) be a measurable space. A family H = (Hx)x∈X is a measurable
family of Hilbert spaces, if each x ∈ X, Hx is a Hilbert space and there exists a set H 0 of
sections X ∋ x 7→ hx ∈ Hx such that x 7→ 〈hx,h′x〉Hx is measurable for all h,h′ ∈ H 0 and{
hx : h ∈H 0
}
is total in Hx for all x ∈ X. Then a measurable section x 7→ hx is such that
x 7→ 〈hx,h′x〉 is measurable for all h′ ∈H 0.
For a measurable map f : X 7−→ ˜X and measurable families H = (Hx)x∈X , ˜H =
( ˜Hx˜)x˜∈ ˜X of Hilbert spaces we call a family (Ax)x∈X consisting of bounded operators
Ax ∈B(Hx, ˜H f (x)) measurable if x 7→
〈
Axhx, ˜h f (x)
〉
is measurable for all h∈H 0, ˜h∈ ˜H 0.
Unless stated otherwise, we assume implicitly f (x) = x if X = ˜X.
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Note 2.2 From definition, the structure of H depends on the set H 0. But, one can show [19,
4.4.2] that if all Hx are separable then all measurable families (corresponding to different sets H 0)
are isomorphic. Since we deal with separable Hilbert spaces only we need not discuss further
subtleties here.
In the sequel we use frequently the interval sets Is,t = {(s′, t ′) : s ≤ s′ < t ′ ≤ t } for
0≤ s < t < ∞. Similarly, we set I0,∞ = {(s′, t ′) : 0≤ s′ < t ′ < ∞}.
Let K be a locally compact second countable Hausdorff space. The space FK of all
closed subsets of K, topologized by the myopic hit-and-miss topology generated by the
sets {Z : Z ∩K′ = /0}, K′ compact and {Z : Z ∩G 6= /0}, G open, is a compact second
countable Hausdorff space [39, section 1-4]. A random closed set in K is just a FK valued
random variable, i.e. its distribution is a Borel probability measure on FK . Observe that
FK is a continuous semigroup under∪, leading to a convolution ∗ of probability measures
by µ1 ∗µ2(Y ) = µ1⊗µ2({(Z1,Z2) : Z1∪Z2 ∈ Y }).
Let H be a Hilbert space. If H ′ ⊆ H is a closed subspace denote the orthogonal
projection onto H ′ by PrH ′ . Especially, for h ∈ H we set Prh = PrCh. For a family of
orthogonal projections (Pi)i∈I ⊂ B(H ), let ∧i∈I Pi and ∨i∈I Pi denote their greatest lower
and least upper bound respectively. For limits in the strong and weak topology on B(H )
we use the symbols s-lim or
s−−→ and w-lim or w−−→ respectively.
Von Neumann algebras are weakly closed subalgebras of some B(H ). For any set
S ⊂ B(H ) its commutant is S′ = {a ∈ B(H ) : as = sa∀s ∈ S} and S′′ its bicommutant.
Both are von Neumann algebras if a ∈ S ⇒ a∗ ∈ S. All used operator algebras possess a
unit denoted 1 and homomorphisms of operator algebras are unital ∗-homomorphisms.
Further details could be found in [19, Section 2.4]. Again, von Neumann algebras in
B(H ) form a lattice, denote
∧
i∈I Bi and
∨
i∈I Bi the greatest lower and least upper bound
respectively. A map α between von Neumann algebras is called normal if it is σ-strongly
continuous, or, equivalently, if supd∈D α(ad) = α(supd∈D ad) for every bounded increas-
ing net (ad)d∈D of positive operators.
A functional η : B 7−→ C, B ⊂ B(H) a von Neumann algebra, is called normal state
if for some positive trace-class operator ρ of trace 1 we have η(a) = trρa for all a ∈ B .
η is faithful, if η(a∗a) = 0 implies a = 0 or, equivalently, if ρ could be chosen to have
trivial kernel.
For any Hilbert space H , denote N (H ) the set of all von Neumann subalgebras of
B(H ). We introduce a topology on N (H ) identifying A ∈ N (H ) with B1(A) = {a ∈
A : ‖a‖ ≤ 1} and using on FB1(B(H )) the hit-and-miss topology with respect to the weak
topology on B1(B(H )) which turns it into a compact metric space.
A representation of an algebra B on H is an homomorphism from A into B(H ).
The symbol indicates the end of a proof or a statement which is either trivial or
proven elsewhere.
3 From Product Systems to Random Sets
3.1 Product Systems
Loosely speaking, a product system (of Hilbert spaces) is a family (Et)t≥0 with Es+t =
Es⊗Et in a consistent manner for all s, t ≥ 0.
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Definition 3.1 A continuous tensor product system of Hilbert spaces (briefly: product sys-
tem) is a pair E = ((Et)t≥0,(Vs,t)s,t≥0), where (Et)t≥0 is a measurable family of separa-
ble Hilbert spaces with E0 = C and (Vs,t)s,t∈R+ is a family of unitaries Vs,t : Es⊗Et 7−→
Es+t with
V0,tz⊗ψt = zψt =Vt,0ψt ⊗ z, (t ≥ 0,ψt ∈ Et ,z ∈ E0 = C)
which is associative in the sense of
Vr,s+t ◦ (1Er ⊗Vs,t) =Vr+s,t ◦ (Vr,s⊗1Et ), (r,s, t ∈ R+), (3.1)
and measurable with respect to f :R+×R+ 7−→R+, f (s, t) = s+ t, and the measurable
families (Et ⊗Es)s,t∈R+, (Et)t≥0 of Hilbert spaces.
Two product systems E , E ′ are isomorphic if there is a measurable family (θt)t≥0 of
unitaries θt : Et 7−→ E ′t with
θs+tVs,t =V ′s,tθs⊗θt , (s, t ∈ R+).
Note 3.1 The above definition differs from that of ARVESON [4]. There a Standard Borel struc-
ture on
⋃
t>0 Et is required and the multiplication (
⋃
t∈R+ Et)
2 ∋ (x,y) 7→ xy, xsyt :=Vs,txs⊗ yt is
associative, measurable and fibrewise bilinear. In fact, both approaches are essentially equivalent
as is shown in Lemma 7.16 below. We prefer the above version since we encounter similar, but
more complicated structures in section 6 which are not so easy to capture by the old definition.
Further, differently from [4], we incorporate t = 0 by choosing E0 = C and allow for (trivial)
product systems like (C)t≥0 and ({0})t≥0. Further, we find the measurable family approach
more convenient since we need those for the more complex structures in section 6. This change
of definition does not affect the classification task, to characterize all equivalence classes of prod-
uct systems under isomorphy. The present work amounts to collect more invariants for product
systems, i.e. maps from product systems to some space which are constant on isomorphy classes.
Note 3.2 Presently, one task in the construction of product systems consists in proving measur-
ability of the multiplication, see e.g. [65]. Below, in Corollary 7.7, we show that for any algebraic
(i.e. without any of the measurability requirements above) product system all consistent measur-
able structures (if there is one) lead to isomorphic product systems. Moreover, we can decide
easily whether there is a consistent measurable structure. Clearly, this is a more complicated
version of the above cited result for general measurable families of Hilbert spaces.
Example 3.1 Consider the trivial one dimensional case Et ∼=C for all t ∈R+ not covered
by the definition in [4]. Then Vs,t is encoded by the number m(s, t) = Vs,t1⊗ 1 ∈ T.
Clearly, (3.1) is equivalent to
m(r,s+ t)m(s, t)= m(r+ s, t)m(r,s).
We will solve this equation in Lemma 7.5 below, it turns out that there is essentially only
the usual product structure on this product system. A measurable structure is equivalent
to choose an arbitrary (but to be called measurable) curve (z0t )t≥0 in T. (Vs,t)s,t≥0 is then
measurable if (s, t) 7→m(s, t)z0sz0t /z0s+t is measurable. Again, there is (upto isomorphism)
only one such measurable structure on E [5]. Further, dimensional considerations show
that this is the only product system [4, p.19, proof of Proposition 2.2] with 0 < dimEt <
∞.
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Example 3.2 Let H be a separable Hilbert space and define its n-fold symmetric tensor
product H ⊗nsym = lh
{
u⊗n : u ∈H } ⊂ H ⊗n. The symmetric Fock space over H is the
Hilbert space
Γ(H ) = C⊕
∞⊕
n=1
1√
n!
H ⊗nsym.
Introducing exponential vectors ψh ∈ Γ(H ),
ψh = 1⊕
∞⊕
n=1
h⊗n, (h ∈H )
we have Γ(H1 ⊕H2) ∼= Γ(H1)⊗ Γ(H2) under the isomorphism extending ψh1⊕h2 7→
ψh1 ⊗ψh2 [43, Proposition 19.6]. Fix a separable Hilbert space K and set Γ(K )t =
Γ(L2([0, t],K )). We find that the multiplication given by (Vs,t)s,t≥0,
Vs,tψ f ⊗ψg = ψ f+ρsg, (s, t ∈ R+, f ∈ L2([0,s],K ),g ∈ L2([0, t],K )),
where (ρt)t≥0 are the right shift isometries, ρsg(s + t) = g(t), is associative. Mea-
surability of the multiplication follows from continuity of (ρt)t≥0 such that Γ(K ) =
((Γ(K )t)t≥0,(Vs,t)s,t≥0) is a product system.
Further important notions in product systems are given by
Definition 3.2 A unit of a product system E is a measurable section u = (ut)t≥0 through
(Et)t≥0 fulfilling
us+t = us⊗ut =Vs,tus⊗ut , (s, t ≥ 0) (3.2)
and ut 6= 0∀t ≥ 0. The set of all units of E is denoted by U(E).
We say that F = (Ft)t≥0 is a product subsystem of E if Ft ⊂ Et is a closed subspace
for all t ∈ R+ and multiplication on F is given by the operators (V Fs,t )s,t∈R+, V Fs,t =V Es,t ↾
Fs⊗Ft which are unitaries.
For every product system E its units generate a product subsystem EU of E by
EUt = lh
{
u1t1 ⊗u2t2 ⊗·· ·⊗uktk : t1+ · · ·+ tk = t,u1, . . . ,uk ∈U(E)
}
⊆ Et , (t ∈ R+).
(3.3)
In fact, EU is the smallest product subsystem of E containing all of the units of E .
ARVESON proved in [4, section 6] that EU is isomorphic to a product system Γ(K ) of
Fock spaces for some separable Hilbert space K (for details see Example 3.2). A simple
proof based only on results of the present paper is given in Corollary 6.4. The different
cases concerning the relative position of E and EU motivate
Definition 3.3 ([49]) A product system E is said to have type I, if E = EU. If neither
EU= E nor EU= {0}, E has type II. Product systems with EU 6= {0} are called spatial
product systems.
In both cases, if EU is isomorphic to Γ(K ), we speak of type IdimK or IIdimK respec-
tively. dimK is called numerical index of the product system.
Type III product systems fulfil EU= {0}. Their numerical index is set to −ℵ1.
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Example 3.3 It is easy to derive that each unit u ∈U(Γ(K )) of a Fock product system
Γ(K ) has the form u = uz,k,
u
z,k
t = e
ztψχ[0,t]k, (t ∈ R+), (3.4)
for some k ∈ K and z ∈ C. Denseness of step functions in each L2([0, t],K ) and totality
of the exponential vectors shows that Γ(K )U= Γ(K ), i.e. Γ(K ) is of type IdimK .
In [5] it was shown that the numerical index is an invariant of the product system
being additive under tensor products of product systems. Our goal is to find further
invariants of product systems being nontrivial if E is not type I.
In the following, we want to focus our considerations to one Hilbert space in the
family (Et)t≥0, say E1. A first, useful reduction is achieved by the following proposition,
which we prove for the sake of readability in section 7.2 on page 7.2.
Proposition 3.1 Product systems (Et)t≥0 correspond via restriction of the parameter
space one-to-one to measurable families (Et)t∈[0,1] of Hilbert spaces equipped with a
measurable family of unitaries (Vs,t)s,t∈[0,1],s+t≤1 fulfilling (3.1) restricted to r,s, t ≥ 0,
r+ s+ t ≤ 1.
Note 3.3 From [7] we know that we can represent any product system as product system asso-
ciated with an E0-semigroup (αt)t≥0 on some Hilbert space H . From the results in [4, 52, 7] it
follows that there is a unitary group (Ut)t≥0 on H ⊗H such that 1⊗αt(b) = U∗t 1⊗ bUt for all
t ≥ 0, b ∈ B(H ). Both results are reproved in Theorem 8 below. Since this representation is not
intrinsic, we find it easier to work with the intrinsic structure on the Hilbert space E1. Moreover,
the measure types of random sets, we associate with E below, would have depended on the spe-
cific representation if we had considered the whole half-line. These structures are only equivalent,
if we restrict our considerations to a compact interval, for our convenience [0,1]. This reflects the
fact that there are at least two natural equivalence relations for E0-semigroups: Cocycle conjugacy
(related to product systems) and conjugacy. We deal here with the former only.
3.2 Random Sets in Product Systems
Next we study structures on E1 induced by the (restricted) multiplication.
There is an important set of unitaries (τt)t∈(0,1) ⊂ B(E1) acting with regard to the
representations E1−t ⊗Et ∼= E1 ∼= Et ⊗E1−t as flip:
τtx1−t ⊗ xt = xt ⊗ x1−t , (x1−t ∈ E1−t ,xt ∈ Et). (3.5)
Moreover, setting τ0 = 1 and τt+k = τt for any t ∈ [0,1], k ∈ Z, we get a periodic 1-
parameter group (τt)t∈R:
Proposition 3.2 (τt)t∈R is a strongly continuous 1-parameter group of unitaries.
Proof: First we have to show τtτs = τs+t . It is enough to prove this for 0 ≤ s, t < 1. If
s+ t ≤ 1, we obtain for all xs ∈ Es, xt ∈ Et and x1−t−s ∈ E1−t−s
τtτsx1−t−s⊗ xt ⊗ xs = τtxs⊗ x1−t−s⊗ xt = xt ⊗ xs⊗ x1−t−s = τs+tx1−t−s⊗ xt ⊗ xs.
If s+ t > 1, we find for x1−t ∈ E1−t , x1−s ∈ E1−s and xs+t−1 ∈ Es+t−1
τtτsx1−s⊗ x1−t ⊗ xs+t−1 = τtx1−t ⊗ xs+t−1⊗ x1−s
= xs+t−1⊗ x1−s⊗ x1−t
= τs+tx1−s⊗ x1−t ⊗ xs+t−1.
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This establishes τt+s = τtτs for all s, t ∈ R. Further, the flip on tensor products of Hilbert
spaces is unitary.
To prove that (τt)t∈R is strongly continuous it is sufficient to show that (τt)t∈(0,1) is
(weakly) measurable [54, Theorem VIII.9]. Without loss of generality assume E is not
trivial and let (ent )t≥0, n ∈ N, be measurable sections of E such that for all t > 0, (ent )n∈N
is a complete orthonormal system of Et . From measurability of the multiplication it
follows that (s, t) 7→ 〈eks+t ,Vs,tens ⊗ emt 〉 is measurable. Thus t 7→ 〈ek1,V1−t,ten1−t ⊗ emt 〉 is
measurable for all k,n,m ∈ N too. Consequently, t 7→ Vt,1−tent ⊗ em1−t is a measurable
function in E1 for all n,m ∈N. Since τtV1−t,ten1−t ⊗emt =Vt,1−temt ⊗en1−t , we derive from
complete orthonormality of (V1−t,ten1−t ⊗ emt )n,m∈N〈
ek1,τte
l
1
〉
= ∑
n,m∈N
〈
ek1,τtV1−t,te
n
1−t ⊗ emt
〉〈
V1−t,ten1−t ⊗ emt ,el1
〉
= ∑
n,m∈N
〈
ek1,Vt,1−te
m
t ⊗ en1−t
〉〈
V1−t,ten1−t ⊗ emt ,el1
〉
.
This shows that (τt)t∈(0,1) is weakly measurable, i.e. strongly continuous.
Note 3.4 It is easy to see that (τt)t∈R behaves well under isomorphisms of product systems.
Thus it seems reasonable to study the spectrum of (the generator of) (τt)t∈R as a further invariant
for product systems. But, at the moment, there is no indication that there is a nontrivial product
system for which this invariant is different from Z with infinite multiplicity.
With a product system E there also come two kinds of projection families in E1. For
a fixed unit u = (ut)t≥0 set, regarding the representation E1 = Es⊗Et−s⊗E1−t ,
Pus,t = PrEs⊗Cut−s⊗E1−t = 1Es ⊗PrCut−s ⊗1E1−t , ((s, t) ∈ I0,1) (3.6)
Similarly, with EUt given by (3.3) define
PUs,t = PrEs⊗EUt−s⊗E1−t = 1Es ⊗PrEUt−s ⊗1E1−t , ((s, t) ∈ I0,1). (3.7)
Clearly, these projections belong to the von Neumann subalgebras
As,t = 1Es ⊗B(Et−s)⊗1E1−t , ((s, t)∈ I0,1). (3.8)
Like Pu, PU we call a set of operators (bs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂B(E1) adapted, if bs,t ∈As,t . Similar
constructions are valid for arbitrary product subsystems F instead of EU or (Cut)t≥0, see
(5.1) in section 5.
The flip group acts in a simple manner on these projections. This action is best written
in terms of the automorphism group (σt)t∈R,
σt(a) = τ
∗
t aτt, (a ∈ B(E1), t ∈ R). (3.9)
With a = at ⊗1, at ∈ B(Et) we obtain
σt(at ⊗1)x1−t ⊗ xt = τ∗t (at ⊗1)τtx1−t ⊗ xt = τ∗t (at ⊗1)xt ⊗ x1−t
= τ∗t atxt ⊗ x1−t = x1−t ⊗atxt
= (1⊗at)x1−t ⊗ xt
what shows σt(at ⊗ 1) = 1⊗ at and σt(Ar,s) = Ar+t,s+t for (r,s) ∈ I0,1−t . By similar
calculations we derive further
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Lemma 3.3 Both families (Pus,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 and (PUs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 consist of adapted projections
(Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂ B(E1) fulfilling the relations
Pr,t = Pr,sPs,t , ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1) (3.10)
and
σr(Ps,t) =


Ps+r,t+r if t + r ≤ 1
Ps+r−1,t+r−1 if s+ r ≥ 1
Ps+r,1P0,t+r−1 otherwise
, (r ∈ [0,1],(s, t)∈ I0,1). (3.11)
Note 3.5 The shift relation (3.11) is best understood in terms of the unit circle T, represented
as [0,1) with addition modulo 1. Then the interval (s, t) is the (open) clockwise arc from e2piis to
e2piit . Thus, if s > t, (s, t) = (s,1)∪ [0, t) leading to the convention Ps,t = Ps,1P0,t which simplifies
(3.11) to
σr(Ps,t) = Ps+r,t+r, (r,s, t ∈ T,s 6= t).
Below, we choose at any occasion that space among T or [0,1], which yields more appropriate
notions.
Note 3.6 If θ is an isomorphism of product systems, it maps units into units. Since the same is
true of θ∗, the family (PUs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 is an invariant structure.
On the other side, the following problem is open [15]. For any pair of units u,v ∈U(E) with
‖ut‖ = ‖vt‖ = 1, does there exist an automorphism of E mapping Pus,t into Pvs,t or u into v? The
importance of this question lead to the notion of amenable product system, for which the answer
is affirmative [15, Definition 8.2]. Below we find indications that all product systems belong to
this class, but no proof is available. Thus, at present, we have to consider the whole collection{
(Pus,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 : u ∈ U(E)
}
to obtain an invariant object. This will be considered in more detail
and in an appropriate setting in section 5.
All together, one should ask for a structure theory of projections with (3.10), which must be
necessarily commuting. A good framework to discuss such questions is representation theory of
C∗-algebras. In the special case of commuting orthogonal projections fulfilling (3.10) we would
call the related objects (random) bisets, see section 9. But, separability of E1 implies continuity
of (τt)t∈R (Proposition 3.2) and (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 (Proposition 3.4). The latter is essential to get distri-
butions of random closed sets, since this requires some kind of continuity, see Lemma 9.3. Due to
these facts, the following theorem can present a much stronger (von Neumann algebraic) result.
Theorem 1 Let (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 be adapted projections in B(E1) which fulfil (3.10) and
P0,1 6= 0. Then for all normal states η on B(E1) there exists a unique probability measure
µη on F[0,1] with
µη({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k}) = η(Ps1,t1 · · ·Psk,tk), ((si, ti) ∈ I0,1) (3.12)
If η is faithful then µη′ ≪ µη for all normal states η′ on B(E1). Moreover, the corre-
spondence
χ{Z:Z∩[s,t]= /0} 7→ Ps,t , ((s, t)∈ I0,1)
extends to an injective normal representation JP of L∞(µη) on E1 with image {Ps,t :
(s, t) ∈ I0,1}′′.
Note 3.7 (3.11) is not necessary for the conclusions in the theorem. This will prove useful when
we deal with so-called decomposable product systems, see Corollary 6.6. Similarly, adaptedness
is not strictly necessary, it enters the proof only through the next proposition.
Note that a weaker version of this result was obtained in [66, Lemma 2.9] without the non-
atomicity results collected in Corollary 3.5.
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For the proof, we need a continuity property of the family (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 (cf. Proposition
9.1). Define
P◦s =
∨
ε>0
Ps−ε,s+ε, (0 < s < 1) (3.13)
The right hand side is in fact a σ-strong limit as ε ↓ 0 since ε 7→ Ps−ε,s+ε is increasing by
(3.10). These new projections belong to the von Neumann algebras A◦s ⊂ B(E1) defined
through
A◦s =
∧
ε>0
As−ε,s+ε, (0 < s < 1). (3.14)
Proposition 3.4 For all s ∈ (0,1) the algebra A◦s is C1. More generally, limn→∞ sn = s
and limn→∞ tn = t force limn→∞ Asn,tn = As,t with understanding As,s = C1.
Suppose (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 are adapted projections with (3.10). Then P◦s ∈ {0,1} for all
s ∈ (0,1) and Ps,t 6= 0 for some (s, t) ∈ I0,1 implies P◦s′ = 1 for all s′ ∈ (s, t).
If, additionally, P0,1 6= 0 then sn −−−−−→
n→∞
s, tn −−−−−→
n→∞
t implies
Psn,tn
s−−−−−→
n→∞
{
Ps,t if t > s
1 if t = s
Proof: For the proof of the first assertion, fix a ∈ A◦{s}. For δ > 0 we obtain from
σδ(As,t) = As+δ,t+δ that a ∈ As−δ,s+δ implies σδ(a) ∈ As,s+2δ ⊆ As,1. Continuity of
(τt)t∈R shows a = s-limδ↓0 σδ(a) ∈ As,1. Similarly it follows from considering negative
δ that a ∈ A0,s. Thus A◦{s} ⊆ A0,s∩As,1 = C1, i.e. A◦{s} = C1.
For the proof of the continuity statement observe that by monotony of (s, t) 7→ As,t
it is enough to prove the monotone case. [39, Corollary 3 of Theorem 1-2-2] and the
Kaplansky density theorem [19, Theorem 2.4.16] show that this is equivalent to prove
⋃
ε>0
As+ε,t−ε
w
= As,t =
⋂
ε>0
As−ε,t+ε.
Since
a = s-lim
ε↓0
σ−ε(σε(a)), (a ∈ As,(s+t)/2,ε small)
we can approximate any element of As,(s+t)/2 weakly with elements from
⋃
ε>0 As+ε,t−ε.
The same conclusions is valid for A(s+t)/2,t . Since
⋃
ε>0 As+ε,t−ε is an algebra it is weakly
dense in As,t . As,t =
⋂
ε>0 As−ε,t+ε follows from
⋃
ε>0 As+ε,t−ε
w
= As,t by taking com-
mutants.
Adaptedness of (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 implies P
◦
s ∈A◦{s} and we derive P◦s ∈ {0,1}. By P◦s′ = 0
for a single s′ ∈ (0,1) we get Ps′−ε,s′+ε = 0 for all ε > 0. This shows Ps,t = 0 for all
0≤ s < s′ < t ≤ 1.
Suppose P0,1 6= 0 what implies P◦s = 1 for all s ∈ (0,1). If sn ↑n→∞ s, we get
1≥ Psn,s ≥ Psn,2sn−s
s−−−−−→
n→∞
P◦s = 1
or Psn,s
s−−−−−→
n→∞
1. Thus, for t > s
s-lim
n→∞ Psn,t = s-limn→∞ Psn,sPs,t = Ps,t .
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Similarly, tn ↓n→∞ t implies Ps,tn
s−−→
n→∞
1 if t = s and Ps,tn
s−−→
n→∞
Ps,t if t > s.
From sn ↓n→∞ s we obtain from the above relations for t > s0
Ps,t = s-lim
n→∞ Ps,snPsn,t = s-limn→∞ Ps,sn s-limn→∞ Psn,t = s-limn→∞ Psn,t
The general case follows easily from subsequence arguments.
Proof of Theorem 1: Observe that (3.10) implies that the projections (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 com-
mute with each other. We define for all open sets G ⊆ [0,1] a projection P◦G through the
formula
P◦G =
∧
(s,t)∈I0,1,[s,t]⊆G
Ps,t .
We get directly that Gn ↑n→∞ G for open sets G, (Gn)n∈N leads to P◦Gn ↓ P◦G. Consistently,
the meaning of the above formula in the case G = /0 is P◦/0 = 1.
Next we want to prove for all open sets G,G′ ⊆ [0,1] that P◦G∪G′ = P◦GP◦G′ . Since
P◦G∪G′ ≤ P◦GP◦G′ is trivially fulfilled, it suffices to show that any interval [s, t]⊆ G∪G′ is
the finite union of closed intervals which are either contained in G or G′. Both G and G′
are countable unions of (for each set separately) disjoint open intervals. By compactness,
there are sets G0 ⊆ G and G′0 ⊆ G′ such that [s, t] ⊆ G0 ∪G′0 and both G0 and G′0 are
unions of finitely many open interval. For any open set ˆG and ε > 0 construct the open
set
( ˆG)ε =
{
t ∈ ˆG : |t− t ′| ≤ ε⇒ t ′ ∈ ˆG∀t ′ ∈ [0,1]} .
Since G was assumed to be open we derive ˆG =
⋃
ε>0( ˆG)ε. Using again compactness and
the fact that ε 7→ ( ˆG)ε is decreasing, we obtain some ε > 0 with [s, t]⊆ (G0)ε∪ (G′0)ε ⊆
(G0)ε∪(G′0)ε. At the end, the definition of ( ˆG)ε shows that (G0)ε ⊆G0 ⊆G and (G′0)ε ⊆
G′0 ⊆ G′ are unions of finitely many closed intervals and the relation P◦G∪G′ = P◦GP◦G′ is
proven.
Now fix a normal state η on B(E1). We want to show that the function T
T (G) = 1−η(P◦G), (G⊆ [0,1], open)
is a Choquet capacity of infinite order [39]. This means that
(i) T ( /0) = 0,
(ii) limn→∞ T (Gn) = T (G) if Gn ↑ G and
(iii) the functions (Sn)n∈N defined recursively by S0 = T and
Sn(G,G1, . . . ,Gn) = Sn−1(G∪G1,G2 . . . ,Gn)−Sn−1(G,G2, . . . ,Gn)
are all positive.
(i) is fulfilled by the normalisation η(1) = 1. (ii) follows from normality of η and the
fact that P◦Gn ↓ P◦G implies P◦G = s-limn→∞ P◦Gn . For the proof of (iii) observe that P◦G∪G1 =
P◦GP
◦
G1 implies
S1(G,G1) = T (G∪G1)−T (G) = η(P◦G−P◦G∪G1) = η(P◦G(1−P◦G1))≥ 0
and similarly
Sn(G,G1, . . . ,Gn) = η(P◦G(1−P◦G1) · · ·(1−P◦Gn))≥ 0.
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Now the Choquet theorem [39, Theorem 2-2-1] asserts that there is a unique Borel prob-
ability µη on F[0,1] such that µη({Z : Z∩G 6= /0}) = T (G) = η(P◦G).
Using Proposition 3.4 we derive P◦(s,t) = s-limn→∞ Ps+1/n,t−1/n = Ps,t and similarly
P◦[0,t) = P0,t and P
◦
(s,1] = Ps,1. This shows P
◦
(s1,t1)∪(s2,t2)∪···∪(sk,tk) = Ps1,t1 · · ·Psk,tk what im-
plies
µη({Z : Z∩ (si, ti) = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k}) = η(Ps1,t1 · · ·Psk,tk), ((si, ti) ∈ I0,1)
and the same formula with obvious modifications of the type of intervals if si = 0 or
ti = 1. Since we are working with closed sets, Z∩ [s, t] = /0 iff Z∩ (s−1/n, t +1/n) = /0
for some n ∈ N. Thus by continuity of (probability) measures, σ-strong continuity of η
and σ-strong continuity of multiplication on B(E1)
µη({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})
= lim
n→∞µη({Z : Z∩ (si−1/n, ti+1/n) = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})
= lim
n→∞η(Ps1−1/n,t1+1/n · · ·Psk−1/n,tk+1/n)
= η(s-lim
n→∞ Ps1−1/n,t1+1/n · · ·s-limn→∞ Psk−1/n,tk+1/n)
= η(Ps1,t1 · · ·Psk,tk).
Further, it is easy to see that the probabilities µη({Z : Z∩G 6= /0}) are already determined
by the values µη({Z : Z ∩ (si, ti) = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k}) and the first part of the theorem is
proven.
For the existence of JP construct the GNS-representation (Hη0,piη0), see section 7.1,
of the restriction η0 of η to the abelian von Neumann algebra {Ps,t : (s, t) ∈ I0,1}′′ ⊂
B(E1). The map [P◦G]η0 7→ χ{Z:Z∩G= /0} ∈ L2(µη) extends to a unitary U : Hη0 7−→ L2(µη)
since 〈
[P◦G′]η0, [P
◦
G]η0
〉
η0 = η0(P
◦
G′P
◦
G)
= η0(P◦G∪G′)
= µη(
{
Z : Z∩ (G∪G′) = /0})
= µη(
{
Z : Z∩G = /0,Z∩G′ = /0})
=
∫
dµηχ{Z:Z∩G′= /0}χ{Z:Z∩G= /0}
=
〈
χ{Z:Z∩G′= /0},χ{Z:Z∩G= /0}
〉
L2(µη)
.
Further, the GNS-representation is unitarily equivalent to the representation of L∞(µη) on
L2(µη), see Example 7.2. Since η is faithful, η0 is too. Therefore, the GNS representation
piη0 , piη0(a)[b]η0 = [ab]η0 is faithful (i.e. piη0(a) = 0 for positive a implies a = 0) and
its image is a von Neumann algebra [19, Theorem 2.4.24]. Thus piη has a σ-weakly
continuous faithful inverse and setting JP(·) = pi−1η (U∗ ·U) the third part is proven.
Let η′ be another normal state on B(E1). Then η′ ◦ JP is a normal state on L∞(µη).
Therefore, there is a probability measure µ′ on F[0,1] with µ′≪ µη for which this normal
state is the expectation functional. Now the formula
µ′({Z : Z∩G = /0}) = η′ ◦ JP(χ{Z:Z∩G= /0}) = η′(P◦G) = µη′({Z : Z∩G = /0})
and the Choquet theorem complete the proof.
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Example 3.4 Suppose Ps,t = 0 for all (s, t) ∈ I0,1, which fulfils definitely (3.10) but also
P0,1 = 0. We want to show that the conclusions from Theorem 1 remain valid. Thus we
search for probability measures µη with µη({Z : Z∩ [s, t] 6= /0}) = 1 for all (s, t)∈ I0,1. As
a consequence, almost all Z should have points in any interval with rational endpoints.
We conclude that Z is dense almost surely and closedness of Z implies Z = [0,1] µη-a.s.
or µη = δ[0,1]. It is easy to see that this choice fulfils (3.12).
Example 3.5 Ps,t = 1 for all (s, t)∈ I0,1 fulfils (3.10) too. Now µη({Z : Z∩ [0,1] = /0}) =
η(P0,1) = η(1) = 1 shows µη = δ /0.
For later, we add some properties already collected in the proof of Theorem 1.
Corollary 3.5 The same conditions imply the relations
µη({Z : t ∈ Z}) = 0, (t ∈ [0,1]),
and
µη({Z : Z∩
k⋃
i=1
(si, ti) = /0}) = µη({Z : Z∩
k⋃
i=1
[si, ti] = /0}), ((si, ti) ∈ I0,1)
as well as
JP(χ{Z:Z∩(s,t)= /0}) = JP(χ{Z:Z∩[s,t]= /0}), ((s, t)∈ I0,1).
3.3 Measure Types as Invariants
Since isomorphisms of product systems send units into units the system (PUs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 is
left invariant by them. For that reason we study now the special case of random sets
associated with these projections. Although PUs,t = 0 for type III product systems such
that Theorem 1 could not be used, Example 3.4 showed that the results extend to this
case. We denote the corresponding probability measures on F[0,1] by µUη .
Besides their pure existence, the tensor product structure creates additional properties
of the measures µUη . So let µ be a probability measure on F[0,1]. Define µs,t to be the image
of µ under the map Z 7→ Z∩ [s, t], and, for t ∈ [0,1], µ+ t to be the image under the map
Z 7→ Z + t = ({z+ t : z ∈ Z}∪{z+ t−1 : z ∈ Z})∩ [0,1]. These definitions carry over
to measure types.
Theorem 2 For every product system E the measures µUη belong for all faithful normal
states η on B(E1) to the same measure type. Denoting this measure type by M E ,U the
relations
M
E ,U
r,t = M
E ,U
r,s ∗M E ,Us,t , ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1) (3.15)
and
M E ,U+ t = M E ,U, (t ∈ [0,1]) (3.16)
hold.
Moreover, if two product systems E and E ′ are isomorphic then M E ,U= M E ′,U.
Note 3.8 Remember our conventions about measure types: (3.15) and (3.16) mean for one and
thus all µ ∈M
µr,t ∼ µr,s ∗µs,t , ((r,s),(s, t) ∈ I0,1) (3.17)
and
µ+ t ∼ µ, (t ∈ R). (3.18)
respectively. Such measures we call quasifactorizing and quasistationary respectively.
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Note 3.9 Similar results could be obtained for E0-semigroups (αt)t≥0 on some B(H ). Then we
have to fix projections (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ ⊂ B(H ) with (3.10) for all (r,s),(s, t) ∈ I0,∞ and
αr(Ps,t) = Ps+r,t+r, (r ∈ R+,(s, t) ∈ I0,∞).
We do not follow this line here since the analogue of the above result provides us a measure type
on FR+ which is not an invariant of (αt)t≥0 with respect to cocycle conjugacy, the counterpart of
isomorphy of product systems for E0-semigroups. It is only invariant under conjugacy.
Proof: From Theorem 1 we know for two faithful normal states η,η′ that both µη′ ≪ µη
and µη ≪ µη′ are true, i.e. µη′ ∼ µη. This shows independence of the measure type M E ,U
from the choice of η.
To prove (3.17) we may restrict to the choice r = 0 and t = 1 and µ = µη for some
faithful normal state η on B(E1). Observe that the representation E1 ∼= Es⊗E1−s pro-
vides us together with η with the restrictions η0,s of η to A0,s and ηs,1 to As,1. But the
normal state η′ = η0,s⊗ηs,1, defined via
η0,s⊗ηs,1(bs⊗b1−s) = η(bs⊗1E1−s)η(1Es ⊗b1−s), (bs ∈ B(Es),b1−s ∈ B(E1−s))
is again faithful on B(E1). Fix intervals [si, ti], i = 1, . . . ,k, which are contained in [0,s]
for i≤ l ≤ k and which are contained in [s,1] for i > l. We find
µη′({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})
= η′(Ps1,t1 · · ·Psk,tk)
= η0,s(Ps1,t1 · · ·Psl ,tl)ηs,1(Psl+1,tl+1 · · ·Psk,tk)
= (µη)0,s({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})(µη)s,1({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})
= (µη′)0,s({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})(µη′)s,1({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})
= (µη′)0,s ∗ (µη′)s,1({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k}).
Theorem 1 proves (3.17).
To prove equation (3.18), define for t ∈ [0,1] and a faithful normal state η on B(E1)
the state ηt = η ◦σt = η(τt · τ∗t ) which is again faithful. Then we see from (3.11) for
(s1, t1), . . . ,(sl, tl)⊂ [0,1− t] and (sl+1, tl+1), . . . ,(sk, tk)⊂ [1− t,1]
µηt({Z : Z∩
k⋃
i=1
(si, ti) = /0})
= ηt(Ps1,t1 · · ·Psk,tk)
= η(σt(Ps1,t1 · · ·Psl ,tl Psl+1,tl+1 · · ·Psk,tk))
= η(σt(Ps1,t1) · · ·σt(Psl ,tl)σt(Psl+1,tl+1) · · ·σt(Psk,tk))
= η(Ps1+t,t1+t · · ·Psl+t,tl+tPsl+1+t−1,tl+1+t−1 · · ·Psk+t−1,tk+t−1)
= µη({Z : Z∩
l⋃
i=1
(si + t, ti+ t) = /0,Z∩
k⋃
i=l+1
(si + t−1, ti + t−1) = /0})
= µη({Z : (Z− t)∩ (si, ti) = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k}).
In these calculations we can use open instead of closed intervals by Corollary 3.5. So we
can conclude from Theorem 1 that µη− t = µηt ∼ µη for all t ∈ [0,1].
If two product systems E and E ′ are isomorphic under (θt)t≥0, θ and θ∗ map units
into units. Thus we obtain θtEUt =(E ′)Ut and the families (P
E ,U
s,t )(s,t)∈I0,1 and (P
E ′,U
s,t )(s,t)∈I0,1
are unitarily equivalent:
θ∗1P
E ,U
s,t θ1 = P
E ′,U
s,t , ((s, t) ∈ I0,1).
Setting η′ = η(θ∗1 ·θ1) on B(E ′1), it is straight forward to see µE ,Uη = µE
′,U
η′ and the proof
is complete.
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Note 3.10 We prove in Corollary 6.2 below that {µη : η faithful } is already a measure type, i.e.
it is equal to M E ,U.
We present now two simple examples.
Example 3.6 If E is of type III, i.e. it has no unit, we know PUs,t = 0 for all (s, t) ∈ I0,1.
Thus Example 3.4 shows µUη = δ[0,1] and M E ,U=
{
δ{[0,1]}
}
.
Example 3.7 Consider E = Γ(K ) which is of type I. Thus PΓ(K ),U0,1 = 1 and Example
3.5 yields M E ,U= {δ /0}.
3.4 Measure Types Related to Units
It is clear, that for the first part of Theorem 2 the family (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 need not be associ-
ated with EU. So we obtain in a similar, but due to Pu0,1 = Pru1 6= 0 more simple, fashion
Proposition 3.6 For every product system E and every unit u ∈U(E) the measures µuη
defined via Theorem 1 from the system (Pus,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 with varying faithful normal state η
on B(E1) belong to a unique measure type M E ,u fulfilling (3.15) and (3.16).
Note 3.11 We would like to have, like for the product subsystem EU, that M E ,u is an invariant
of the product system E . So the main problem is whether M E ,u is a well-defined invariant, i.e.
whether for two normalized units u,v the measure types M E ,u and M E ,v are equal. Copying the
relevant part of the proof of Theorem 2 gives us only M E ,u = M E ′,θ1u if θ is an isomorphism
between E and E ′. Thus M E ,u = M E ,v would result for all u,v ∈ U(E) if there were an au-
tomorphism of E such that vt = θtut . Whether the latter is true is an open problem until now
[15], although we have strong indications (see Remark 10.2 and Proposition 3.9) that the answer
is affirmative.
To derive the connection between the measure types M E ,u and M E ,U we need to collect
more properties of units. It is easy to prove (cf. [4, Theorem 4.1]) that for two units
u,v ∈U(E) there is some γ(u,v) ∈ C such that
〈ut ,vt〉Et = e−γ(u,v)t , (t ∈ R+). (3.19)
Thereby, γ : U(E)×U(E) 7−→C is a conditionally positive kernel and called covariance
function [4].
Poisson processes Πν are distributions of (finite) random closed sets defined by
Πν = e−ν([0,1])
(
δ /0 + ∑
n∈N
1
n!
∫
νn(dt1, . . . ,dtn)δ{t1,...,tn}
)
. (3.20)
where ν is a finite measure on [0,1] with ν({t }) = 0∀t. Observe that Πν({Z : Z ∩G =
/0}) = e−ν(G) for all (open) sets G ⊂ [0,1] which is characteristic for Πν by the Choquet
theorem [39, Theorem 2-2-1]. Observe that this theorem shows too that Πν is factorizing
and stationary if ν = ℓ. It is not hard to prove from (3.20) that it is quasifactorizing for
all ν∼ ℓ.
Lemma 3.7 Let u,v be two units with ‖v1‖ = 1. Then the measure µuη associated with
the projection family (Pus,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 and the pure normal state η(a) = trPrv1a ∀a ∈ B(E1)
by Theorem 1 is the Poisson process Π2Reγ(u,v)ℓ.
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Proof: If we normalize u and v, we obtain from (3.19) for disjoint intervals (si, ti) ∈ I0,1
µη({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k}) = η(Pus1,t1 · · ·Pusk,tk)
=
k
∏
i=1
e2Reγ(u,v)(ti−si)
= Π2Reγ(u,v)ℓ({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k}).
Theorem 1 completes the proof.
For mutually commuting projection families, it is straight forward to prove the following
analogue of Theorem 1.
Proposition 3.8 If N ∈N∗∪{∞} and (Pns,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 , n = 1, . . . ,N are commuting families
of adapted projections with (3.10), (3.11), there exists for all normal states η on B(E1)
a unique probability measure µ1,...,Nη on F[0,1]×{1,...,N} with
µ1,...,Nη ({Z : Z∩
k⋃
i=1
([si, ti]×{ni})= /0})=η(Pn1s1,t1 · · ·Pnksk,tk), ((si, ti)∈ I0,1,1≤ ni≤N)(3.21)
If η is faithful µ1,...,Nη′ ≪ µ1,...,Nη for all normal states η′. Moreover, the correspondence
χ{Z:Z∩([s,t]×{n})= /0} 7→ Pns,t
extends to a normal representation of L∞(µ1,...,Nη ) on B(E1) with image
{
Pns,t : (s, t) ∈
I0,1,n = 1, . . . ,N
}′′
.
For any Z ∈ FK , denote ˇZ the set of its limit points:
ˇZ =
{
t ∈ Z : t ∈ Z \{t }
}
.
With these preparations we can derive an interesting relation between the measure types
M E ,u and M E ,U, we prove for simplicity reasons in section 6.2, on page 52.
Proposition 3.9 Let u be a unit of a product system E and define the measure type M u,U
of random sets on F[0,1]×{1,2} by
M u,U=
{
µ : µ∼ µ1,2η for all faithful normal states η on B(E1)
}
,
where the measures µ1,2η are associated with the families (P1s,t) = (Pus,t), (P2s,t) = (PUs,t) by
the preceding proposition.
Then PUs,t = JPu(χ{Z:#(Z∩[s,t])<∞}) and therefore M u,U is concentrated on the set
{
(Z×
{1})∪ ( ˇZ×{2}) : Z ∈ F[0,1]
}
. Consequently, M E ,U = M E ,u ◦ l−1, with l mapping Z
into ˇZ.
Note 3.12 Surely, both the set of measure types on F[0,1] as well as its subset of stationary
factorizing ones are monoids under ∗. If we equip the (isomorphy classes of) product systems
with the (commutative) operation of taking the tensor product, the map E 7→ M E ,U becomes
an homomorphism by this result. This parallels the similar result from [5] on additivity of the
numerical index.
Note 3.13 This result is essential since the measure type M E ,u is much easier to compute than
M E ,U, what is used several times below.
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3.5 Tensor Products (I)
One main operation on product systems is the tensor product. I.e., if E ,E ′ are product
systems then E ⊗E ′ = ((Et ⊗E ′t )t≥0,
(
Vs,t ⊗V ′s,t
)
s,t≥0 is again a product system. It is
interesting to ask, what implications this operation has in terms of the measure types
associated with E and E ′.
ARVESON proved in [5, Corollary 3.9], see Corollary 5.3 below, that all units of
E ⊗E ′ have the form u⊗u′. Then
PE⊗E
′,u⊗u′
s,t = P
E ,u
s,t ⊗PE
′,u′
s,t , ((s, t)∈ I0,1).
Further, this result implies also
PE⊗E
′,U
s,t = P
E ,U
s,t ⊗PE
′,U
s,t , ((s, t) ∈ I0,1).
Proposition 3.10 Let E and E ′ be product systems. Then M E⊗E ′,U = M E ,U∗M E ′,U.
If u and u′ are units of E and E ′ respectively then M E⊗E ′,u⊗u′ = M E ,u ∗M E ′,u′ .
Proof: For proving the first relation we use Theorem 1 for a faithful state η⊗ η′ on
B(E1⊗E ′1) ∼= B(E1)⊗B(E ′1) with η being faithful on B(E1) and η′ being faithful on
B(E ′1). Then we obtain for all (si, ti) ∈ I0,1, i = 1, . . . ,k
µUη⊗η′({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})
= η⊗η′(PE⊗E ′,Us1,t1 · · ·PE⊗E
′,U
sk,tk )
= η⊗η′(PE ,Us1,t1 ⊗PE
′,U
s1,t1 · · ·PE ,Usk,tk ⊗PE
′,U
sk,tk )
= η(PE ,Us1,t1 · · ·PE ,Usk,tk)η′(PE
′,U
s1,t1 · · ·PE
′,U
sk,tk )
= η(PE ,Us1,t1 · · ·PE ,Usk,tk)η′(PE
′,U
s1,t1 · · ·PE
′,U
sk,tk )
= µE ,Uη ({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})µE
′,U
η′ (
{
Z′ : Z′∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k
}
)
= µE ,Uη ⊗µE
′,U
η′ (
{
(Z,Z′) : (Z∪Z′)∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k
}
)
= µE ,Uη ∗µE
′,U
η′ ({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})
what shows the assertion on M E⊗E ′,U by Theorem 1. The proof for M E⊗E ′,u⊗u′ is the
same.
A further analysis of these measure types follows in section 4.5.
4 From Random Sets to Product Systems
In the last section we established that any product system corresponds to at least one
measure type of random sets. To get a deeper understanding of this relation we study
now the reverse question: How can we derive product systems from measure types. As
a side-effect, we show that both E 7→ M E ,U and E 7→ M E ,u are onto. Surprisingly, we
can use some already established facts about product systems to derive properties of the
measure types of interest.
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4.1 General Theory
Let L be any locally compact Hausdorff space. On F[0,1]×L we have the natural operations
Z 7→ Zs,t = Z∩([s, t]×L) and Z 7→ Z+t = ({(z+t, l) : (z, l)∈ Z}∪{(z+t−1, l) : (z, l)∈
Z})∩ [0,1]×L. The convolution on the probability measures of F[0,1]×L associated with
∪ is denoted ∗. In generalisation of the results in Theorem 1 we make the following
Definition 4.1 We call a measure type M on F[0,1]×L stationary factorizing measure type
if
Mr,t = Mr,s ∗Ms,t , ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1) (4.1)
and
M + t = M , (t ∈ R). (4.2)
Note 4.1 We remind the reader that (4.1) and (4.2) mean (3.17) and (3.18) for all µ ∈M .
Proposition 4.1 Every stationary factorizing measure type M on F[0,1]×L determines a
product system EM associated with ((EMt )t∈[0,1],(Vs,t)s,t∈[0,1],s+t≤1) by Proposition 3.1,
where EMt = L2(M0,t), t ∈ [0,1], and
(Vs,tψs⊗ψt)µ0,s⊗µ′s,s+t (Z)= (ψs)µ0,s(Z0,t)(ψt)µs,s+t−t(Zs,s+t−t), (s, t ∈ [0,1],s+t≤ 1)
A corresponding measurable structure is given by sections (ψt)t∈[0,1] for which there is a
measurable function ψˆ : [0,1]×F[0,1] 7−→ C such that for some µ ∈M
(ψt)µ0,t (Z) = ψˆ(t,Z0,t), (t ∈ [0,1],µ0,t−a.a. Z ∈ F[0,1]).
The proof of this result requires some results from section 8.1. Therefore, it is postponed
to section 8.2, page 89. Above we introduced a general L since we wanted to have an
analogue of Proposition 3.8 too. In the following, we concentrate on the case where L is
a singleton, i.e. Z ∈ F[0,1]. First we summarize some properties of stationary factorizing
measure types on F[0,1], being partly derived in the proof of the previous proposition.
Corollary 4.2 Suppose M is a stationary factorizing measure type on [0,1] different
from {δ[0,1]}. Then for all µ ∈M
(i) µ({Z : t ∈ Z}) = 0 for all t ∈ [0,1]. More generally, µ({Z : Z0∩Z 6= /0}) = 0 for
all countable Z0 ⊂ [0,1].
(ii) µ({ /0})> 0.
(iii) ℓ(Z) = 0 for µ–a.a. Z ∈ F[0,1]. Thus for µ-a.a. Z the complement ZC is a dense open
set with full Lebesgue measure.
Proof: The first part of (i) is equivalently stated and proved in Lemma 8.10. The second
part of (i) follows easily.
For ε > 0 consider fε(Z) = χ{Z′:Z′∩[t−ε,t+ε]= /0}(Z). Now limε↓0 fε(Z) = 1−χZ(t) to-
gether with (i) shows χZ(t) = 1 and limε↓0 χ{Z:Z∩[t−ε,t+ε]= /0}= 1 µ-a.s., i.e. there is some
ε > 0 such that µ({Z : Z ∩ [t − ε, t + ε] = /0}) = µt−ε,t+ε({ /0}) > 0. Covering [0,1] by
finitely many intervals of length less than 2ε and using (3.17) yields (ii).
To prove (iii) observe for µ-a.a. Z ∈ F[0,1]
0 =
∫ 1
0
ℓ(dt)χZ(t) = ℓ(Z)
what proves the third assertion.
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Note 4.2 It is not complicated to get similar results for general L. Then (i) reads µ({Z : ({ t }×
L)∩Z 6= /0}) = 0 after excluding cases similar to µ = δ[0,1].
(ii) has to be converted into µ({Z : Z ∩ ([0,1]×L′) = /0}) > 0 for all compact L′ ⊆ L. Note
that this may be false for L′ = L, see the next example. This fact is the reason we explore the
structure of the product system EM in the case of singleton L only.
Using the canonical projection pi : [0,1]×L 7−→ [0,1], (iii) shall mean ℓ(pi(Z)) = 0.
Example 4.1 Consider the Poisson process Πℓ⊗# on F[0,1]×N with intensity measure ℓ⊗
#. Since F[0,1]×N ∼= (F[0,1])N under Z 7→ (pi(Z∩ [0,1]×{n}))n∈N we can define Πℓ⊗# =
Π⊗Nℓ . This product measure is stationary and factorizing since Πell is so. On the other
side, by the law of large numbers, for any Borel set Y ⊂ [0,1] with ℓ(Y ) > 0 we obtain
µ({Z : Z∩ (Y ×N) = /0}) = 0 since Πℓ({Z : Z∩Y = /0}) = e−ℓ(Y ) < 1.
From now on, we will convert notations from the interval [0,1] to the circle T viewed as
[0,1) with the topology derived from the map t 7→ e2piit ∈ C. This conversion is possible
as the above corollary, (i) shows that for any quasistationary quasifactorizing measure µ
its image under Z 7→ Z ∩ [0,1) ⊆ T contains all information about Z and yields almost
surely a closed set. The canonical structure of T as a topological group (with respect to
addition modulo 1) yields for µ-a.a. Z that Z+ t = {z+ t : z ∈ Z} which is the canonical
notation. This change is done for convenience only, all our results stated for [0,1] have a
counterpart on T and vice versa.
Corollary 4.3 Let M be a stationary factorizing measure type on FT different from
{δT }. Then the product system E = EM has at least one unit, corresponding to
(ut)µ = µ({ /0})−1/2χ{ /0}, (t ∈ [0,1],µ ∈M0,t).
The product system EU generated by all units of EM is given by
EUt =
{
ψ ∈ L2(M0,t) : χ{Z:#Z=∞}ψµ = 0 for all µ ∈ µ0,t
}
, (t ∈ R+).
Moreover, M E ,u = M and M E ,U = M ◦ l−1, denoting l the map Z 7→ ˇZ. Conse-
quently, for the type of E there are the following possibilities:
I0 if M = {δ /0}
I1 if M = {µ : µ∼Πℓ}
II0 if M -a.s. ˇZ = Z and M 6= {δ /0}
II1 otherwise
The symbol F fK denotes the set of finite sets:
F
f
K = {Z ⊆ K : #Z < ∞} . (4.3)
Proof: Clearly,√
µ0,s+t({ /0})χ{ /0}(Z0,s+t)
=
√
µ0,s+t({ /0})χ{ /0}(Z0,s)χ{ /0}(Zs,s+t)
=
√
µ0,s+t({ /0})
µ0,s({ /0})µs,s+t({ /0})
√
µ0,s({ /0})χ{ /0}(Z0,s)
√
µs,s+t({ /0})χ{ /0}(Zs,s+t)
= Vs,t
√
µ0,s({ /0})χ{ /0}⊗
√
µs,s+t({ /0})χ{ /0}(Z)
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This shows that u factorizes. Clearly, the map t 7→ µ0,t({ /0}) is decreasing and therefore
measurable. Since χ{ /0} is measurable too, u is a unit of EM .
For the second part, we see that 〈ut ,ψ〉= µ1/2( /0)ψµ( /0) such that (Prut ψ)µ =ψµ( /0)χ{ /0}.
Fix 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1, a measure µ ∈ M with µ = µ0,s ∗ µs,t ∗ µt,1 and ψ ∈ L2(µ0,s), ψ′ ∈
L2(µs,t − s), ψ′′ ∈ L2(µt,1− t). We define ψ˜ ∈ L2(M ) by
ψ˜µ(Z) = ψ(Z0,s)ψ′(Zs,t − s)ψ′′(Zt,1− t).
Then
(Pus,tψ˜)µ(Z) = ψ(Z0,s)Pr(ut )µs,t−sψ
′(Zs,t − s)ψ′′(Zt,1− t)
= ψ(Z0,s)ψ′( /0)χ{ /0}(Zs,t − s)ψ′′(Zt,1− t)
= ψ(Z0,s)ψ′(Zs,t − s)χ{ /0}(Zs,t − s)ψ′′(Zt,1− t)
= χ{Z′:Z′∩[s,t]= /0}(Z)ψ(Z0,s)ψ′(Zs,t − s)ψ′′(Zt,1− t).
This shows that Pus,t is multiplication by χ{Z:Z∩[s,t]= /0}. By normality, JPu( f ) is multipli-
cation by f for all f ∈ L∞(M ) what implies M E ,u = M . The relation M E ,U= M ◦ l−1
follows from Proposition 3.9. This implies also PUs,t = JPu(χ{Z:#(Z∩[s,t])<∞}).
For a stationary factorizing measure type M on FT Proposition 4.4 shows that the
restriction of M to F fT is equivalent either to Π0 or Πℓ. This implies either E
U=E{δ /0} =
Γ({0}) or EU = E{µ:µ∼Πℓ} = Γ(C) respectively. If E = EU, this amounts to the types
I0 and I1 respectively. Otherwise, E has type II0 or II1. From Proposition 3.9 we derive
that M |F fT ∼ δ /0 is equivalent to ˇZ = Z M -a.s. This completes the proof.
Note 4.3 Similarly to M = {δ /0 }, M = {δT } yields a type I0 product system.
Note 4.4 Similarly, one gets a type II product system for compact L, but then there are more
choices for the numerical index of EM , see proposition 4.15 and example 4.7.
If L is not compact things are much more complicated since (ii) from Corollary 4.2 is not
valid, see Example 4.1. Therefore even type III product system could arise, although we have no
example for that behaviour. The measure type of the Poisson process in example 4.1 yields a type
I∞ product system and alteration of finitely many factors yields type II. Whether or not type III
is possible should be first discussed in the context of infinite tensor products of product systems
BHAT (personal communication).
We want to underline the complex structure of type II product systems by several exam-
ples, following some ideas of TSIRELSON [65].
4.2 Example 1: Finite Random Sets
First we look at product systems F for which the measure type M F is concentrated on
finite sets F fT (defined like in (4.3)). The main examples are Poisson processes Πν defined
in (3.20).
Proposition 4.4 Suppose µ is a quasistationary quasifactorizing probability measure on
T with µ(F fT) = 1. Then either µ∼Πℓ or µ = δ /0.
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Proof: Consider the sets Y s,t{s1,...,sk} ⊂ F
f
T for 0 ≤ s = s0 < s1 < · · · < sk < sk+1 = t ≤ 1
given by
Y s,t{s1,...,sk} = {Z : #(Z∩ [si,si+1])≤ 1∀i = 0, . . . ,k} .
Especially, Y s,t/0 = {Z : #(Z∩ [s, t])≤ 1}. Then it is easy to see that
F
f
T =
⋂
S∈F f(0,1), S⊂Q
Y 0,1S
since for any finite set with at least two elements the is a positive minimal distance be-
tween each pair of such elements. Therefore it is sufficient to fix the equivalence class of
all µ|Y 0,1S . Further, by (3.17), we derive
µ|Y 0,1{s1,...,sk} ∼ µ0,s1 ∗µs1,s2 ∗ · · · ∗µsk,1|Y
0,1
{s1,...,sk} = µ0,s1|Y
0,s1
/0 ∗µs1,s2|Y s1,s2/0 ∗ · · · ∗µsk,1|Y sk,1/0
Thus we need to determine the equivalence classes of µs1,s2|Y s1,s2/0 only. By (3.17), it is
enough to do this for µ|Y 0,1/0 . From assumption we know µ({T}) = 0 and Corollary 4.2
shows µ({ /0})> 0. Thus we need to determine µ|{Z : #Z = 1} only. Especially, we have
to show that µ|{Z : #Z = 1} ∼Πℓ|{Z : #Z = 1} or µ|{Z : #Z = 1}= 0.
We can identify {Z : #Z = 1} as Borel subset of FT with T via t 7→ {t }. Correspond-
ingly, there exists a Borel measure µ′ on T such that µ′(Z′) = µ({Z : Z ⊆ Z′,#Z = 1}).
But (3.18) shows that µ is quasiinvariant under the shift on T. Since {Z : #Z = 1} is
invariant under this shift, µ′ is equivalent to the shift invariant measure
∫
T ℓ(dt)(µ′+ t).
The latter must be a multiple of Lebesgue measure on T. Thus either µ′ = 0 or µ′ ∼ ℓ and
the proof is complete.
The proof of the following proposition is formulated and proved in a more general form
in section 6.2, Corollary 6.4.
Proposition 4.5 Suppose E is a product system with a unit (ut)t≥0 for which the measure
type M E ,u from Proposition 3.6 is concentrated on F fT. Then E is an exponential product
system Γ(K ).
We want to show here, that the key point of the new type of examples from [65] is the
switch from independence to quasifactorisation in equation (3.17). A similar result is
given by [66, Lemma 5.6].
Proposition 4.6 Suppose µ is a quasistationary probability measure on FT with
µr,t = µr,s ∗µs,t , ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1). (4.4)
Then µ is a Poisson process or δT.
Proof: According to Corollary 4.2, we need to consider only the case µ({ /0}) > 0. De-
fine the functional Q(s, t) = µ({Z : Z ∩ [s, t] = /0}) = µ({Z : Z ∩ (s, t) = /0}). Then Q is
continuous and fulfils
Q(r, t) = Q(r,s)Q(s, t), ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1).
Further, µ({ /0})> 0 and (4.4) imply Q(s, t) 6= 0 for all s 6= t. Thus,− lnQ is nonnegative,
additive and continuous. Consequently, there is a (diffuse) measure ν on [0,1] such that
ν((0, t))=− lnQ(0, t), or Q(s, t) = e−ν((s,t)). By (4.4), we see that µ({Z : Z∩G = /0}) =
e−ν(G) = Πν({Z : Z∩G = /0}) for all open G ⊂ T. The Choquet theorem [39, Theorem
2-2-1] implies that µ = Πν.
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4.3 Example 2: Countable Random Sets
Now we want to look at stationary factorizing measure types on FT being concentrated on
special countable closed sets. This study advances from the construction in [65, section
5] which used the jump times of a continuous time Markov process on a discrete set.
Since the process was regular, the jump times formed a countable (closed) set. Recall
that ˇZ is the set of limit points of Z. The following result can be derived from standard
set theory.
Lemma 4.7 Let Z be a countable closed set. Then the sequence (Zn)n∈N defined through
Z0 = Z, Zn+1 = ˇZn, n≥ 1 is strictly decreasing unless Zn = /0 for some n ∈ N.
Proof: Suppose ˇZ′ = Z′, i.e. Z′ is a perfect set. It follows from [29, Theorem 6.65] that
Z′ is uncountable or empty. Since Z is countable all Zn are and the assertion is proven.
Thus N(Z) = inf{n∈N : Zn = /0}may serve as a degree of complexity of Z. But, observe
firstly that N(Z) = ∞ is possible. Further, if Z is random and almost surely countable,
N(Z) need not be uniformly bounded over all realisations. Example 4.8 provides some
illustrations of such situations.
We restrict our attention here to the simplest case to show that there is a huge set of
tractable examples. Assume that µ is concentrated on the set of all Z which fulfil
(C1) ˇZ ∈ F fT (may be, it is empty) such that ˇˇZ = /0 and
(C2) for all t ∈ [0,1) there is some ε(t)> 0 such that (t, t+ ε(t)]∩Z = /0, i.e. Z has no
limit point from the right.
If Z ∈ FT, ˇZ 6= /0, obeys these two conditions, we can construct a sequence (λn)n∈N =
(λn(Z))n∈N⊂ [0,1] in the following way. Let Z∩ [0,min ˇZ] = {ξn : n∈N}where (ξn)n∈N
is strictly increasing. Then set
λ0 =
min ˇZ−ξ0
min ˇZ
and
λn+1ξn +(1−λn+1)min ˇZ = ξn+1, (n ∈ N),
i.e. λn+1 = min
ˇZ−ξn+1
min ˇZ−ξn .
Now consider for a probability measure ν on [0,1]N the following three conditions.
(F1) For all k ∈ N the distribution of (λ0, . . . ,λk) under ν is equivalent to Lebesgue
measure on [0,1]k+1.
(F2) The law of the sequence (λn+1)n∈N under ν is equivalent to ν.
(F3) Almost surely under ν, the relation ∏n∈Nλn = 0 is valid.
Proposition 4.8 Let µ and µ′ be two quasistationary quasifactorizing measures on FT for
which almost all Z ∈ FT fulfil (C1) and (C2) and ˇZ 6= /0 occurs with positive probability.
Then µ and µ′ are equivalent iff the laws of λ = (λn)n∈N, conditional on ˇZ 6= /0, under µ
and µ′ are equivalent.
Moreover, for a measure type N on [0,1]N there is a quasistationary quasifactorizing
measure µ on FT with realisations obeying (C1) and (C2) almost surely and µ( ˇZ 6= /0)> 0
such that the distribution of (λn)n∈N, conditional on ˇZ 6= /0, belongs to N iff N fulfils
(F1)–(F3).
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Proof: Equation (3.17) implies like in the proof of Proposition 4.4 that it is enough to fix
the measure types of the law of Z conditional on # ˇZ = 0 and conditional on # ˇZ = 1. From
the same proposition it follows that the former is the measure type of a Poisson process,
since # ˇZ = 0 is the same as Z ∈ F fT. Similar arguments show for conditioning on # ˇZ = 1
that it is sufficient to fix (the equivalence class of) the law of Z conditional on # ˇZ = 1 and
maxZ = max ˇZ. By quasistationarity the equivalence class of this law is fully determined
by the distribution of λ = (λn)n∈N, conditional on ˇZ 6= /0 and vice versa.
Moreover, there is almost surely some rational t > 0 such that Z0,t = Z ∩ [0, t] is
finite. Again (3.17) and Proposition 4.4 imply that the law of Z0,t , conditional on a fixed
t, belongs to the measure type of a Poisson process with intensity measure ℓ(· ∩ [0, t]).
Conditioning on the numbers of points in [0,k] we find that the law of (ξ0, . . . ,ξk) is
equivalent to Lebesgue measure on the set 0 < ξ0 < · · · < ξk < t. Since min ˇZ has also
a law equivalent to Lebesgue measure, conditional on #Z ∩ [0, t] < ∞, we obtain that
the law of (λ0, . . . ,λk) is equivalent to Lebesgue measure on [0,1]k+1, what is condition
(F1). Observe that for any t ∈ T the laws of Zt,1 conditional on Z0,t = /0 and #Z0,t = 1 are
equivalent. But, the latter impose the shift by one in the sequence (λn)n∈N with regard to
the former. This shows (F2). (F3) follows from ξn −−−−−→
n→∞
min ˇZ.
Sufficiency follows from Corollary 4.17, similar to the proof of Theorem 3. We
may choose Qs,t as the law of
⋃
n∈N {s+λ0 · · ·λn(t− s)}∪{t } under some law from N
for (λn)n∈N and Q /0 as Poisson process. Then (F1) establishes (Q4), (F2) forces (Q2),
both together yield (Q3) whereas (Q1) is fulfilled by construction. (F3) proves that the
realisations have really limits in the predefined points of ˇZ. This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.9 The set of different stationary factorizing measure types on FT concen-
trated on countable sets has the cardinality of the continuum.
Proof: For any α > 0 set λαn =Uαn , where (Un)n∈N is i.i.d. uniformly distributed in [0,1].
Clearly, the distribution of λα fulfils (F1) and (F2). From the law of large numbers for
(lnλαn )n∈N we derive (F3). Since the distributions of λαn and λβn are different for α 6= β,
the laws of λα and λβ are singular, what can again be seen from the law of large numbers.
On the other side, FT is a Polish space, so the set of all probability measures on it has
at most the cardinality of the continuum. This completes the proof.
4.4 Example 3: Random Cantor Sets
Here we want to deal with stationary factorizing measure types M which are such that
EM has type II0. Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 3.9 show that this happens if and only if
ˇZ = Z almost surely and Z 6= /0 with positive probability. We construct for such nonempty
Z random numbers (λli, j)0≤ j≤2i−1 ⊂ [0,1], (λri, j)0≤ j≤2i−1 ⊂ [0,1] in the following way:
Set x0,0 = minZ, y0,0 = maxZ and choose z0,0 uniformly in [x0,y0]. Then we set
x1,0 = x0,0, y1,0 =max(Z∩[x0,z0]) and x1,1 =min(Z∩[z0,y0]) and y1,1 = y0,0. We proceed
by choosing all zi, j independent and uniformly in [xi, j,yi, j] and setting
xi+1,2 j = xi, j
yi+1,2 j = maxZ∩ [xi, j,zi, j]
xi+1,2 j+1 = minZ∩ [zi, j,yi, j]
yi+1,2 j+1 = yi, j
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Now, set λl0,0 = x0,0, λr0,0 = (1− y0,0)/(1− x0,0),
λli, j =
yi+1,2 j−xi+1,2 j
zi, j−xi, j
λri, j =
yi+1,2 j+1−xi+1,2 j+1
yi, j−zi, j
Observe
Z =
⋂
i∈N
2i−1⋃
j=0
[xi, j,yi, j]. (4.5)
Note 4.5 Equation (4.5) shows that every nonempty realisation is the limit of iterating the pro-
cedure of dividing every existing interval into two new ones by discarding an interval inside the
old one. This procedure is the same as for the construction of the standard Cantor set in [0,1],
except of using random numbers λli, j,λri, j instead of the fixed 1/3 and 2/3 for the standard Cantor
dust. This analogy motivated the title of this section.
Example 4.2 Let M be constructed from the set of zeros of Brownian motion. Consider
the set of zeros of a Brownian motion (Bt)t≥0 in R with the law L (B0) of the starting
point being equivalent to Lebesgue measure, i.e. Z = {t ∈ [0,1] : Bt = 0} and µ =L (Z).
It is well-known [44] that Z is almost surely an uncountable closed set with no isolated
point if Bt starts in 0. I.e., conditional on Z 6= /0, Z is a perfect set. In [65, section
2] there was proven that the law of Za = {t ∈ [0,1] : Bt = a} is quasistationary and
quasifactorizing for any Brownian motion starting in 0 and a 6= 0. But it is clear that the
laws L (Z) and L (Za) are equivalent. We prefer the former way to describe this measure
type.
Since the distribution of the hitting time Ta = min{s : Bxs = a} is for all x 6= 0 equiv-
alent to Lebesgue measure on R+ [55], we see from the independence of increments that
the distribution of (x0,0,y0,0) is equivalent to Lebesgue measure ℓ⊗ ℓ restricted to I0,1.
Conditionally on Z 6= /0 and (x0,0,y0,0), Z is the set of zeros of a Brownian bridge starting
at 0 at time x0,0 and ending in 0 at time y0,0. Similar arguments apply to the following
steps, we don’t go into the messy details here.
Proposition 4.10 The joint distribution of the sequences λr,λl, characterizes M . This
joint law is locally absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure ℓ on [0,1]
and µ and µ′ are equivalent iff these laws are equivalent.
Proof: The proof is similar of the case of countable sets, but we use another construction
of a finite set.
First observe that if we had chosen instead of 0 another point in T a similar con-
struction would have produced other random variables (λl,λr) with, by quasistationarity,
equivalent law. Thus we could choose this point uniformly on T.
We enumerate the points xi, j,yi, j in a distinct manner, say t2k+2l = xk,2l+1 and t2k+2l+1 =
yk,2l for l = 0, . . . ,2k−1 − 1. Choose independently a random variable ξ geometrically
distributed with mean 1 and define Z′ =
⋃ξ
i=1{ti}. Clearly, the correspondence Z 7→ Z′
defines a stochastic kernel q on FT which, extended by q( /0, ·) = δ /0, fulfils (i) and (ii).
Proposition 4.16 shows that the measure type M ◦ q is again stationary and factorizing.
By Proposition 4.4, it is the measure type of the Poisson process. Thus the law of (ti)i∈N
is locally absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure restricted to a certain
simplex. Now the construction implies that (λli, j,λri, j)0≤i≤k,0≤ j≤2i−1 has a strictly positive
density with respect to Lebesgue measure on [0,1]2k+2−2.
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Note 4.6 Similar to the case of countable closed sets one can characterize the possible laws of
(λl,λr) completely. By these means one can show that the set of different stationary factorizing
measure types concentrated on perfect sets has the cardinality of the continuum. We do not pursue
these ideas here since [65, section 4] and [66] already established the latter result.
4.5 Tensor Products (II)
In this section, we want to analyse the question whether tensor products of product sys-
tems can yield new measure types M EM ,U.
Proposition 4.11 Let M be a stationary factorizing measure type on FT with
Z1∩Z2 = /0, (M ⊗M −a.a. (Z1,Z2)). (4.6)
Then M ∗M = M .
Proof: Fix any µ ∈M and suppose µ(Y )> 0. Then
µ∗µ(Y) = µ⊗µ({(Z1,Z2) : Z1∪Z2 ∈Y })≥ µ⊗µ({(Z1, /0) : Z1 ∈Y }) = µ(Y )µ({ /0})> 0.
Thus µ≪ µ∗µ.
Now assume µ(Y ) = 0 for some Borel set Y ⊂ FT. We introduce the Borel sets
Yn ⊂ F[0,1]×F[0,1],
Yn =
{
(Z1,Z2) : Z1∩ [k−12n ,
k
2n
] = /0 or Z2∩ [k−12n ,
k
2n
] = /0 for all 1≤ k ≤ 2n
}
.
Clearly,
⋃
n∈NYn = {(Z1,Z2) : Z1∩Z2 = /0} and this set has, due to our assumption, full
measure with respect to µ⊗µ. For two disjoint sets S1,S2 ⊂ {1, . . . ,2n} of indeces define
Y nS1,S2 =
{
(Z1,Z2) : for all i = 1,2 and k ∈ {1, . . . ,2n}\Si Zi∩ [k−12n ,
k
2n
] = /0
}
.
Obviously,
Yn =
⋃
S1,S2⊂{1,...,2n},S1∩S2= /0,S1∪S2={1,...,2n}
Y nS1,S2, (n ∈ N).
Fix n ∈ N, the measures µk = µ k−1
2n ,
k
2n
and appropriate S1,S2 ⊂ {1, . . . ,2n}. We find
∗
1≤k≤2n
µk⊗ ∗
1≤l≤2n
µl(
{
(Z1,Z2) : Z1∪Z2 ∈ Y,(Z1,Z2) ∈ Y nS1,S2
}
)
= ∗
k∈S1
µk⊗ ∗
l∈S2
µl({(Z1,Z2) : Z1∪Z2 ∈ Y }) ∏
k∈S1C
µk({ /0}) ∏
l∈S2C
µl({ /0})
= ∗
1≤k≤2n
µk(Y ) ∗
1≤l≤2n
µl({ /0}).
From µ ∼∗1≤k≤2n µk we derive µ⊗ µ({(Z1,Z2) : Z1 ∪ Z2 ∈ Y,(Z1,Z2) ∈ Y nS1,S2}) = 0
and therefore µ∗µ(Y ) = 0. The proof is complete.
Note 4.7 We conjecture that the above result is true regardless of (4.6).
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Note 4.8 In contrast to product systems of Hilbert spaces a general tensor product construction
for product systems of Hilbert modules still it not known to exist. An analogue of the procedure
to alternate local products of the measures to get their convolution, was used by SKEIDE [59]
to construct such a tensor product at least for product systems of Hilbert modules with a so-
called central unit. There the empty set is replaced by a projection onto a so-called central unit.
Unfortunately, his construction does not necessarily yield the tensor product of EM and EM if
(4.6) is not satisfies, see the forthcoming [13]. This is another reason for looking for techniques
to decide whether (4.6) happens or not.
Note 4.9 Concerning (4.6), there is a general theorem by KAHANE [30], which states that
dimH (Z1∩ (Z2 + r))≥ dimH Z1 +dimH Z2−1− ε (4.7)
for all ε > 0 for a set of r ∈ R of positive Lebesgue measure, denoting dimH Z the Hausdorff
dimension of Z defined as follows. The Hausdorff measure of a Borel set F with respect to a
function h : R+ 7−→ R+ is defined as
H
h(F) = sup
ε>0
H
h
ε (F), (4.8)
where
H
h
ε (F) = inf
{
∑
i∈N
h(d(Bi)) : (Bi)i∈N are balls with d(Bi)≤ ε and
⋃
i∈N
Bi ⊇ F
}
, (4.9)
denoting d(B) the diameter of B. Then the Hausdorff dimension dimH F of a Borel set F is
defined by
dimH F = inf
{
α > 0 : H hα(F)> 0 for hα(ε) = εα
}
.
By quasistationarity we derive µ⊗µ({ (Z1,Z2) : Z1∩Z2 6= /0})> 0 if dimH Z > 1/2 for a set
of Z with positive µ-measure. Consequently, random closed sets with high Hausdorff dimension
will not obey (4.6).
Example 4.3 We continue Example 4.2, denote Z = {t ∈ [0,1] : Bt = 0} the set of zeros
of a Brownian motion (Bt)t≥0 in R with L (B0) ∼ ℓ. Then we see for an independent
copy Z′ of Z that Z ∩ Z′ is the distribution of
{
t ∈ [0,1] : B(2)t = 0
}
, where (B(2)t )t≥0
is a Brownian motion in R2 with the initial law L (B(2)0 ) being equivalent to Lebesgue
measure ℓ2. But,
{
t ∈ [0,1] : B(2)t = 0
}
is almost surely void conditional on the fact
that the Brownian motion does not start in (0,0) [44]. Since the latter happens almost
surely, we find µ ∗ µ ∼ µ in this case. The above formula (4.7) does not allow the same
conclusion since dimH Z = 1/2 for µ-a.a. nonempty Z in this case [44].
Example 4.4 Following [63, Section 4], suppose µδ is the distribution of the set of zeros
of a Bessel process with parameter δ ∈ (0,2). This random set is constructed for this
Bessel process in the same scheme which was used for Brownian motion in Example 4.2.
It is well-known that dimH (Z) = 1− δ/2 almost surely conditional on Z 6= /0 [63, 18].
From Note 4.9 we derive that for δ < 1 the relation (4.6) is not almost surely valid.
Nevertheless, it is not clear whether µ ∼ µ ∗ µ is true or not in this case. Since almost
surely ˇZ = Z, this would be implied by EM ∼= EM ⊗EM .
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Example 4.5 We can also consider the measure F1 introduced in (1.2). Since F1 is a
multiple of the Poisson process Πℓ, Corollary 4.2, (i) implies F1⊗F1({(Z1,Z2) : Z1∩Z2 6=
/0}) = 0. Consequently, we derive F1 ∗F1 ∼ F1. On the other side, one can compute
directly ∫
F1(dZ)
∫
F1(dZ′) f (Z∪Z′) =
∫
F1(dZ′′)2#Z
′′ f (Z′′).
This is a direct conclusion of the ∑
∫
lemma, see [26, 37],
∫
F1(dZ)
∫
F1(dZ′) f (Z,Z′) =
∫
F1(dZ′′) ∑
Z∪Z′=Z′′,Z∩Z′= /0
f (Z,Z′). (4.10)
That lemma can serve as one basis of quantum stochastic calculus on the symmetric Fock
space, i.e. exponential product systems, cf. [36]. Since we obtain a similar ∑
∫
-lemma for
quasistationary quasifactorizing measures µ (at least if µ ∗ µ ∼ µ) below, we expect a
calculus on the product systems EM too.
Corollary 4.12 For all quasistationary quasifactorizing measures µ there is a unique
(upto µ-equivalence) stochastic kernel qµ from FT to FT×FT with qµ(Z′′,{(Z,Z′) : Z∪
Z′ = Z′′}) = 1 for all Z′′ ∈ FT such that for all positive measurable functions f : FT×
FT 7−→ R, g : FT 7−→R∫
µ(dZ)
∫
µ(dZ′) f (Z,Z′)g(Z∪Z′) =
∫
µ∗µ(dZ′′)g(Z′′)
∫
qµ(Z′′,d(Z,Z′)) f (Z,Z′).
(4.11)
Proof: Since FT is a Polish space, we can disintegrate the measure µ⊗µ conditional on
Z ∪ Z′ [42]. Since Z ∪ Z′ has distribution µ ∗ µ, the disintegrating kernel fulfils (4.11).
By construction it satisfies the support condition µ∗µ-a.s. It is a standard procedure now
to construct a version of this disintegrating kernel which fulfils the support condition
everywhere.
Example 4.6 We consider the Poisson process Πℓ = e−1F1. From the ∑
∫
-lemma (4.10)
we find∫
Πℓ(dZ1)
∫
Πℓ(dZ2)g(Z1∪Z2) f (Z1,Z2)
= e−2
∫
F1(dZ1)
∫
F1(dZ2)g(Z1∪Z2) f (Z1,Z2)
= e−2
∫
F1(dZ)g(Z) ∑
Z1∪Z2=Z,Z1∩Z2= /0
f (Z1,Z2)
= e−2
∫
F1 ∗F1(dZ)g(Z)2−#Z ∑
Z1∪Z2=Z,Z1∩Z2= /0
f (Z1,Z2)
=
∫
Πℓ ∗Πℓ(dZ)g(Z)2−#Z ∑
Z1∪Z2=Z,Z1∩Z2= /0
f (Z1,Z2)
This shows that qΠℓ(Z, . ) is the uniform distribution on the finite set
{(Z1,Z2) : Z1∪Z2 = Z,Z1∩Z2 = /0} .
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It is easy to see that this distribution corresponds exactly to the random mechanism where
each point in Z chooses independently from all other points whether to belong to the set
Z1 or Z2 with probability 1/2. It was proven in [24] that this kernel qΠℓ characterizes Πℓ
among all probability measures on F fT. We want to remark that {µ : µ∼ Πℓ} is the only
stationary factorizing measure type with qµ being concentrated on a discrete set. This
shows that the kernel qΠℓ characterizes Πℓ even among all probability measures on FT.
Corollary 4.13 (4.6) implies M EM ⊗EM ,U= M EM ,U and M EM ⊗EM ,u⊗u′ = M EM ,u.
Note 4.10 This result is a simple proof of the fact that the measure types M E ,U and M E ,u do not
characterize a type II product system completely. Another indication is given in Proposition 6.7
below. That result shows that it is even not enough to consider the measure types of all product
subsystems, how described in Theorem 5.
We want to mention the following simple description for tensor products of the special
product systems EM .
Proposition 4.14 Suppose M and M ′ are stationary factorizing measure types on FT×L
and FT×L′ respectively. Define the measure type M ⊗M ′ on FT×(L∪L′) = FT×L×FT×L′
by
M ⊗M ′ = { µ˜ : µ˜∼ µ⊗µ′ for one and thus all µ ∈M ,µ′ ∈M ′} .
Then EM ⊗EM ′ ∼= EM⊗M ′ .
At the end of this section, we want show by a simple example that the rôle of tensor prod-
uct is, besides additivity relations for the numerical index and the measure type M E ,U, a
restricted one if one is concerned with the structure of the category of product systems.
Recall that a product system E is of type IIk or Ik if EU ∼= Γ(Ck) (set C∞ = l2) and
E 6= EU or E = EU respectively. Before the work of TSIRELSON there was hope that
any type IIk product system is isomorphic to some tensor product F ⊗Γ(Ck) where F is
type II0 [48]. We show now for the type II1 product systems studied in section 4.3 that
this is not true.
Proposition 4.15 Let M be a stationary factorizing measure type on FT with realisa-
tions which are countable sets but Z /∈ F fT with positive probability. Then E = EM is a
type II1 product system which is not isomorphic to some F ⊗Γ(C), where F is any (type
II0) product system. It is even not isomorphic to any nontrivial tensor product F ⊗ ˜F ,
F 6∼= Γ({0}) 6∼= ˜F .
Proof: The statement about the type was contained in Corollary 4.3.
Assume E ∼= F ⊗ ˜F with nontrivial F , ˜F and let u be the unit in E corresponding
to χ{ /0}. From Corollary 5.3 we obtain u ∼= v⊗ v˜ for units v ∈ F , v˜ ∈ ˜F . Since M =
M E ,u = M F ,v ∗M ˜F ,v˜ is concentrated on at most countable sets, both M F ,v and M ˜F ,v
are so. At least one of them must have nonfinite realisations, say M F ,v. Then we see
analogous to Corollary 4.3 that F is of type II1. By additivity of the numerical index,
˜F must be either type II0 or I0. The former is not possible since by Corollary 4.3 M ˜F ,v
would have uncountable realisations. This shows that ˜F is trivial and that E can be only
a trivial tensor product of product systems.
Note 4.11 There exist similar examples for product systems of type IIk, k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, derived
from measure types on FT×{1,...,k}.
Summarisingly, tensor product do not impose enough structure on the set of product
systems (apart from the type I ones). As a consequence, we consider other procedures in
the next section and in section 6.2.
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4.6 The map E 7→M E ,U is surjective
Which stationary factorizing measure types may arise in the two ways considered in
Section 3? For M E ,u, Corollary 4.3 shows that the answer is all but {δT}. It is a bit
surprising that the same is true (without the exception) for the measure type M E ,U.
Theorem 3 The maps E 7→ M E ,U and (E ,u) 7→ M E ,u are surjective onto the set of all
stationary factorizing measure types and all stationary factorizing measure types differ-
ent from {δT} respectively.
For this result we need to establish that any quasistationary quasifactorizing random set
on T is the law of the set of limit points of another quasistationary quasifactorizing ran-
dom set, so the proof is given on page 35 below. This follows from the more general
results of this section, which were already used in section 4.3. Recall for a stochastic ker-
nel q on FT that q(Z) is a probability measure on FT. On [0,1)∼= T, we use the intervals
(s, t)= (s,1)∪ [0, t) and [s, t] = [s,1)∪ [0, t], if s≥ t, and extend the notations µs,t and Zs,t
in the obvious way.
Proposition 4.16 Let q be a stochastic kernel from FT to FT such that
(i) For all s, t ∈ T there are two stochastic kernels q′s,t ,q′′t,s on F[s,t] and F[t,s] respec-
tively fulfilling q(Z)∼ q′s,t(Zs,t)∗q′′t,s(Zt,s) for all Z ∈ FT, s, t 6∈ Z.
(ii) q(Z+ t)∼ q(Z)+ t for all t ∈ T.
Then, for any stationary factorizing measure type M 6= {δT} on FT also M ◦ q =
{
µ′ :
µ′ ∼ µ◦q,µ ∈M } is a stationary factorizing measure type.
Proof: Clearly, µ˜ ∈M ◦q is quasistationary by (ii). Further, it is quasifactorizing iff
µ˜∼ µ˜s,t ∗ µ˜t,s, (s, t ∈ T,s 6= t). (4.12)
To show this, fix µ ∈ M and s 6= t ∈ T. If µ = δT equation (4.12) follows immediately
from (i). Otherwise,
µ◦q∼ (µs,t ∗µt,s)◦q∼ (µs,t ∗µt,s)◦ (q′s,t ∗q′′t,s) = µ′s,t ∗µ′′t,s
for two measures µ′ and µ′′ since s, t /∈ Z µ-a.s. We derive from this that (µ ◦ q)s,t ∼ µ′s,t
and (µ◦q)t,s ∼ µ′′t,s what implies (4.12).
Now we develop a procedure to fill the (many) holes of a typical quasistationary quasi-
factorizing random set (different from T).
Corollary 4.17 Suppose that there are given a quasistationary quasifactorizing measure
Q /0 and a family (Qs,t)s,t∈T where Qs,t is a measure probability on F[s,t] which fulfil
(Q1) Qs+r,t+r = Qs,t + r for all s, t ∈ T, r ∈ T,
(Q2) (Qr,t)r,s ∼ (Qr,t ′)r,s and (Qr,t)s,t ∼ (Qr′,t)s,t for all r,r′,s, t, t ′∈T, s∈ (r, t)∩(r, t ′)∩
(r′, t)∩ (r′, t ′),
(Q3) Qr,t ∼ (Qr,t)r,s ∗ (Qr,t)s,t for all r, t ∈ T, s ∈ (r, t), and
(Q4) (Qr,t)s,s′ ∼ (Q /0)s,s′ for all r,s,s′, t ∈ T, [s,s′]⊂ (r, t).
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Define the stochastic kernel q by
q(Z) =
{ δZ ∗∗(α,β)⊆ZC,maximal Qα,β if Z 6= /0
Q /0 otherwise , (4.13)
where the convolution is taken over the family of maximal open subintervals of ZC.
Then for all stationary factorizing measure types M on FT the measure type M ◦q is
again stationary and factorizing.
Proof: If M = {δT} the statement is clearly fulfilled. So let us assume M 6= {δT}.
First we show that the infinite convolution leads to a closed set. Take t ∈ (Z′)C if Z′ is
the sample from q(Z)for fixed Z. Then t ∈ ZC, i.e. t ∈ (α,β) for some maximal α,β. Thus
t is in the complement of the random closed set Zα,β = (Z′∩ (α,β))∪{α,β}, generated
according to Qα,β. Since all other sets Zα′,β′ do not meet the open interval (α,β), there
is an open neighbourhood of t not only in
(
Zα,β
)C but in (Z′)C too. This shows that Z′ is
closed.
Now quasifactorisation of Q /0 implies (i) for Z = /0, whereas (Q2) and (Q3) provide
that condition in the case where neither Zs,t nor Zt,s is empty. (Q4) covers the situation
where exactly one of these two sets is empty. Clearly, (Q1) implies (ii) and the proof is
over.
Proof of Theorem 3: Clearly, for a unit we have never Pus,t = 0 for some 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1.
This shows in comparison with example 3.6 that {δT } is not possible for M E ,u. For
each stationary factorizing measure type M 6= {δT} Corollary 4.3 shows that there is the
product system EM which has at least one unit with M E ,u = M .
As far as M E ,U is concerned, this measure type is {δT } iff E is of type III (see
Example 3.6) and there are examples for product systems of type III, e.g. in [65]. Thus
we may assume again that M 6= {δT}. In the following we construct a stochastic kernel
q on FT according to Corollary 4.17 such that the measure type M E
M ◦q,U
, which can be
easily calculated using Corollary 4.3, is M . This q is universal for all M 6= {δT}.
We construct a specific Qs,t by Qs,t(Y ) = Q({Z : {s+(t− s)z : z ∈ Z} ∈ Y }), where
Q is the law of {ξln : n ∈ N}∪{ξrn : n ∈ N}∪{0,1} for the following random variables(
λln
)
n∈N, (λrn)n∈N. Choose one point r0 uniformly in (0,1) and two sequences
(
λln
)
n∈N,
(λrn)n∈N uniformly distributed in [0,1]. These sequences define via
ξl0 = r0
ξln+1 = λlnξln, (n ∈ N)
ξr0 = r0
ξrn+1 = λrnξrn +(1−λrn), (n ∈ N)
two other sequences
(ξln)n∈N, (ξrn)n∈N and consequently Q. Clearly, (Q1) is fulfilled
and (Q3) is checked like follows. Define a new enumeration (xn)n∈Z of ξ, namely xn ={ ξrn if n≥ 0
ξl−n if n < 0 . Then each finite subsequence of (xn)n∈Z has a law equivalent to
Lebesgue measure restricted to a simplex of ordered numbers. Further, the law of x is
invariant under the shift (xn)n∈N 7→ (xn−1)n∈N. From this it is easy to see that (Qr,t)r,s ∼
L ({r}∪{r+(s− r)ξrn : n ∈ N}). Conditioning on the value of max{n ∈ Z : xn ≤ s}
yields (Q3). Choosing Q /0 = Πℓ we get (Q4).
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Now take any stationary factorizing measure type M and consider EM ◦q. We know
that M EM ◦q,U is the law of ˇZ′, if Z′ is distributed according to µ ◦ q. But any limit point
of Z′ is a point of Z, since any Qs,t is concentrated on sets with limit points exactly in s
and t. Further, any point of Z is a limit point of Z or it is some α for a maximal interval
(α,β)⊂ ZC. In the latter case, it is a limit point of Z′ and we conclude that ˇZ′ = Z almost
surely. Corollary 4.3 shows M EM ◦q,U= M and the proof is complete.
Note 4.12 We established the product system EM for all stationary factorizing measure types
M on F[0,1]×L. But, upto now, we could only prove that M ◦ l−1, l(Z) = ˇZ, is an invariant of
this product system if M is a measure type on F[0,1] (being M EM ,U ). One might conjecture that,
actually, EM is isomorphic to EM ′ iff the lattices FL and FL′ are isomorphic and M = M ′ with
this identification. For singletons L,L′ this is related to the question whether automorphisms of
product systems act transitively on the set of normalized units. Unfortunately, even if the latter
would be true in general, things are not so simple, as the following example shows.
Example 4.7 Let Z1,Z2,Z3 ∈ F fT be independent random sets distributed according to a
Poisson process and define
Z = ((Z1∪Z2)×{1})∪ ((Z1∪Z3)×{2}) ∈ F fT×{1,2}.
Then the law L (Z) is stationary and factorizing since the distribution L ((Z1×{1})∪
(Z2×{2})∪ (Z3 ×{3})) is (see Proposition 4.16). On the other side, we can recover
Z1,Z2,Z3 from Z by
Z1 = pi(Z∩ (T×{1}))∩pi(Z∩ (T×{2}))
Z2 = pi(Z∩ (T×{1}))\Z1
Z3 = pi(Z∩ (T×{2}))\Z1,
where pi : T×{1,2} 7−→ T is the canonical projection. Thus the product systems cor-
responding to L (Z) and L ((Z1×{1})∪ (Z2×{2})∪ (Z3×{3})) are isomorphic (to
Γ(C3)), although L is {1,2} for the first and {1,2,3} for the second distribution.
We are now in a good position to establish an example of an arbitrarily complex countable
quasistationary quasifactorizing random set.
Example 4.8 Define a sequence
(
µ(n)
)
n∈N
of quasistationary quasifactorizing measures
on FT by
µ(0) = δ /0, µ(n+1) = µ(n) ◦q, (n ∈ N)
where q is the stochastic kernel derived in the proof of Theorem 3. We will see below, in
the proof of Proposition 5.11, that
µ = ∑
n∈N
2−n−1µ(n)
is a quasistationary quasifactorizing measure. It is concentrated on countable closed sets,
since each µ(n) is so. Moreover, none of the random sets Zn defined in Lemma 4.7 is
µ-a.s. empty.
From µ we derive a family (Qs,t)s,t∈T fitting into Corollary 4.17 as images under
the maps Z 7→ {(t − s) z
maxZ + s : z ∈ Z
} (with appropriate meaning for t ≤ s). Q /0 is
determined by this choice upto equivalence. Let Z′ be a quasistationary quasifactorizing
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random set and ˜Z be constructed from Z′ by a realisation of the random transition behind
the stochastic kernel q from (4.13). Suppose #Z′ = ∞ with positive probability and fix
such a realisation. Then, by the law of large numbers, for all z ∈ Z′, n ∈ N the set ˜Zn
in Lemma 4.7 contains a strictly increasing sequence converging towards z. This shows
Z′ ⊆ ˜Zn for all n ∈ N.
Clearly, we can iterate this procedures to advance further and further in the hierarchy
of (random) countable closed sets in T ordered by inclusion.
5 An Hierarchy of Random Sets
5.1 Factorizing Projections and Product Subsystems
Almost all results presented in Section 3 depended only on the existence of adapted
projections (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 fulfilling (3.10) and (3.11). Existence of such projections is
stable under tensor products: E.g., if E has a unit but F has none (i.e., it is of type III)
then (PE ,Us,t ⊗1F1)(s,t)∈I0,1 are projections on E1⊗F1 fitting into Theorem 1. But, E⊗F is
of type III, see Corollary 5.4 below. Thus the above developed technique has applications
even to product systems of type III. From an abstract point of view, the crucial notion is
that of a product subsystem. Therefore, we will analyse in this section the whole set
S (E) = {F : F is a subsystem of E } which is invariant under isomorphisms.
Note 5.1 S (E) is never void, since it contains both F = E and F , Ft = {0} ⊂ Et .
For a product subsystem F we define projections (PFs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂ B(E1),
PFs,t = PrEs⊗Ft−s⊗E1−t = 1Es ⊗PrFt−s ⊗1E1−t , ((s, t)∈ I0,1). (5.1)
Proposition 5.1 S (E) is under the map F 7→ (PFs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the set of families (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂ B(E1) of adapted projections fulfilling both
(3.10) and (3.11).
With this identification, the product subsystems (Cut)t≥0 generated by units (ut)t≥0
correspond one-to-one to families (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 for which P0,1 is a one-dimensional pro-
jection.
Proof: Clearly, to a projection family (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 there correspond subspaces F ′s,t ⊆E1.
Since Ps,t ∈As,t , there is some F ′′s,t ⊆Et−s such that F ′s,t =Es⊗F ′′s,t⊗E1−t . (3.10) implies
F ′′r,s⊗F ′′s,t = F ′′r,t and (3.11) shows that F ′′s,t = F ′′0,t−s. The reverse conclusion is obvious.
For the proof of the second assertion fix vectors (vt)t∈[0,1] with P0,t = Prvt ⊗1E1−t .
Since t 7→ P0,t is continuous by Proposition 3.4, we could choose (vt)t∈[0,1] as measurable
section. Equation (3.11) shows Ps,t = 1Es ⊗Prvt−s⊗1E1−t for all s < t. (3.10) implies that
for s, t ≥ 0, s+ t ≤ 1 there are complex numbers c(s, t)∈ T such that vs+t = c(s, t)vs⊗vt .
An elementary calculation gives
c(s+ t,r)c(s, t) = c(s, t + r)c(t,r), (s, t,r≥ 0,s+ t + r ≤ 1).
By Corollary 7.6, there are numbers (zt)t∈[0,1] such that c(s, t) = zszt/zs+t for all s, t ≥ 0,
s+ t ≤ 1. Thus ut = ztvt fulfils us+t = us⊗ut for all s, t ≥ 0, s+ t ≤ 1 and this relation
extends trivially to all s, t ∈ R+. Applying [5], we can choose (zt)t∈[0,1] and thus (ut)t≥0
measurably. This means that the latter is a unit and the proof is complete.
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Corollary 5.2 For any section (ut)t≥0 through a product system E = (Et)t≥0 with ut0 6= 0
for some t0 > 0 and (3.2) there are a unit v ∈ U(E) and complex numbers (ct)t≥0 ⊂ C
with cs+t = csct , s, t ∈ R+, such that
ut = ctvt , (t ∈ R+).
Proof: Define the family (Pus,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 exactly like for a unit. Clearly, this family fulfils
(3.10) and (3.11) too. Now the above proposition determines a unit v ∈U(E) such that
Pus,t = Pvs,t . This shows Cut = Cvt and the proof is complete.
In this circle of problems, we want to mention the following result proved in [5, Corollary
3.9].
Corollary 5.3 If E ,E ′ are product systems, a unit w= (wt)t≥0 of E⊗E ′ has necessarily
the form wt = ut ⊗ vt for two units u ∈U(E), v ∈U(E ′).
Proof: Consider the operators (Pws,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂B(E1⊗E ′1). We can build operators as,t ∈
B(E1), (s, t)∈ I0,1, being the partial trace of Pws,t over B(E ′t−s). I.e., as,t ∈AEs,t is uniquely
determined by trb⊗1Pws,t = trbas,t for all b ∈ B(Et−s). It follows that
ar,t = ar,sas,t , ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1). (5.2)
Now we use the method of [5, Corollary 3.9] to show that all as,t are projections and a0,1
is one-dimensional. Observe that the operators as,t are positive, trace-class and nonzero.
Thus, denoting P′s,t the eigenprojection corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of as,t ,
we find (3.10) for the family (P′s,t)(s,t)∈I0,1. Further, since a0,1 is trace-class, P′0,1 is finite-
dimensional. This means that the product subsystem related to (P′s,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 consists of
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. But dimP′s,t dimP′t,r = dimP′s,r shows that P′0,1 is 1-
dimensional. Now denote P′′s,t the eigenprojection of the second largest eigenvalue of as,t .
These projections fulfil
P′′0,2t = P
′
0,tP
′′
t,2t +P
′′
0,tP
′
t,2t , (t ∈ [0,1/2]).
Thus dimP′′0,2t = 2dimP′′0,t or dimP′′0,t = 2n dimP′′0,2−nt ≥ 2n for all n, t. Compactness and
positivity of a0,t show that P′′0,t has only one eigenvalue different from zero. Since P′0,1
is onedimensional, in fact as,t = P′s,t . Thus a corresponds to a unit and Pw0,1 factorizes
to P′0,1 ⊗ ˜P0,1. Similar arguments show that ˜P0,1 is onedimensional and w is the tensor
product of the units corresponding to P′0,1 and ˜P0,1.
Corollary 5.4 If E ,F are product systems, where F is of type III, E ⊗F is of type III
too.
Note 5.2 Clearly, (5.2) is an extension of (3.10). Extending Theorem 1 one could ask, which
(random) structures correspond to this relation. A sufficient answer is given in section 8.4 below.
At the moment we just mention that there is again a probability measure behind such families
being the distribution of a pair of a random closed set and an increment process. Unfortunately,
the set of positive operator families (as,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 obeying (5.2) is not a lattice with respect to the
natural order such that this larger (invariant) set would be much more difficult to use.
Theorem 4 S (E) is a complete lattice with respect to the inclusion relation, i.e. for any
family (F i)i∈I of product subsystems there are a least upper bound product subsystem∨
i∈I F i and a greatest lower bound
∧
i∈I F i.
This lattice is an invariant of the product system.
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Proof: The fibrewise intersection of a family of product subsystems is again a product
subsystem. Consequently, the greatest lower bound of a family of product subsystems
corresponds to the intersection of the corresponding subspaces in E1. Further, the set
of all closed subspaces in E1 is a complete lattice. Thus the assertion follows from [17,
Theorem I.6] which states that any subset of a complete lattice for which any subsubset
has a greatest lower bound is again a complete lattice (with, may be, a different least
upper bound functional).
Since any isomorphism of product systems maps product subsystems one-to-one into
product subsystems, S (E) is clearly an invariant of E .
Note 5.3 Set Pis,t = PF
i
s,t . Following the above proof, we find∧
i∈I
Pir,s
∧
i∈I
Pis,t =
∧
i∈I
Pir,t , ((r,s),(s, t) ∈ I0,1), (5.3)
i.e.
∧
i∈I F i corresponds to (
∧
i∈I Pis,t)(s,t∈I0,1). On the other hand, for the operators
Ps0,...,sNs,t =
N
∏
k=1
∨
i∈I
Pisk−1,sk (5.4)
the strong limit s− lims=s0<s1<···<sN=t Ps0,...,sNs,t = P∞s,t for finer and finer partitions, which exists due
to monotony, defines the least upper bound of
{
Pis,t(s, t ∈ I0,1)i ∈ I
}
.
Proposition 5.5 Let E be a product system with at least one unit and F 6= ({0})t≥0 be
a subsystem of it. Then F contains a unit too. Especially, if (ut)t≥0 is a unit the section
(vt)t∈[0,1] determined by vt ⊗u1−t = PF0,tu1 extends to a unit.
Proof: Continuity of (PFs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 shows that (PF0,t)0≤t≤1 is a measurable family of pro-jections. This implies that (vt)t≥0 is a measurable section. From (3.10) and (3.11) it
follows that vs+t = vs⊗ vt for all s, t ≥ 0, s+ t ≤ 1.
Assume vt = 0 for some t > 0. Then vt/2n = 0 for all n ∈ N. This implies on E1 that
PF0,t/2nu1 = vt/2n ⊗u1−t/2n = 0. On the other side, by Proposition 3.4, s-limn→∞ PF0,t/2n =
1. We derive limn→∞ PF0,t/2n u1 = u1 which is a contradiction. Thus the proof is complete.
Note 5.4 The study of families of projection with (3.10) and (3.11) and their lattice structure
originates in work of POWERS, cf. [50, 15] for similar results on S (E) stated in terms of E0-
semigroups and dominated e0-semigroups respectively cocycles of these semigroups.
A complete analysis of the lattice S (E) for type I product systems can be found in [15,
section 7, page 65], see also the next section. Below, we will consider several other examples,
built as product systems EM for stationary factorizing measure types M on FT.
5.2 Subsystems of EM
In the simplest case the product systems EM are type I. The discussion of S (Γ(K ))
is simplified by the following result on units in an arbitrary product system. We want to
show that U(E) carries a certain affine structure reflecting that one of the Hilbert space
K if EU∼= Γ(K ). So consider for two units u,u′ ∈ U(E), λ ∈ C and t,s1, . . . ,sk ∈ R+
with s1 + · · ·+ sk = t (denote this fact by (s1, . . . ,sk) ∈ ∆t) the vectors vλs1,...,sk defined
through
vλs1,...,sk = (λus1 +(1−λ)u′s1)⊗·· ·⊗ (λusk +(1−λ)u′sk) ∈ Et .
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Further, we call (s′1, . . . ,s′l) ∈ ∆t a refinement of (s1, . . . ,sk) ∈ ∆t , if there are natural
numbers l0 = 0, l1, . . . , lk = l such that s′li+1 + · · ·+ s′li+1 = si+1 for i = 0, . . . ,k−1. This
way, ∆t becomes a directed set. Limit procedures over this directed set we denote by
(s1, . . . ,sk)→ ∆t .
Proposition 5.6 If u,u′ ∈U(E) and λ∈C then there is another unit v∈U(E) such that
lim
{s1,...,sk}→∆t
vλs1,...,sk = vt , (t ∈ R+).
Denoting the covariance function (see (3.19)) of E by γ this unit v fulfils
γ(v,w) = λγ(u,w)+(1−λ)γ(u′,w), (w ∈U(E)).
Proof: First we consider
∥∥∥vλs1,...,sk − vλt ∥∥∥ for (s1, . . . ,sk) ∈ ∆t . Then∥∥∥vλs1,...,sk∥∥∥2 = k∏
i=1
∥∥λusi +(1−λ)u′si∥∥2 .
From equation (3.19) we get that ‖u′s‖2 = 1 + γ(u′,u′)s +O(s2) as well as 〈us,u′s〉 =
1+ γ(u′,u′)s+O(s2). Throughout this proof, O(x) denotes terms T (x) with |T (x)| ≤Cx
for a universal constant C, which depends on t,u,u′ and λ only. The elementary relation
∏ki=1(1+ csi +O(s2i )) = 1+ c∑ki=1 si +O((∑ki=1 si)2) shows for (s1, . . . ,sk) ∈ ∆s,∥∥∥vλs1,...,sk∥∥∥2 = k∏
i=1
( |λ|2 (1+ γ(u,u)si+O(s2i ))+2Reλ(1−λ)(1+ γ(u,u′)si +O(s2i ))
+ |1−λ|2 (1+ γ(u′,u′)si +O(s2i ))
)
=
k
∏
i=1
(1+(|λ|2 γ(u,u)+2Reλ(1−λ)γ(u′,u′)
+ |1−λ|2 γ(u′,u′))si +O(s2i ))
= 1+(|λ|2 γ(u,u)+2Reλ(1−λ)γ(u′,u′)+ |1−λ|2 γ(u′,u′))t +O(s2).
This implies that
∥∥∥vλs1,...,sk∥∥∥ is bounded as long as (s1, . . . ,sk) ∈ ∆s, s≤ t, and∥∥∥vλs∥∥∥2 = 1+(|λ|2 γ(u,u)+2Reλ(1−λ)γ(u,u′)+ |1−λ|2 γ(u′,u′))s+O(s2).
Similarly, we obtain〈
vλs ,v
λ
s1,...,sk
〉
= 1+(|λ|2 γ(u,u)+2Reλ(1−λ)γ(u,u′)+ |1−λ|2 γ(u′,u′))s+O(s2).
As a consequence we get
∥∥∥vλs1,...,sk − vλs ∥∥∥ = O(s2). Boundedness of vλs1,...,sk implies for
any two partitions (s1, . . . ,sk),(s′1, . . . ,s′l) ∈ ∆t , the latter being finer than the former, that∥∥∥vλs1,...,sk − vλs′1,...,s′l
∥∥∥= O( k∑
i=1
s2i ).
This proves the asserted convergence.
In a similar fashion, we derive for any unit w and (s1, . . . ,sk) ∈ ∆t , t ∈ [0,T ],〈
vλs1,...,sk,wt
〉
= 1+(λγ(u,w)+(1−λ)γ(u′,w))t +O(t2),
what implies the covariance formula and completes the proof.
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Note 5.5 ARVESON [4, Proposition 6.3] proves a similar result, showing that
vn = ut/2nu
′
t/2nut/2nu
′
t/2n . . .ut/2nu
′
t/2n ∈ Et
converges weakly to another unit v with the covariance function fulfilling γ(v,w) = 12γ(u,w) +
1
2γ(u′,w) for all units w. This defines a certain convex structure on U(E) too. We have shown
above quite briefly (with establishing strong convergence) that there is an affine structure on
U(E). This extended result could avoid much of the work in [4, Section 6] to prove that any type
I product system is isomorphic to some Γ(K ). We do not repeat the remaining arguments from
there here since the same fact is derived in Corollary 6.4 by computing direct integrals.
Example 5.1 Let E = Γ(K ) be a type I product system. We know that all units u ∈
U(Γ(K )) have the form u = uz,k given in (3.4). Then it is easy to derive v = uz′′,k′′ with
z = λz+(1−λ)z′, k′′ = λk+(1−λ)k′. Thus, if F a subsystem of Γ(K ), the units in F
correspond to a closed affine subspace of C⊕K . Consequently, F is either {0} or again
type I. Moreover, any closed affine subspace of C⊕K can arise in this way. Thus S (E)
is in one-to-one correspondence with the closed affine subspaces of C⊕K .
Now we want to analyse S (EM ) for a general stationary factorizing measure type M
on F[0,1]. As a first step, the following lemma yields a vivid description.
Lemma 5.7 Suppose that (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂L∞(M ) are adapted projections fulfilling (3.10)
and (3.11). Then there exists a measurable function f : F[0,1] 7−→ F[0,1] such that Ps,t is
the operator of multiplication by χ{Z: f (Z)∩[s,t]= /0}(·). This function can be chosen to fulfil
either f (Z) ≡ [0,1] or f (Z) ⊆ Z. Further, f (Z + t) = f (Z)+ t will be true for all t ∈ R
for almost all Z and f (Z)s,t = f (Zs,t) for all (s, t)∈ I0,1 for almost all Z ∈ F[0,1].
Conversely, any such f corresponds to an adapted projection family with (3.10) and
(3.11).
Proof: If M = {δ[0,1]} there is nothing to prove. Thus, by Corollary 4.2, we may assume
that { /0} is an atom for M .
Considering pairs (s, t) ∈ I0,1 of dyadic numbers we derive random variables ξk,n :
F[0,1] 7−→ {0,1}, n ∈ N, k ∈ {0, . . . ,2n−1}, such that Pk2−n,(k+1)2−n is multiplication by
ξk,n and ξk,n(Z) = ξk,n(Z∩ [k2−n,(k+1)2−n]). We derive that almost surely
ξ2k,n+1ξ2k+1,n+1 = ξk,n, (n ∈ N,k ∈ {0, . . . ,2n−1}) (5.5)
as well as ξk,n(Z+2−n) = ξk−1,n(Z). Since { /0} is an atom of M , we derive that
ξk,n( /0) = ξ2k,n+1( /0)ξ2k+1,n+1( /0) = ξ2k,n+1( /0)ξ2k,n+1( /0−2−n−1)
= ξ2k,n+1( /0)2 = ξ2k+1,n+1( /0)2, (n ∈ N,k ∈ {0, . . . ,2n−1}).
This shows that there are only two cases: ξk,n( /0) = 0 for all k,n or ξk,n( /0) = 1.
In the former case, we obtain from (5.5) for almost any Z ∈ F[0,1] such that [l2−m,(l+
1)2−m]∩Z = /0 for some l,m that ξk,n(Z) = 0 if [l2−m,(l+1)2−m] ⊆ [k2−n,(k+1)2−n].
From Corollary 4.2, (iii) we know that for M –a.a. Z for any k,n there exists such l,m. We
conclude that ξk,n( /0)≡ 0 implies ξk,n ≡ 0 M –a.s. and by continuity, Ps,t = 0, (s, t)∈ I0,1.
Setting f (Z)≡ [0,1] we derive the assertion.
For the rest of the proof, we assume ξk,n( /0) = 1 for all k,n. We change ξ on a null set
to obtain the above derived relations everywhere. Define f : F[0,1] 7−→ F[0,1] by
f (Z) = ⋂
n∈N
⋃
k=0,...,2n−1
ξk,n(Z)=0
[k2−n,(k+1)2−n]
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Clearly, n 7→ ⋃ k=0,...,2n−1
ξk,n(Z)=0
[k2−n,(k+ 1)2−n] is decreasing due to (5.5) such that f maps
into F[0,1]. f is measurable since finite unions and countable intersections are so. Further,
t ∈ f (Z) iff ξk,n(Z) = 0 for all k,n with t ∈ [k2−n,(k+1)2−n]. By definition and the above
compatibility relation for ξ we get for dyadic s, t, say s = k2−n, t = l2−n, that
f (Z)∩ (s, t) 6= /0 ⇐⇒
l−1
∏
p=k
ξp,n(Z) = 0.
By definition of ξ, this shows that multiplication by χ{Z: f (Z∩[s,t]= /0)}(·) is the projection
∏l−1p=k Pp2−n,(p+1)2−n = Ps,t . Upper continuity and monotony of (s, t) 7→ χ{Z: f (Z)∩[s,t]= /0)}
and continuity of (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 (see Proposition 3.4) imply this fact for all other pairs
(s, t). Since f is almost surely determined by this property f (Z)s,t = f (Zs,t) for all (s, t)∈
I0,1 for M –a.a. Z ∈ F[0,1] follows from the fact that { /0} is an M -atom. f (Z+t)= f (Z)+
t for t ∈ R M –a.s. follows from (3.11). Lastly, f (Z)∩ (k2−n,(k+ 1)2−n) 6= /0 implies
f (Z∩ [k2−n,(k+1)2−n]) 6= /0, i.e. Z∩ [k2−n,(k+1)2−n] 6= /0. Therefore, f (Z)⊆ Z.
The converse statement is obvious and the proof is complete.
Example 5.2 The simplest example of such local maps is the map f (Z) = ˇZ, mapping
Z into the set of its limit points. This map appeared in the analysis of the projections
(J−1Pu (P
U
s,t))(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂ L∞(M E ,u) for some unit u of a (spatial) product system E , see
Proposition 3.9. It should be easy to prove that this f is the largest possible in the sense
that any such f with ˇZ ⊆ f (Z)⊆ Z M –a.s. is either f (Z) = Z or f (Z) = ˇZ.
Example 5.3 If the structure of Z is more complicated more evolved selection criteria
for the points of f (Z) arise, are in fact necessary. So consider the special product system
E = EM , where M is constructed from the zeros of a Brownian motion, see example
4.2. For this product system we know EU∼= Γ({0}). Thus, Proposition 5.5 shows for
any product subsystem F that PFs,t ≥ PUs,t , (s, t) ∈ I0,1. I.e., PFs,t and PUs,t commute. Since
the latter operators generate a maximal abelian subalgebra of B(E1), there is a function
f described in the previous lemma. Possible candidates for such local maps are the sets
of so-called fast points like
fc(Z) =
{
z ∈ Z : limsup
ε↓0
H h(Z∩ (z− ε,z+ ε))√
ε| logε| ≥ c
}
for suitable c > 0, where H h is the Hausdorff measure corresponding to the function
h(ε) =
√
ε log | logε|, see equation (4.8). Observe that almost all points of Z fulfil a law
of iterated logarithm, these are not contained in fc(Z). It is known from [58], see also
[41, 38], that under suitable choices of c, fc(Z) is not almost surely either Z or /0. But,
this result is not sufficient to establish that S (EM ) consists of more than two elements
for we need that f (Z) is closed, too. This is typically not the case for fc(Z), for most
of the c they are known to be dense in Z almost surely. So we can only conjecture that
S (EM ) is not trivial, but a lattice with at least one chain of cardinality of the continuum.
Another description of S (EM ) can be found in Proposition 5.11 below, but that result
does not help to answer the above question either.
Another description proves more adequate.
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Lemma 5.8 The families (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂ L∞(M ) of adapted projections with (3.10),
(3.11), and P0,1 6= 0 stay in one-to-one correspondence with stationary factorizing mea-
sure types M ′, M ′≪M , under the map M ′ 7→ (PM ′s,t )(s,t)∈I0,1,
PM
′
s,t = Z 7→ χ(0,∞)(
dM ′s,t
dMs,t
(Zs,t)), ((s, t)∈ I0,1).
Note 5.6 Observe, that by the chain rule for Radon-Nikodym derivatives, χ(0,∞)(
dµ′s,t
dµs,t ) does not
(essentially) depend on the choice µ ∈M , µ′ ∈M ′.
Proof: Assume that M ′≪ M are stationary factorizing measure types and fix µ ∈ M ,
µ′ ∈M ′. By assumption, µ′s,t ≪ µs,t and we can define a family of random variables
ξs,t(Z) = χ(0,∞)(
dµ′s,t
dµs,t
(Zs,t)), ((s, t) ∈ I0,1).
Obviously, ξs,t does not depend upto M -equivalence on the specific choice of µ,µ′ and
therefore we obtain for M -a.a. Z ∈ FT
ξr,t(Z) = ξr,s(Z)ξs,t(Z), ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1) (5.6)
and
ξs+r,t+r(Z+ r) = ξs,t(Z), ((s, t) ∈ I0,1,r ∈ R) (5.7)
This shows that we can associate M ′ with the system of projections (PM ′s,t )(s,t)∈I0,1 , cor-
responding to the {0,1} valued random variables (ξs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 . Observe that ξ0,1µ ∼ µ′
such that we can recover M ′ from ξ.
Conversely, let (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂ L∞(M ) be a family of adapted projections with (3.10),
(3.11), and P0,1 6= 0. Therefore, we find measurable ({0,1} valued) functions (ξs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1
such that Ps,t is multiplication by ξs,t . If µ ∈M , we form the measure µ′,
µ′ =
1∫ ξ0,1dµξ0,1µ.
Observe that
∫ ξ0,1dµ > 0 since P0,1 6= 0. From ξr,t = ξr,sξs,t M -a.s. we get that M ′ =
{µ′′ : µ′′ ∼ µ′} is again a stationary factorizing measure type. By definition, M ′ ≪ M
and PM ′s,t = Ps,t . Consequently, families (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂ L∞(M ) with (3.10), (3.11), and
P0,1 6= 0, are in one-to-one correspondence with stationary factorizing measure types M ′,
M ′≪M .
As a corollary, we can compute S (EM ) for certain stationary factorizing measure types.
For the sake of simplicity, let S ∗(EM ) denote all of S (EM ) except the zero subsystem.
Corollary 5.9 Let M be a stationary factorizing measure type on FT with Z = /0 or
#Z = ∞ M -a.s. Then
S
∗(EM )∼= {M ′ : M ′ is a stationary factorizing measure type with M ′≪M }
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Proof: Since M ′ 7→ (PM ′s,t )(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂ L∞(M ) →֒ B(EM1 ) is injective, it remains to prove
it is onto. Fix any family (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊂ B(EM1 ) of non-zero projections with (3.10)
and (3.11). From Proposition 5.5 we know that Ps,t ≥ Pus,t for some unit of EM . In
Corollary 4.3 we proved that EM has only one family of unital projections (Pus,t)(s,t)∈I0,1,
coming from the unit (ut)t≥0 associated with (u1)µ = µ({ /0})−1/2χ{ /0}. Consequently,
(Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 ⊆ L∞(M ) and the proof of the above lemma shows that Ps,t = PM
′
s,t for some
stationary factorizing measure type M ′. This completes the proof.
Note 5.7 One should ask for the connection of the two characterisations. This is easily given,
setting the random variable ξ0,1 in the proof of Lemma 5.8 to
ξ0,1(Z) = χ{Z′: f (Z′)= /0}(Z),
i.e. M ′f = ξ0,1M . Again, this is in line with the approach in Theorem 1 and Lemma 5.7 that a
closed set in [0,1] is characterised by the intervals where it is empty. Of course, it is more easy to
work instead of the whole f (Z) only with the information where it is empty.
5.3 The Lattice of Stationary Factorizing Measure Types
We want to use Theorem 1 to get more insight into the lattice S (E) by considering the
map F 7→ M F mapping product subsystems F into the stationary factorizing measure
type M F on T associated with the family (PFs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 by Theorem 1. Before we have to
study a corresponding concept of order on the stationary factorizing measure types. The
previous sections indicates that the (almost) right one is induced by absolute continuity
≪.
Recall that a lattice S is relatively complete if any order interval [e, f ] = {s ∈ S : e≤
s≤ f } is a complete lattice, i.e. any subset has a greatest lower and a least upper bound.
S is σ-complete if any countable family has a greatest lower and least upper bound.
Lemma 5.10 Let (X ,X) be a measurable space and M1 ≪ M2 be measure types on it.
Then
{
M ′ : measure type, M1 ≪M ′≪M2
}
is a complete lattice with respect to ≪.
Proof: First observe that ≪ induces a partial order: M ′ ≪ M ′′ and M ′′ ≪ M ′ imply
M ′ ∼M ′′ what is the same as M ′ = M ′′.
For a measure type M ′, M1 ≪M ′≪M2 define the measurable function pM ′ like in
the proof of Lemma 5.8 by pM ′ = χ(0,∞)(dM
′
dM2
). Then pM ′ is M2-a.s. determined.
Conversely, a {0,1} valued measurable function p≥ pM1 M2-a.s. determines a mea-
sure type M1 ≪M ′≪M2 for which pM ′ = p M2-a.s.
Clearly, M ′ ≪ M ′′ iff pM ′ ≤ pM ′′ M2-a.s. Thus greatest lower bound and least
upper bound for measure types (Mα)α∈A translate into essential greatest lower bound
and essential least upper bound for the functions (pMα)α∈A, which exist and preserve the
ordering pM1 ≤ p.
Proposition 5.11 The set of all stationary factorizing measure types on FT different from
{δT } ordered by ≪ is a lattice. It is relatively and σ-complete and has a least element,
{δ /0}.
Proof: Firstly, like in the proof of Proposition 4.11 we derive for stationary factorizing
measure types M1,M2 that M1,M2 ≪M1 ∗M2. Thus we can dominate any finite family
of stationary factorizing measure types by another one.
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Next we prove that each dominated set of stationary factorizing measure types is
a complete lattice. From Corollary 4.2, (ii) we know that δ /0 ≪ M for any stationary
factorizing measure type M 6= {δT}. Due to the above lemma and [17, Theorem I.6] it is
enough to prove that for any family (Mα)α∈A of stationary factorizing measure types the
greatest lower bound is again stationary factorizing. This is easily seen from the random
variables (ξs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 used in the proof of Lemma 5.8. The greatest lower bound for the
measures corresponds to the essential greatest lower bound of the corresponding random
variables. This new random variable fulfils again (5.6) and (5.7). Consequently, each
set of projection families associated with stationary factorizing measure types dominated
by a fixed stationary factorizing measure type M has a greatest lower and least upper
bound. Further, the chain rule for Radon-Nikodym derivatives shows that the measure
type associated with these two projection families is independent from the choice of the
dominating measure type M . Thus the set of stationary factorizing measure types on FT
is a lattice, which is even relatively complete.
Clearly, {δ /0} is the least element of this lattice.
Lastly, σ-completeness of the lattice follows from the fact that a countable family
(µn)n∈N of quasistationary quasifactorizing probability measures is dominated by another
quasistationary quasifactorizing probability measure, e.g.
µ = ∑
n∈N
2−nµ1 ∗ · · · ∗µn.
Clearly, µi ≪ µ and µ is quasistationary. To prove that µ is quasifactorizing observe that
µr,s ∗µs,t = ∑
n,m∈N
2−n−mµ1r,s ∗ · · · ∗µnr,s ∗µ1s,t ∗ · · · ∗µms,t
Now µ1r,s ∗ · · · ∗µnr,s ≪ µ1r,s ∗ · · · ∗µn+1r,s shows that
∑
n,m∈N
2−n−mµ1r,s ∗ · · · ∗µnr,s ∗µ1s,t ∗ · · · ∗µms,t ∼ ∑
n∈N
2−nµ1r,s ∗ · · · ∗µnr,s ∗µ1r,s ∗ · · · ∗µnr,s
and we find
µr,s ∗µs,t ∼ ∑
n∈N
2−nµ1r,s ∗ · · · ∗µnr,s ∗µ1s,t ∗ · · · ∗µns,t
= ∑
n∈N
2−nµ1r,s ∗µ1s,t ∗ · · · ∗µnr,s ∗µns,t
∼ ∑
n∈N
2−nµ1r,t ∗ · · · ∗µnr,t = µr,t .
This completes the proof.
As a summary, we derive the following result, enriching the structure of S (E). We
need a new partial order  on all stationary factorizing measure types on FT, defined by
M ′ M iff M ′≪M or M = {δT}.
Theorem 5 The set of all stationary factorizing measure types on FT, ordered by  is
a complete lattice with least element {δ /0} and greatest element {δT}. For any product
system E , the map mE on S (E), mE (F ) = M F provides an order antihomomorphism,
which is an invariant of E .
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Proof: The lattice property follows essentially from Proposition 5.11 and the observation
that any undominated set of stationary factorizing measure types has {δT} as least upper
bound under . For completing the proof, it is enough to show that F ⊆ F ′ implies
M F ≫ M F ′ . This follows readily from Proposition 5.11 since PF ′s,t ∈
{
PF
s′,t ′ : (s
′, t ′) ∈
I0,1
}′′
.
Note 5.8 Clearly, the marks adjusted by the map mE to the elements in S (E) provide more
(invariant) information about a product system E . The only problem is that Pus,t ∧Pvs,t = 0 for two
units u,v which are not multiples of each other. Thus we had to introduce the new order .
On the other hand, we know very little about the image of S (E) under mE . A first step to
its characterisation would be the solution of the question whether automorphisms of the product
system E act transitively on the normalized units. An affirmative answer to the latter would imply
that all measure types M E ,u, u ∈U(E), derived in Proposition 3.6 are equal. I.e., we could not
distinguish these product subsystems, which are the minimal ones in (S ∗(E),⊆).
Further, we could mark instead of the vertices of the graph of the relation ⊆ in S (E) (by
the map mE from above) the edges of that graph, since by Theorem 1 every pair F ,F ′ ∈S (E),
F ⊆ F ′, gives rise to a measure type M F ,F ′ too. Again, the relation between different measure
types like M F ,F ′ ,M F ,F ′′ ,M F ′,F ′′ is not simple. This can be seen in the examples covered by
Proposition 4.15. There both M (Cut )t≥0,EU and M EU,E are equivalent to a Poisson process, but
M (Cut)t≥0,E
U
may vary among a continuum of different measure types by Proposition 4.8.
6 Direct Integral Representations
Since M E ,U is not a fully characterising invariant of E we shall look for further invariant
structures encoded in the projections (PE ,Us,t )(s,t)∈I0,1. Clearly, the double commutant alge-
bra
{
PE ,Us,t : (s, t) ∈ I0,1
}′′
⊂B(E1) is an abelian von Neumann algebra. So we can apply
the theory of direct integrals of Hilbert spaces [56, 19] or the Hahn-Hellinger theorem
[43]. This makes notations considerably heavy, but we think the results derived by this
technique are worth this effort.
6.1 Random Sets and Direct Integrals
Recall that if H = (Hx)x∈X is a measurable family of Hilbert spaces and ν is a measure
on X , the direct integral
∫ ⊕ν(dx)Hx is defined as the space of square integrable measur-
able sections. A linear operator A :
∫ ⊕µ(dx)Hx 7−→ ∫ ⊕µ′(dx)H ′x on direct integrals is
diagonal if it has a representation as A(ψx)x∈X = (Axψx)x∈X for a measurable family of
operators (Ax)x∈X . Then we write A =
∫ ⊕µ(dx)Ax.
Proposition 6.1 Let F be a product subsystem of E . Then for all µ ∈ M F there exists
a measurable family (HZ)Z∈F[0,1] of separable Hilbert spaces and a unitary Uµ : E1 7−→∫ ⊕µ(dZ)HZ such that
(UµPFs,tU∗µ ψ)Z = χ{Z′:Z′∩[s,t]= /0}(Z)ψZ .
If µ′ ∈M F , (H ′Z)Z∈F[0,1] and U ′µ′ : E1 7−→
∫ ⊕ µ′(dZ)H ′Z have the same property then there
is a diagonal unitary U :
∫ ⊕ µ(dZ)HZ 7−→ ∫ ⊕µ′(dZ)H ′Z with UUµ =U ′µ′ .
Moreover, for all r ∈ R the Hilbert spaces HZ and HZ+r are isomorphic for M F -a.a.
Z ∈ F[0,1].
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Proof: Theorem 1 yields the normal ∗-homomorphism JPF : L∞(M F ) 7−→ B(E1). Ap-
plying the Hahn-Hellinger theorem [43, Theorem 7.6] to the abelian von Neumann al-
gebra JPF (L∞(M F )) we find a unitary U0 : E1 7−→ L2(F[0,1]×N,ν) with a probability
measure ν on F[0,1]×N such that
(U0PFs,tU∗0 ψ)(Z,n) = χ{Z′:Z′∩[s,t]= /0}(Z)ψ(Z,n).
We want to show that under the projection pi : F[0,1]×N 7−→ F[0,1] the measure ν◦pi−1 on
F[0,1] belongs to M F . Choose a complete orthonormal system (ψl)l∈N in L2(ν). Then
η′(·) = ∑l∈N 2−l−1 〈ψl, ·ψl〉 is a faithful normal state on B(L2(ν)) and η = η′(U0 ·U∗0 )
one on B(E1). We find
η(PFs1,t1 · · ·PFsk,tk) = η′(U0PFs1,t1 · · ·PFsk,tkU∗0 )
= ∑
l∈N
2−l−1
〈
ψl,U0PFs1,t1U
∗
0 · · ·U0PFsk,tkU∗0 ψl
〉
= ∑
l∈N
2−l−1
∫
ν(dZ,dn)ψl(Z,n)
k
∏
i=1
χ{Z′:Z′∩[si,ti]= /0}(Z)ψl(Z,n)
=
∫
ν(dZ,dn) ∑
l∈N
2−l−1 |ψl(Z,n)|2 χ{Z′:Z′∩[si,ti]= /0,i=1,...,k}(Z)
= ν′ ◦pi−1({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})
for the measure ν′ = ∑l∈N2−l−1 |ψl|2 ν. Theorem 1 yields M F ∋ µη = ν′ ◦pi−1. Since
(ψl)l∈N is complete, ∑l∈N2−l−1 |ψl|2 > 0 ν–a.e. and ν′ ∼ ν. This shows ν◦pi−1 ∈M F .
Disintegration of ν with respect to ν◦pi−1 gives a stochastic kernel p from F[0,1] to N
such that for all ν–integrable f∫
ν(dZ,dn) f (Z,n) =
∫
ν◦pi−1(dZ)
∫
p(Z,dn) f (Z,n).
We set HZ = L2(N, p(Z, . )), which is measurable by measurability of p. Derive U1 :
L2(ν) 7−→ ∫ ⊕ν◦pi−1(dZ)HZ from
U1ψ(Z) = ψ(Z, ·).
Since 〈
U1ψ′,U1ψ
〉
=
∫
ν◦pi−1(dZ)〈U1ψ′(Z),U1ψ(Z)〉HZ
=
∫
ν◦pi−1(dZ)
∫
p(Z,dn)U1ψ′(Z)(n)U1ψ(Z)(n)
=
∫
ν◦pi−1(dZ)
∫
p(Z,dn)ψ′(Z,n)ψ(Z,n)
=
∫
ν(dZ,dn)ψ′(Z,n)ψ(Z,n)
=
〈
ψ′,ψ
〉
L2(ν) ,
U1 is isometric. Since for any (ψZ)Z∈F[0,1] ∈
∫ ⊕ν◦pi−1(dZ)HZ the function ψ˜, ψ˜(Z,n) =
ψZ(n), (Z ∈ F[0,1],n ∈ N) is measurable, in L2(ν) and U1ψ˜ = (ψZ)Z∈F[0,1], U1 is sur-jective too. Thus Uν◦pi−1 =U1U0 is unitary and the direct integral structure is established
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for the special ν ◦pi−1. Observe for any µ,µ′ ∈ M F that Uµ,µ′ defined like in (2.1) is a
diagonal unitary. Consequently, for all µ ∈M F the operator Uµ =Uν◦pi−1,µUν◦pi−1 yields
the desired objects.
Uniqueness is a general result for direct integral decompositions[43].
The isomorphism of HZ and HZ+r for M F -a.a. Z ∈ FT is established by the fact
that σr induces an automorphism on JPF (L∞(M F )), implementing βr : L∞(M F ) 7−→
L∞(M F ), βr( f )(Z) = f (Z− r). Uniqueness of the direct integral representation com-
pletes the proof.
Corollary 6.2 If E is a product system then M E ,U= {µη : η faithful on B(E1)}.
Proof: Fix some µη and µ∈M E ,U and a complete orthonormal system (hl)l∈N in L2(µη).
From measurability of (HZ)Z∈FT we get measurable sections (ψnZ)Z∈FT, n ∈ N, such that
〈ψnZ ,ψmZ 〉= 0 for all Z, if n 6= m, and (ψnZ)n∈N is total in any HZ. Further, we may achieve
that
∑
n∈N
‖ψnZ‖2HZ =
dµ
dµη (Z)
∑l∈N 2−l−1 |hl(Z)|2
, (Z ∈ FT).
Now the sections (φl,n)l,n∈N, φl,nZ = hl(Z)ψnZ, are total in
∫ ⊕ µη(dZ)HZ. Namely, let a sec-
tion ψ fulfil
〈
ψ,φl,n〉= 0 for all l,n∈N. Then ∫ µη(dZ)hl(Z)〈ψZ,ψnZ〉HZ = 0 for all l,n∈
N. Completeness of (hl)l∈N shows that for all n ∈ N and µη-a.a. Z ∈ F, 〈ψZ,ψnZ〉HZ = 0.
Totality of (ψnZ)n∈N in HZ implies ψZ = 0 µη-a.s. Consequently, (φl,n)l,n∈N is total in∫ ⊕µη(dZ)HZ and the functional η′(·)=∑l,n∈N 2−l−1 〈φl,n, ·φl,n〉 is a faithful normal state
on B(
∫ ⊕µη(dZ)HZ).
Further, applying Theorem 1 to the faithful normal state η′′(·)= η′(Uµ ·U∗µ ) on B(E1)
we find
µE ,Uη′′ ({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k})
= η′′(PUs1,t1 · · ·PUsk,tk) = η′(UµPUs1,t1 · · ·PUsk,tkU∗µ ) = η′(χ{Z:Z∩[si,ti]= /0,i=1,...,k})
=
∫
µη(dZ) ∑
l,n∈N
2−l−1 |hl(Z)|2‖ψnZ‖2HZ χ{Z′:Z′∩[si,ti]= /0,i=1,...,k}(Z)
=
∫
µ(dZ)χ{Z′:Z′∩[si,ti]= /0,i=1,...,k}(Z)
= µ({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k}).
The uniqueness statement of the same theorem implies that µE ,Uη′′ = µ.
Example 6.1 We consider Γ(Cd), d ∈ N∗. The relations Γ(Cd) ∼= Γ(C)⊗ ·· · ⊗Γ(C)
and Γ(C) = E{µ:µ∼Πℓ} imply that Γ(Cd) = EM ′ , where M ′ is the measure type on
FT×{1,...,d} determined by M ′ = {µ : µ ∼ Πℓ⊗ ·· · ⊗Πℓ}, see Proposition 4.14. We
choose the unital projections corresponding to Pu0,1 = χ{ /0}. Looking on the represen-
tation of Γ(L2([0,1],Cd)) as L2(F fT,F1), where F1 was defined in (1.2), we get Pus,t =
χ{Z∈FT×{1,...,d}:pi(Z)∩[s,t]= /0} where the projection pi(Z) is give as pi(Z) = {z ∈ T : ∃k ∈
{1, . . . ,d } : (z,k) ∈ Z}. Formula (1.2) shows that the disintegrating kernel p from the
proof of Proposition 6.1 is given by
p({t1, . . . , tn} ,dZ) = d−n
d
∑
k1,...,kn=1
δ{(t1,k1),...,(tn,kn)}(dZ).
Thus H{t1,...,tn} = L
2(( 1d ∑dk=1 δk)⊗n) = (Cd)⊗n.
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Example 6.2 Construct Z from any set of probability measures (Qs,t)s,t∈T,s6=t used in
the proof of Theorem 3 and a random closed set Z0 distributed according to the Poisson
process Πℓ such that ˇZ = Z0. Let M be the measure type of L (Z) and E = EM . Propo-
sition 3.9 shows analogously to Corollary 4.3 that PUs,t = JPU(χ{Z∈FT×{1,...,d}: ˇZ∩[s,t]= /0}).
Similar to the above example we derive H{t1,...,tn} = L
2(Qt1,t2 ⊗·· ·⊗Qtn,t1), so all HZ are
infinite dimensional. Thus M F together with the random variables Z 7→ dimHZ does not
characterize the product system E upto equivalence. The additional associative product
structure on (HZ)Z∈FT, we derive in the next section, is an essential ingredient. This is
the same situation as in product systems. There each fibre is isomorphic to L2(N) but
there are nonisomorphic product systems.
6.2 Direct Integrals in Product Systems
Of course, Proposition 6.1 has an analogue for arbitrary t replacing 1. Besides the direct
integral representations for different t ∈ R+, there is also the tensor product structure on
(Et)t≥0. In this section we want to analyse the implications of this product structure on
the direct integral representations.
First, we want to approach this structure from a constructive point of view. Fix a sta-
tionary factorizing measure type M onFR+ and a measurable family H =(HtZ)t∈R+,Z∈F[0,t]
of Hilbert spaces with a more complicated product structure. This product structure is
defined by unitaries (V s,tZs,Zt)s,t∈R+,Zs∈F[0,s],Zt∈F[0,t], V
s,t
Zs,Zt : H
s
Zs ⊗HtZt 7−→ Hs+tZs∪(Zt+s) which
(i) are measurable in t,Zt with regard to f (s,Zs, t,Zt) = (s+ t,Zs∪Zt + s) and
(ii) fulfil the associativity condition
V r,s+tZr,Zs∪(Zt+s) ◦ (1HrZr ⊗V
s,t
Zs,Zt) =V
r+s,t
Zr∪(Zs+r),Zt ◦ (V
r,s
Zr∪(Zs+r)⊗1HtZt ) (6.1)
for all r,s, t ∈ R+ for Mp-a.a. Zp, where p varies among r,s, t.
Observe that (E0t )t≥0, E0t = Ht/0, is a product system then if M differs from {δT}. Iso-
morphisms of this structure are given by a measurable family (θtZ)t∈R+,Z∈F[0,t] of unitaries
θtZ : HtZ 7−→ ˜HtZ with
θs+tZs∪Zt+s = θ
s
Zs ⊗θtZt , (s, t ∈ R+,M F0,p− a.a. Zp, p = s, t).
Define the Hilbert spaces
E
M ,H
t =
{
ψ = (ψµ)µ∈M0,t : ψµ ∈
∫ ⊕
µ(dZ)HtZ,ψµ′ =Uµ,µ′ψµ∀µ,µ′ ∈M0,t
}
,
where the unitaries Uµ,µ′ are again given by (2.1), i.e.
Uµ,µ′ψ(Z′) =
√
dµ′
dµ (Z
′)ψ(Z′), (ψ ∈
∫ ⊕
µ(dZ)HtZ,µ− a.a. Z′ ∈ F[0,1]).
Then, the inner products
〈
ψ,ψ′
〉
E
M ,H
t
=
∫ 〈
ψµ(Z),ψ′µ(Z)
〉
HtZ
µ(dZ)
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do not depend on the choice of µ ∈M0,t and define an inner product on EM ,Ht . Multipli-
cation on EM ,H is given by the unitaries Vs,t ,
(Vs,tψs⊗ψt)µ0,s⊗(µ′0,t+s)(Z) =V
s,t
Z0,s,Zs,s+t−s (ψs)µ0,s(Z0,s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈HsZ0,s
⊗(ψt)µ′0,t (Zs,s+t − s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈HtZs,s+t−s
∈ Hs+tZ .
(6.2)
The measurable structure is determined by such sections ψs(Zs) for which for any µ∈M
the map
(s,Z) 7→ (ψs)µ0,s(Z0,s)
is almost surely measurable.
Lemma 6.3 E = (EM ,Ht )t≥0 is a product system.
Assume additionally that M is different from {δT}. Then E has a unit iff E0 has one.
If E0 is type I0 then
EUt =
{
ψ : ψµ(Z) = 0 unless #Z < ∞
}
, (t ∈ R+).
Proof: Measurability of Vs,t follows from that of (V s,tZs,Zt)s,t∈R+,Zs∈F[0,s],Zt∈F[0,t] . In the same
manner, we find associativity of the former family by the corresponding property of the
latter family.
If M 6= {δT } the family (E1t )t≥0, E1t =
{
ψ : ψµ(Z) = 0 unless Z = /0
}
is isomorphic
to (E0t )t≥0 and a product subsystem of EM ,H . Thus Proposition 5.5 shows that E0 has a
unit if and only if EM ,H has one.
If E0 ∼= Γ({0}) we set (ut)µ(Z) = µ({ /0})−1/2χ{ /0}(Z) ∈ C∼= E0t and find that u is a
unit of EM ,H . It is an easy computation (see the proof of Corollary 4.3) that
JPu( f )ψµ(Z) = f (Z)ψµ(Z).
Proposition 3.9 completes the proof.
Theorem 6 If E is a product system and F is a subsystem of it. Then there exists a
measurable family of Hilbert spaces H = (HtZ)t∈R+,Z∈F[0,t] such that E ∼= EM
F ,H under
an isomorphism respecting the natural actions of JPF (L∞(M F )).
Further, if E and ˜E are isomorphic under (θt)t≥0 such that θtFt = ˜Ft for all t ∈ R+
then all θt are isomorphic to diagonal operators θt =
∫ ⊕µ0,t(dZt)θtZt such that θ is an
isomorphism between H and ˜H.
Consequently, E and ˜E are isomorphic iff M E ,U = M ˜E ,U and the Hilbert space
families (HtZ)t∈R+,Z∈F[0,t] and ( ˜HtZ)t∈R+,Z∈F[0,t] derived from the subsystems EU and ˜EU
are isomorphic.
Proof: Application of Proposition 6.1 yields a family (HZ)Z∈F[0,1] associated with the
family PF . In a similar way, we can define projections PF ,t
s′,t ′ ∈ B(Et) through
PF ,t
s′,t ′ = PrEs′⊗Ft′−s′⊗Et−t′ , ((s
′, t ′) ∈ I0,t).
The analogue of Proposition 6.1 yields a family (HtZ)Z∈F[0,1] associated with the family
PF ,t for all t ∈R+. For selecting HtZ in a measurable way, with both t and Z free, we will
apply Lemma 7.15 below and use further notions introduced for convenience in section
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7.5. Proposition 3.4 shows that t 7→ PFts′,tt ′ is continuous for all (s′, t ′)∈ I′′0,t . Consequently,
the family (pi′t)t∈[0,1], pi′t = JPF ◦dt with the dilations dt f (Z) = f ({z : tz∈ Z0,t }) is a mea-
surable family of representations of L∞(F[0,1]) on E1. Normality of the representations
follows from normality of JPF . Fix a measurable family (ηˆt)t∈[0,1] of normal states on
B(Et) each. Then pit = 1⊗η1−t ◦ pi′t is again a representation of L∞(F[0,1]) on Et and
(pit)t∈[0,1] is measurable. Now existence of a family H with the required measurability is
a consequence of Lemma 7.15 below.
Denoting U tµ the unitary from Proposition 6.1, define unitaries V
s,t
Z0,s,Zs,s+t : H
s
Z0,s ⊗
HtZs,s+t 7−→ Hs+tZ0,s∪Zs,s+t by
U s+tµs+tV
s,t
Z1,Z2+sψ(Z1∪Z2 + s) =
√
dµs⊗ (µt + s)
dµs+t
(Z1∪Z2 + s)U sµs ⊗U tµtV−1s,t ψ(Z1,Z2 + s)
for M0,s-a.a. Z1 ∈ F[0,s] and M0,t-a.a. Z2 ∈ F[0,t]. Since Es+t = Es⊗Et and PF factorizes
according to (3.10) the uniqueness part of Proposition 6.1 implies Hs+tZ ∼= HsZ0,s ⊗HtZs,s+t
for µs+t–a.a. Z with respect to this unitaries. Naturally, this implies the same factorisation
for any µs,µt ,µs+t from the same measure types which is (6.2).
By assumption, θ1 intertwines the families (PFs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 and (P
F ′
s,t )(s,t)∈I0,1 . Thus the
assertion on isomorphy follows from Proposition 6.1.
In the special case F = EU we know that M E ,U = M ˜E ,U is necessary for E ∼= ˜E
and any isomorphism of E and ˜E maps EU onto ˜EU. The proof is completed by the
preceding results.
Note 6.1 Similarly, there is a multidimensional analogue of this result complementing Proposi-
tion 3.8.
Note 6.2 On a first sight, the last statement gives us a mean to determine the whole structure of
E . But there are some obstacles. We cannot provide the relations HZ ∼= HZ0,t ⊗HZt,1 simultane-
ously for all t ∈R+, Z ∈ F[0,t] and we have no direct control over the unitaries encountered in this
equivalence. So we replaced the problem of classifying product systems by the more complicated
problem of classifying families (HtZt )t∈R+,Zt∈F[0,t] with much more complicated product structure.
Nevertheless, the above result is useful in two directions. Firstly, it gives us a hint to reduce
the structure theory of type III product systems to that of type II. Secondly, we can prove now
Corollary 6.4 which classifies all type I product systems solely by results of the present paper,
quite differently from the methods used in [4, section 6].
6.3 Characterisations of Type I Product Systems
We want to use the direct integral technique to characterize type I product systems.
Corollary 6.4 Suppose, E is a product system with a unit (ut)t≥0 for which the measure
type M E ,u from Proposition 3.6 is concentrated on F fT. Then E is an exponential product
system Γ(K ). Especially, ℓ-a.a. Hilbert spaces H1{t} are isomorphic to K .
Proof: The proof follows much the lines of that of Proposition 4.4.
By Corollary 6.2 we could assume that µuη is just Πℓ. Next we apply Theorem 6 to
the family (Pus,t)(s,t∈I0,1). In any ET , there acts a unitary flip group
(
τTt
)
t∈R,
τTt xT−t ⊗ xt = xt ⊗ xT−t , (xT−t ∈ ET−t ,xt ∈ Et). (6.3)
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Like in Theorem 6 we find that τTr induces an isomorphism of almost all HTZ with HTZ+r.
For fixed k ∈ N∪ {∞} consider the measurable function f Tk : [0,T ] 7−→ R+, f Tk (t) =
χ{Z:dimHTZ =k}({t }). Using Proposition 6.1 we find f
T
k (t + r) = f Tk (t) for ℓ-a.a. t. This
shows that f Tk ℓ is a translation invariant measure, i.e. f Tk is constant ℓ-a.e. Since f Tk · f Tk′ =
0 ℓ-a.e. for k 6= k′ ∈ N all but one function out of f Tk , k ∈ N vanish almost surely. I.e.,
almost all Hilbert spaces HT{t} have the same dimension, they are isomorphic to some
Hilbert space K T . Moreover, Theorem 6 together with the complete factorisation of Πℓ
implies
HT+S{t} ∼=
{
HT{t}⊗HS/0 if t < T
HT/0 ⊗HS{t} otherwise
, (ℓ− a.a.t ∈ [0,T +S]).
Thus K T ∼= K S ∼= K for all T,S > 0. Using (6.2) and HT/0 = C we find like in the proof
of Proposition 4.4 that HT{t1,...,tn}
∼= K ⊗n. This shows Et ∼= Γ(K )t , since µη = Πℓ is
concentrated on F f[0,1].
This result allows us to complete the
Proof of Proposition 3.9: The measure type M u,U is well-defined since Pus,t ≤ PUs,t im-
plies that Pu and PU commute. In the following we use that F[0,1]×{1,2} ∋ Z 7→ ({t :
(t,1)∈ Z} ,{t : (t,2)∈ Z}) ∈ F[0,1]×F[0,1] is a Borel isomorphism, and consider instead
of M u,U its image.
We define a new family (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 of projections by Ps,t = JPu(χ{Z:#(Z∩[s,t])<∞}).
Observe that
{
Z ∈ F[0,1] : #(Z∩ [s, t])< ∞
}
is contained in the σ-subfield of F[0,1] gen-
erated by all sets
{
Z ∈ F[0,1] : Z ∩ [s′, t ′] = /0
}
, s ≤ s′ < t ′ ≤ t. From normality of JPu
we derive that Ps,t ∈ {Pus′,t ′ : s≤ s′ < t ′ ≤ t }′′ ⊂ As,t , i.e. this family is adapted. It fulfils
(3.10) since
#(Z∩ [r, t])< ∞ ⇐⇒ #(Z∩ [r,s])< ∞ and #(Z∩ [s, t])< ∞, ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1).
By 5.1, there is a product subsystem E0 of E such that Ps,t projects onto Es⊗E0t−s⊗E1−t .
Normalize u and consider another normalized unit v and the corresponding normal
state η. We know from Lemma 3.7 that µη is the stationary Poisson process on [0,1] with
intensity −2Reγ(u,v), which is concentrated on F f[0,1]. This implies
1 = µη(F f[0,1]) = η(P0,1) = 〈v1,P0,1v1〉
and P0,1v1 = v1. Consequently, EU is contained in E0. Further, Corollary 6.4 shows that
E0 is isomorphic to some Γ(K ). Since any product system Γ(K ) is generated by its
units, E0 is it too. But E0 is a subsystem of E . Thus all units of E0 are units of E and
we derive E0 = EU. This shows PUs,t = JPu(χ{Z∈F[0,1]:#(Z∩[s,t])<∞}) for all (s, t) ∈ I0,1.
For any faithful normal state η we get from Pus,t ≤ PUs,t and Corollary 3.5 that ˇZ ∩
(s, t) = /0 iff #(Z∩ [s, t])< ∞ for µη-a.a. Z. Thus, PUs,t = JPu(χ{Z:#(Z∩[s,t])<∞}) and conse-
quently,
µη(
{
(Z,Z′) : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0,Z′∩ [s′i, t ′i ] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k
}
)
= η(Pus1,t1 · · ·Pusk,tkPUs′1,t ′1 · · ·P
U
s′k,t
′
k
)
= η(Pus1,t1 · · ·Pusk,tkJPu(
{
Z : ˇZ∩ [s′i, t ′i ] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k
}
))
= µη(
{
(Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, ˇZ∩ [s′i, t ′i ] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k
}
).
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This completes the proof.
Corollary 6.5 For any spatial product system E there is some Hilbert space K such that
EU∼= Γ(K ).
Proof: This follows from Proposition 3.9 since for any unit u ∈U(E) the measure type
M E
U,u is concentrated on F f[0,1].
Before we collect some concluding remarks, we want to show that another result of
ARVESON [8, 53] can be proved with the techniques presented so far.
Call a vector v ∈ Et decomposable if for all 0≤ s≤ t there are some vectors vs ∈ Es,
v′t−s ∈Et−s with v = vs⊗v′s. By Theorem 4, the decomposable vectors generate a product
subsystem of E (may be, the empty one). If this product subsystem is all of E it is called
decomposable.
Corollary 6.6 Every decomposable product system is of type I.
Consequently, every product system with at least one decomposable nonzero vector
has at least one unit.
Proof: We use the ideas for the proofs of Theorem 2, Proposition 4.6, Corollary 6.4 and
Theorem 6.
Suppose E is decomposable. Then there is at least one nonzero decomposable vector
in E1, say v. If all decomposable vectors are just multiples of v, E1 is one-dimensional
and the proof is finished. So let us assume that the set of decomposable vectors in E1 is
larger.
To such a v and s, t ∈ I0,1 there correspond vectors v′s ∈Es, vt−s ∈Et−s and v′′1−t ∈E1−t
with v = v′s⊗ vt−s⊗ v′′1−t . This allows us to define
Pvs,t = 1Es ⊗PrCvt−s ⊗1E1−t , ((s, t) ∈ I0,1).
From the decomposability of v we obtain that (Pvs,t)(s,t∈I0,1) are adapted projections which
fulfil (3.10). Now Theorem 1 provides us for all normal states η on B(E1) with a prob-
ability measure µvη on FT such that (3.12) is true for Ps,t = Pvs,t . For faithful states η′, we
get even a faithful representation Jη
′
Pv of L∞(µvη′).
If w is another normalized decomposable vector in E1 set η = 〈w, . w〉. Since both v
and w factorize, µvη factorizes, i.e. it fulfils (4.4). Since µvη is not stationary, we cannot
derive µvη({Z : t ∈ Z}) = 0 for all t ∈ T from Corollary 4.2 directly. So suppose there
is some t ∈ T such that µvη({Z : t ∈ Z}) > 0. If η′ is a faithful normal state on B(E1),
Theorem 1 implies µvη ≪ µvη′ . This shows that µvη′({Z : t ∈ Z}) > 0. Faithfulness of η′
implies that Pv,◦t < 1, where P
v,◦
t is defined according to (3.13). Proposition 3.4 forces
Pv0,1 = 0 and equivalently v = 0, what is a contradiction. Thus µvη({Z : t ∈ Z}) = 0 for all
t ∈ T. Proceeding like in the proof of Corollary 4.2, we obtain µvη({ /0})> 0. Continuing
like in the proof of Proposition 4.6, we obtain a finite diffuse measure λv,w on [0,1] such
that λv,w([0, t)) = − lnµvη({Z : Z ∩ [0, t] = /0}) and the Choquet theorem [39, Theorem
2-2-1] implies that µvη = Πλv,w. Since λv,w is a finite measure, Πλv,w(F fT) = 1. Thus we
obtain for a faithful normal states η′ on B(E1) that∥∥∥Jη′Pv(χF f
T
)w
∥∥∥2 = η(Jη′Pv(χF f
T
)) = µvη(F
f
T) = Πλv,w(F
f
T) = 1,
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what implies Jη
′
Pv(χF f
T
)w = w. Since E is decomposable we derive that Jη
′
Pv(χF f
T
) = 1, i.e.
µvη′(F
f
T) = 1.
Using equation (3.17) like in the proof of Proposition 4.4 we obtain that µvη′ ∼Πν for
the finite diffuse measure ν on T given by ν(Y ) = µvη′(T1(Y )), where T1(Y ) = {{t } : t ∈
Y }).
If (Pvs,t)(s,t∈I0,1) would fulfil (3.11), we could proceed like in the proof of Corollary
6.4. Thus we will construct in the following a nonzero factorizing vector which is (τt)t∈R
invariant too (this vector will correspond to a unit then).
Using the analogue of Theorem 6 we find that E1 ∼=
∫ ⊕
F
f
T
Πν(dZ)HZ with the identifi-
cation Pvs,t ∼= χ{Z:Z∩[s,t]= /0}. Proceeding like in the proof of Corollary 6.4, we find a mea-
surable family (Hs)s∈T of Hilbert spaces such that Hs1,...,sn = Hs1 ⊗·· ·⊗Hsn for νn-a.a.
s1, . . . ,sn and H/0 =C. Moreover, w factorizes iff there is a measurable family h= (hs)s∈T
with h ∈ ∫ ⊕ν(ds)Hs and α ∈ C such that ws1,...,sn = αhs1 ⊗·· ·⊗hsn for νn-a.a. s1, . . . ,sn
and h /0 = α. A short calculation shows〈
w,w′
〉
= αα′e〈h,h
′〉
We assume that w 6= 0, i.e. α 6= 0. From the curve t 7→ τtw we derive continuous fam-
ilies (ht)t∈T ⊂
∫ ⊕ν(ds)Hs and (αt)t∈T ⊂ C \ {0}. In the same manner let (kt)t∈T and
(βt)t∈T⊂C\{0} correspond to t 7→ τtv. Using that 〈τtv,τsw〉 6= 0 for all s, t and (τt)t∈R is
continuous, we find continuous versions of t 7→ lnαt , lnβt . The group property of (τt)t∈R
implies
αsβte〈hs,kt〉 = elnαs+lnβt−〈hs,kt〉 = 〈τsw,τtv〉= 〈w,τt−sv〉 = elnα0+lnβt−s+〈k0,ht−s〉.
Now we get from continuity of (s, t) 7→ 〈τtv,τsw〉 and t 7→ lnαt , lnβt ,(ht)t∈T,(kt)t∈T that
lnαs + lnβt −〈hs,kt〉= lnα0 + lnβt−s +〈k0,ht−s〉, (s, t ∈ R).
Let u be the factorizing vector corresponding to γ = e
∫
ℓ(dt) lnβt and k =
∫
ℓ(dt)kt. We find
〈w,τru〉 = 〈τ∗r w,u〉= e
∫
ℓ(dt)(lnα−r+lnβt+〈h−r,kt〉)
= e
∫
ℓ(dt)(lnα0+lnβt+r+〈h0,kt+r〉)
= elnα
0+
∫
ℓ(dt)(lnβt+〈h0,kt〉) = α0γe〈h0,k〉 = 〈w,u〉 .
Since E is decomposable and w can be chosen freely, this shows τru = u for all r ∈ R.
Thus u corresponds to a unit and Corollary 6.4 completes the proof.
Note 6.3 We see that in principle we can use the direct integral structures coming from any set of
projections fulfilling (3.10). E.g., the projection can be related to an arbitrary product subsystem
F of E . Then (Pus,t)(s,t∈I0,1) gives a finer structure than (PUs,t)(s,t∈I0,1) since
{
Pus,t : s, t ∈ I0,1
}′′ ⊂{
PUs,t : s, t ∈ I0,1
}′′
. A further advantage of the former is that HT/0 ∼= C, which allows an effective
use of the product structure given by V s,tZs,Zt , see the above proofs. On the other side, we do not
know whether the direct integral structure induced by the former family is an invariant of the
product system (this corresponds to the already mentioned problem whether automorphisms of a
product system act transitively on the normalized units).
If, fortunately, the product system is of type II0, i.e. both subsystems coincide, one can say a
little bit more about its automorphisms, like the next example shows.
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Example 6.3 We consider the measure type M of the zero sets of Brownian motion,
introduced in Example 4.3. Suppose θ = (θt)t≥0 is an automorphism of EM . Since we
know that the product system is of type II0, θ must leave the projections onto the unit,
which are just PUs,t , invariant. By Theorem 6, θ1 is a diagonal operator in the direct integral
representation associated with EU. But the algebra
{
PUs,t : (s, t ∈ I0,1)
}′′ is maximal
abelian in B(E1) such that almost all fibre spaces are one dimensional in this direct
integral space. Thus, θZ is just multiplication by a complex number z(Z) ∈ T. Further,
the tensor product structure forces
z(Z) = z(Z0,t)z(Zt,1), (0 < t < 1,M − a.a. Z)
Examples of such operators can be obtained from z(Z)= eicH h(Z) M -a.s. for some c∈R,
where H h is the Hausdorff measure with respect to the function h(ε) =
√
ε| log | logε||,
see (4.8). By results of [45], the function is well-defined. We do not know whether this
set of unitaries exhausts all automorphisms of EM . The unsolved problem to find all
product subsystems of EM is seemingly related, see Example 5.3.
Note 6.4 By the isomorphy result of Theorem 6, one can also use the direct integral represen-
tations to enrich the lattice S (E). But, we see no use of this. Conceptionally, it is clearer to
consider the lattice of tensor product subsystems of von Neumann algebras of (As,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ , see
Note 7.6 below.
Note 6.5 In [50] there were constructed E0-semigroups associated with type II product systems
by domination of fixed non-unital (so-called e0-)semigroups on B(H ) which are type I. But the
e0-semigroups dominated by a E0-semigroup correspond to product subsystems, see [50, Theorem
4.2] and Proposition 5.1 above. Thus we can think of PF0,t as projections onto Ht/0 (which is a Fock
space) and the extension amounts in choosing M and suitable HtZ . This is similar to the procedure
established in Theorem 3, applied to the measure type of Πℓ.
Note 6.6 Together with the Hahn-Hellinger theorem there is the notion of spectral type of a
representation of an abelian W ∗-algebra. Namely, we can order the measures νk( . ) = ν( . ∩
(F[0,1]×{k})) (where ν is the measure derived from this theorem, see proof of Proposition 6.1)
in such a way that νk+1 ≪ νk, k ∈ N. For any k, let mult(νk) = #{k′ : νk′ ∼ νk } denote the
spectral multiplicity of νk. Then the set {({ν : ν ∼ νk } ,mult(νk)) : k ∈ N} is a characteristic
unitary invariant of the representation of L2(M F ) [43, Theorem 7.6]. Analogous to the fact that
dimEt is either 1 or ∞ one can derive that the spectral multiplicity of ν0 is either 1 or ∞ too,
giving an additional invariant to M E ,U, say. Moreover, this result gives each Et the structure of
L2(M ′0,t), M ′0,t being a measure type on F[0,t]×N. Unfortunately, the relation between the other
spectral multiplicities and measure types is not clear. Thus, we get no canonical (associative)
transformation cs,t : (F[0,s] ×N)× (F[0,t] ×N) 7−→ (F[0,s+t]×N), such that any type II product
system would fit into Theorem 9 below.
6.4 Unitalizing Type III Product Systems
Here we construct examples of type II product systems parametrised by, besides a sta-
tionary factorizing measure type, all possible type III product systems. The main idea is
to construct from a product system E the new product system as EM ,H . We will consider
the special case HtZ = ET (t,Z), where T (t,Z) ∈ R+ is a “new” (random) time for the old
product system.
For a stationary factorizing measure type M on FT and a function h : R+ 7−→ R+
consider the following condition
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(H-h) For M -a.a. Z ∈ FT either H h(Z) ∈ (0,∞) or Z = /0.
Thereby, H h is the Hausdorff measure related to h by (4.8).
Example 6.4 We may consider the measure type M of the set of zeros of Brownian
motion, see [65, section 2] or the above Example 4.3. Then, according to [45], M fulfils
(H-h) for the function h : ε 7−→√ε log | logε|.
Proposition 6.7 Let E and ˜E be two product systems and M a stationary factorizing
measure type M on FT which fulfils (H-h). We build two families (HtZ)t∈R+,Z∈F[0,t],
( ˜HtZ)t∈R+,Z∈F[0,t] of Hilbert spaces by HtZ = EH h(Z) and ˜HtZ = ˜EH h(Z). Further, we equip
H with the multiplication encoded in the unitaries (V s,tZs,Zt )s,t∈R+,Zs∈F[0,s],Zt∈F[0,t] given by
V s,tZs,Zt =VH h(Zs),H h(Zt) and ˜H with similarly defined unitaries ( ˜V
s,t
Zs,Zt)s,t∈R+,Zs∈F[0,s],Zt∈F[0,t].
Then M together with both H and ˜H fulfils the hypothesis of Lemma 6.3. Moreover,
E and ˜E are isomorphic iff EM ,H and EM , ˜H are so.
Proof: Since (Z, t) 7→ H h(Z ∩ [0, t]) is measurable, (HtZ)Z∈F[0,t],t∈R+ is a measurable
family of Hilbert spaces. If we define V s,tZs,Zt = VH h(Zs),H h(Zt), the associativity relation
(6.1) is obvious. Thus both EM ,H and EM , ˜H exist by Lemma 6.3.
The only if direction of the isomorphy statement is obvious.
For the proof of the if part observe that the Hausdorff measure of any countable set is
0. Thus (H-h) implies M0,t({Z : 0 < #Z < ∞}) = 0 for all t > 0. From Ht/0 = E0 = C=
˜E0 = ˜Ht/0 and Lemma 6.3 we derive that both EM ,H and EM ,
˜H are type II0, related to the
units
(ut)µt = µt({ /0})−1/2χ{ /0} = (u˜t)µt , (t ∈ R+,µt ∈M0,t).
Since an isomorphism θ of EM ,H and EM , ˜H fulfils
θ1PUs,tθ∗1 = P
˜U
s,t , ((s, t)∈ I0,1)
we derive
θ1Pus,tθ∗1 = Pu˜s,t , ((s, t)∈ I0,1)
Consequently, by Theorem 6 this isomorphism is a diagonal operator, mapping fibrewise
HtZ into ˜HtZ for almost all Z and tensoring with respect to the product structure of H and ˜H.
Fix µ ∈M0,1 and regard EM ,H1 ∼=
∫ ⊕µ(dZ)H1Z and similarly EM , ˜H1 ∼= ∫ ⊕ µ(dZ) ˜H1Z. Then
θ1 =
∫ ⊕µ(dZ)θ1Z where θtZt : E tZt 7−→ ˜E tZt is µ0,t-a.s. unitary. Since θ is an isomorphism
of product systems we find for all t ∈ (0,1) and µ-a.a. Z that θ1Z ∼= θtZ0,t ⊗ θ1−tZt,1 . Conse-
quently, for µ-a.a. Z this factorisation takes place for a countable dense set of t ∈ [0,1]
simultaneously. Conditioning µ on a fixed value of H h(Z) we see that there is at least
one T ∈ R+, such that T = H h(Z) for some Z where this factorisation takes place for a
countable dense set of t simultaneously. Since the Hausdorff measure H h is continuous
(all singletons have zero measure) the map t 7→H h(Z∩ [0, t]) is continuous. Thus there
is a unitary ˜θ : ET 7−→ ˜ET such that
˜θ = ˜θt ⊗ ˜θ′T−t (6.4)
for a countable dense set of t ∈ (0,T ) and unitaries ˜θt , ˜θ′T−t . Without loss of generality,
we may assume that T = 1 and Corollary 7.7 shows then that E and E ′ are isomorphic.
This completes the proof.
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Note 6.7 Clearly, this is the analogue of the relation between type III and type II W ∗-factors
[60]. Somewhat surprisingly, both procedure use direct integral techniques. But observe that
different from the classification of factors all constructed product systems of the above kind (there
are different choices of M possible) are type II0. Consequently, this relation gives us no direct
information which is useful for the classification of type III product systems. We want also remark
that our construction is solely related to product systems, we see no direct construction in terms
of related E0-semigroups.
Summarily, for completing the classification of product systems one could concentrate on
type II product systems now.
Note 6.8 This relation to random (Hausdorff) measures suggests to study, besides stationary
factorizing measure types of random closed sets, stationary factorizing measure types of random
measures. That such an approach is useful we will show in the following example. Moreover, we
will show in section 8.3 that the latter measure types lead again to product systems, but less is
known about their structure at the moment.
Example 6.5 We follow the above construction for general M with (H-h) and E to be
the type I1 product system, i.e. Et = L2(F[0,t],Πℓ). Then HtZ = L2(F[0,H h(Z∩[0,t])],Πℓ), but
additivity and continuity of the Hausdorff measure show that we may equivalently choose
HtZ = L2(F[0,t],ΠνZ), where the measure νZ is defined through νZ(Y ) = H h(Z∩Y ) and
the Poisson process Πν with intensity measure ν is defined in (3.20). This shows imme-
diately that EM ,H is isomorphic to EM 2 , where M 2 is the measure type of a random
closed set in [0,1]×{1,2}, i.e. a random pair (Z1,Z2), Z1,2 ∈ F[0,1], where L (Z1) ∈M
and Z2, conditionally on Z1, is distributed according to ΠνZ . Thus, almost surely, Z2 is a
finite set contained in Z1, the latter being either empty or uncountable.
7 Measurability in Product Systems: An Algebraic Ap-
proach
In this section we want to study the rôle of the measurability condition in Definition 3.1.
It will result that it is more or less an intrinsic property of the multiplication encoded in
the unitaries (Vs,t)s,t∈R+ . Although the derivations are quite technical, we see it as a big
achievement to clarify the secondary rôle of the measurability condition in the axioms of
product systems.
7.1 GNS-representations
The key idea used in this section is the change from the Hilbert space point of view (look-
ing at Et etc. directly) to an algebraic one. So we will focus on the algebras As,t ⊆B(E1)
introduced in (3.8). The relation between these two aspects is given by the Gelfand-
Neimark-Segal (GNS-) representation. We will explain the main points of this represen-
tation now, for more details see, e.g., [19, section 2.3.3].
Let η be a state on a C∗-algebra A . I.e. A is a Banach algebra with norm fulfilling
‖a∗a‖= ‖a‖2 and η a norm continuous functional with η(a∗a)≥ 0 and η(1) = 1. On A
we can define an semi-inner product 〈a,b〉η = η(a∗b). The kernel K of 〈·, ·〉η is a linear
subspace (in fact a right ideal in A), dividing it out and completing A/K with respect to
the respective inner product determines a Hilbert space Hη. A has a representation piη on
Hη determined through piη(a)[b]η = [ab]η where we use the convention [b]η = b+K .
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As a special case, this scheme applies to W ∗-algebras equipped with a normal state.
W ∗-algebras, the abstract version of von Neumann-algebras, are C∗-algebras which are
the dual of a Banach space, its predual. A normal state on a W ∗-algebra is a state which
is an element of the predual of the algebra too. In the present paper, we are mainly
interested in the following two examples.
Example 7.1 Let η be a normal state on B(H ). Then〈
[a]η, [b]η
〉
Hη
= η(a∗b) = tra∗bρ = trρ1/2a∗bρ1/2
= tr(aρ1/2)∗bρ1/2 =
〈
aρ1/2,bρ1/2
〉
B2(H )
where B2(H ) is the Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H (i.e. for b∈B2(H )
the operator b∗b is trace-class) equipped with the scalar product 〈a,b〉B2(H ) = tra∗b. This
shows that [a]η 7→ aρ1/2 defines an isometric embedding of Hη into B2(H ).
If η is faithful this map is onto and Hη ∼= B2(H ). Denote H ∗ the adjoint Hilbert
space of H which is H as a set with the same addition but scalar multiplication λ ·ψ= λψ
and inner product 〈ψ,ψ′〉H ∗ = 〈ψ′,ψ〉. Then H ⊗H ∗ ∼= B2(H ) under the unitary map
ψ⊗ψ′ 7→ |ψ〉〈ψ′|= 〈ψ′, ·〉ψ. Further, by the Riesz representation theorem H ∗ ∼= H such
that Hη ∼=H ⊗H . Observe that this unitary relation is not any more intrinsic but depends
on the choice of a conjugation realizing H ∗ ∼= H .
Denote P (H ) the set of pure normal states on B(H ), i.e. η ∈ P is given by η(a) =
〈ψ,aψ〉 for a unit vector ψ ∈ H or ρ = Prψ. We see [a]η = 0 if and only if aψ = 0
and
〈
[a]η, [b]η
〉
Hη
= 〈aψ,bψ〉H . Thus [a]η 7→ aψ is an isometry from Hη into H . The
choice a = Prψ′,ψ = 〈ψ, ·〉ψ′ shows that this map is onto and therefore a unitary. We
conclude that Hη ∼= H , a key observation for the following construction. Since there is
never a canonical choice of η nor ψ, it is nice that we can connect the different spaces
(Hη)η∈P (H ) isomorphic to H in a natural manner.
Lemma 7.1 The map [a]η 7→ [aPrψ,ψ′ ]η′ is well-defined and extends to a unitary Uη,η′ :
Hη 7−→ Hη′ .
Proof: Clearly, the map is onto. Further,〈
Uη,η′[a]η,Uη,η′[b]η
〉
Hη′
=
〈
[aPrψ,ψ′]η′, [bPrψ,ψ′]η′
〉
Hη′
=
〈
aPrψ,ψ′ψ′,bPrψ,ψ′ψ′
〉
H
= 〈aψ,bψ〉H =
〈
[a]η, [b]η
〉
Hη
.
This shows both that Uη,η′ respects the kernel of 〈·, ·〉η and that it is isometric. This
completes the proof.
Example 7.2 Let M be a measure type on (X ,X) and A = L∞(M ). Any normal state
η on A is given by η( f ) = ∫ f dµ˜, where µ˜ is a probability measure with µ˜ ≪ M . Since〈
[ f ]η, [g]η
〉
Hη
=
∫ f gdµ˜ = 〈 f ,g〉L2(µ˜), we see Hη ∼= L2(µ˜).
Next we want to extend the construction of L2(M ) (see (2.2)), which connects the Hilbert
spaces L2(µ), µ ∈M , to families (Hη)η∈S of GNS-representation spaces. Thereby, Uη,η′
replaces Uµ,µ′ defined in (2.1). The following result is easy to prove.
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Lemma 7.2 Suppose S is a set of states on a C∗-algebra A and U = (Uη,η′)η,η′∈S a
family of unitary operators Uη,η′ : Hη 7−→Hη′ , η,η′ ∈ S such that Uη,η = 1Hη , η ∈ S and
Uη′,η′′Uη,η′ =Uη,η′′, (η,η′,η′′ ∈ S). (7.1)
Then the linear space
H(A ,S ,U) =
{
(ψη)η∈S : ψη ∈ Hη∀η ∈ S ,ψη′ =Uη,η′ψη∀η,η′ ∈ S
} (7.2)
equipped with the inner product〈
ψ,ψ′
〉
H(A,S ,U) =
〈
ψη,ψ′η
〉
Hη
, (ψ,ψ′ ∈ H(A ,S ,U)),
which is independent of the choice of η, is a Hilbert space isomorphic to each Hη, η ∈ S .
If for all η,η′ ∈ S the map Uη,η′ : Hη 7−→Hη′ intertwines the GNS-representations piη
and piη′:
Uη,η′piη(a) = piη′(a)Uη,η′, (a ∈ A).
then H(A ,S ,U) carries the representation pi of A ,
pi(a)(ψη)η∈S = (piη(a)ψη)η∈S , (a ∈ A).
Example 7.3 It is easy to see that for any measure type M on a measurable space (X ,X),
viewed as sets of states on L∞(M ), the relation H(L∞(X ,X),M ,U) = L2(M ), where the
unitaries Uµ,µ′ are defined in (2.1), is valid.
Example 7.4 Example 7.1 shows that H(B(H ),P (H ),U)∼= H , where P (H ) is the set
of pure normal states on H and Uη,η′ was defined in Lemma 7.1. For getting (7.1), we
need to fix the vectors ψ corresponding to each η ∈ P (H ) in advance. That there is no
canonical choice to achieve this will present some problems later.
7.2 Algebraic Product Systems and Intrinsic Measurable Structures
Now we want to examine algebraic product systems E = ((Et)t≥0,(Vs,t)s,t≥0). I.e., Et is
separable and (Vs,t)s,t≥0 fulfils (3.1), but we do not impose any measurability requirement
in advance. We want to show in this section that the measurable structure of a (standard,
measurable) product system is (upto isomorphy) already determined by its algebraic one.
First we collect some more notions. Suppose (X ,d) is a complete separable metric
space. Then FX equipped with the Fell topology is Polish iff X is locally compact. But
FX is Polish under the Wijsman topology which is the coarsest topology making
FX ∋ Z 7→ dist(x,Z) = inf{d(x,z) : z ∈ Z}
continuous for all x [11]. Observe that the definition of the topology depends on d but
the Borel sets on FX coincide for all choices making X complete. Further, they coincide
even with the Borel sets generated by the Fell topology. On N (H ) one introduces the
Effros Borel structure [61, Section IV.8] which is the σ-field generated by the maps A 7→
‖ηA‖, where η ranges over the σ-weakly continuous functionals on B(H ) and ηA is the
restriction of η to A . Then, by [61, Corollary IV.8.5] N (H ) is a Standard Borel space.
Further, there exist countably many operator valued measurable sections N (H ) ∋ A 7→
anA such that
{
anA : n ∈ N
}
is (σ-) weakly dense in B1(A) for all A ∈ N (H ). This
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means, that the Effros Borel structure is the Borel structure for the topology on N (H )
we introduced in the beginning.
Let P (H ) denote the set of pure normal states on B(H ) which is a closed subset of
the separable Banach space B1(H ) =
{
ρ ∈ B(H ) : tr |ρ|< ∞}.
The central result of this section is the following
Theorem 7 Let E be an algebraic product system. Then the following statements are
equivalent.
(i) There exists a measurable structure on (Et)t≥0 such that E is a product system.
(ii) The unitary group (τt)t∈R, defined by (3.5) is a continuous one parameter group of
unitaries on E1.
(iii) The automorphism group (σt)t∈R on B(E1), defined by (3.9), is weakly continuous.
Note 7.1 It is well-known that weak measurability and continuity coincide both for (σt)t∈R and
(τt)t∈R.
Further, continuity of (σt)t∈R implies that there is continuous 1-parameter unitary group
(ut)t∈R with σt(·) = u∗t · ut . This means that there is a character γ on R with τt = γ(t)ut . The
surprising point is that τ (or γ) has to be continuous if σ is, we have no other arguments in favour
of this than the quite complicated proof below.
The proof of the essential part of this theorem (which can be found on page 65) relies on
Proposition 3.1 which we prove first.
Proof of Proposition 3.1: Suppose we have a measurable family (Et)t∈[0,1] of Hilbert
spaces equipped with a measurable family of unitaries Vs,t : Es⊗Et 7−→ Es+t , s, t ≥ 0,
s+ t ≤ 1 fulfilling (3.1). Then we fix the family (Ft)t≥0 of Hilbert spaces
Fn+t = (E1)
⊗n⊗Et , (n ∈ N, t ∈ [0,1)).
For defining a multiplication by operators (Ws,t)s,t≥0, observe that Fn+t is isomorphic
to each of the Hilbert spaces Hη, where η is a pure normal state on B(E⊗m1 ), m > n,
if η factorizes with respect to A0,n+t ⊗An+t,m = B(E⊗m1 ), defining Ar,s like in (3.8).
For n+ t, n′+ t ′, n′′+ t ′′ consider on Hη, where η is a pure normal state on B(E⊗m1 ),
m > n+n′+n′′+2, the operators
Wn+t,n′+t ′[at ]η⊗ [at ′]η = [atσmn+t(at ′)]η
where (σmt )t∈R is defined on B(E
⊗m
1 ) like (σt)t∈R in (3.9). The groups property of σm
shows that the operators (Ws,t)s,t≥0 are associative in the sense of (3.1). Their definition
is even independent from the choice of η and m, as we derive for n,n′ ∈ N, ε,ε′ ≥ 0,
ε+ ε′ ≤ 1 that
Wn+ε,n′+ε′(x1⊗ x2⊗·· ·⊗ xn⊗ xε)⊗ ((y11−ε⊗ y1ε)⊗ (y21−ε⊗ y2ε)⊗·· ·⊗ (yn
′
1−ε⊗ yn
′
ε )⊗ yε′)
= x1⊗ x2⊗·· ·⊗ xn⊗ (xε⊗ y11−ε)⊗ (y1ε ⊗ y21−ε)⊗·· ·⊗ (yn
′−1
ε ⊗ yn
′
1−ε)⊗ (yn
′
ε ⊗ yε′)
, (xi ∈ E1,xε,yiε ∈ Eε,yi1−ε ∈ E1−ε,yε′ ∈ Eε′)
and for ε+ ε′ > 1 that
Wn+ε,n′+ε′(x1⊗·· ·⊗ xn⊗ xε)⊗ ((y11−ε⊗ y1ε)⊗·· ·⊗ (yn
′
1−ε⊗ yn
′
ε )⊗ (y1−ε⊗ y′ε′+ε−1))
= x1⊗·· ·⊗ xn⊗ (xε⊗ y11−ε)⊗·· ·⊗ (yn
′−1
ε ⊗ yn
′
1−ε)⊗ (yn
′
ε ⊗ y1−ε)⊗ y′ε′+ε−1
, (xi ∈ E1,xε,yiε ∈ Eε,yi1−ε,y1−ε ∈ E1−ε,y′ε′+ε−1 ∈ Eε′+ε−1).
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Plugging in measurable sections for the various x’s and y’s in these formulae it is an easy
consequence of measurability of (Vs,t)s,t≥0,s+t≤1 that (Ws,t)s,t≥0 is a measurable operator
family too.
Suppose further that (Et)t∈[0,1] arises from a product system E by restricting (Et)t≥0
to the index set [0,1]. Then it is clear from these formulae (and associativity of (Vs,t)s,t≥0)
that F = ((Ft)t≥0,(Ws,t)s,t≥0) is isomorphic to E as a product system. This completes
the proof.
For the following lemma remember the conventions of intervals on T, being closed
clockwise arcs. Further, set
A[s,t] =
{
As,t if s < t
As,1⊗A0,t if s≥ t A(s,t) =
{
As,t if s≤ t
As,1⊗A0,t if s > t .
Note that both definitions coincide except for s = t. For any s, t ∈ [0,1], let P[s,t] be the
set of all pure normal states η on B(E1) which factorize like
η(ab) = η(a)η(b), (a ∈ A[s,t],b ∈ A(t,s)).
We abbreviate P[0,t] to Pt and Pt1 ∩Pt2 ∩· · ·∩Ptn to Pt1,...,tn .
Lemma 7.3 Let (Et)t≥0 be an algebraic product system for which (σt)t∈R is σ-strongly
continuous.
Then
{
(s, t,η) : s, t ∈ [0,1],η ∈ P[s,t]
}⊂ [0,1]×P (E1) is closed as well as P[s,t].
Further, the set P 1 =
⋃
t∈(0,1)Pt is measurable inside P (E1). More generally, for all
n ∈ N the set P n = ⋃0<t1<t2<···<tn<1 Pt1,...,tn is measurable.
Additionally, there exists a measurable section (ηt)t∈[0,1] through (Pt)t∈[0,1].
Proof: For simplicity, we prove the results for (Pt)t∈[0,1] only, the general proof goes
along the same lines but it is notationally more evolved.
Consider for 0 ≤ s < s′ ≤ 1 the sets Qs,s′ =
{
η ∈ P (E1) : η(ab) = η(a)η(b)∀a ∈
A0,s,b ∈ As′,1
}
which are closed and hence measurable. Since
⋃
s<t A0,s is σ-strongly
dense in A0,t by Proposition 3.4, we obtain Pt =
⋂
s,s′∈D:t∈(s,s′)Qs,s′ where D = {k2−n :
n ∈ N,k = 0, . . . ,2n} are the dyadic numbers. This shows closedness of Pt . Similarly,
tn → t and Ptn ∋ ηn → η implies η ∈ Qs,s′ for all s,s′ with s < t < s′ since Qs,s′ is closed.
Thus η ∈ Pt and {(t,η) : t ∈ [0,1],η ∈ Pt } is closed in [0,1]×P (E1).
Now we consider for r,r′ ∈ D the set Rr,r′ =
⋂
n∈N
⋃
s∈2−nN∩[r,r′]Qs,s+2−n . Then the
set Rr,r′ is closed and η ∈ Rr,r′ iff for all n ∈ N there is an sn ∈ 2−nN∩ [r,r′] such that
η ∈ Qsn,sn+2−n . Clearly, there is a subsequence (nk)k∈N such that k → [snk ,snk + 2−nk ]
is decreasing and
⋂
k∈N[snk ,snk + 2−nk ] = {t } for some t ∈ [r,r′]. This shows η ∈ Pt .
Conversely, if η∈Pt for some t ∈ [r,r′] then η∈Rr,r′ . Thus we conclude that
⋃
t∈(0,1)Pt =⋃
r,r′∈DRr,r′ is measurable. The generalisation follows from formulae similar to⋃
0<t<t ′<1
Pt,t ′ =
⋃
0<r<r′<r′′<r′′′∈D
Rr,r′ ∩Rr′′,r′′′.
Since
{
(s, t,η) : s, t ∈ [0,1],η ∈ P[s,t]
} ⊂ [0,1]×P (E1) is closed, the map (s, t) 7→
P[s,t] ∈ FPE1 is upper semicontinuous in the sense that for any open set G ⊂ P (E1) and
sn −−→
n→∞
s, tn −−→
n→∞
t with G∩P[s,t] 6= /0 fulfils G∩P[sn,tn] 6= /0 eventually. Thus this map is
also measurable. [11, Theorem 6.6.7] completes the proof.
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For η ∈ P (E1) we define the set F(η) = {t ∈ (0,1) : η ∈ Pt } and ˜F(η) =
{
(s, t) : η ∈
P[s,t]
}
.
Lemma 7.4 F(η) ∈ F(0,1) and ˜F(η) ∈ FT2 for all ε ∈ P (E1). Further, the maps η ∈
P (E1) 7→ F(η), ˜F(η) ∈ F(0,1) are measurable.
Proof: The first assertions follows from the fact that the set {(s, t,η) : s, t ∈ [0,1],η ∈
P[s,t]
}
is closed in [0,1]×P (E1).
For the second one, we observe for all 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1 that {η : F(η)∩ (s, t) 6= /0} =⋃
r,r′∈D,s<r<r′<t Rr,r′ is measurable for all 0 < s < t < 1. Since the sets {Z : Z∩(s, t) = /0},
0≤ s < t ≤ 1, generate the Borel σ-field on F(0,1) the set F is measurable. The proof for
˜F is similar.
We also need the following result on (not necessarily measurable) multipliers on R resp.
[0,1]. This is necessary to extend some results derived in [5] for usual product systems
for algebraic ones.
Lemma 7.5 Suppose m : R2 7−→ T fulfils for all s, t,r ∈ R
m(s+ t,r)m(s, t) = m(s, t + r)m(t,r). (7.3)
Then there is a function f :R 7−→ T such that
m(s, t) =
f (s) f (t)
f (s+ t) , (s, t ∈ R). (7.4)
Note 7.2 Formula (7.3) restricted to R2+ determines all algebraic product structures on (C)t≥0,
identifying T with the set of unitaries from C⊗C to C.
Proof: By Tykhonovs theorem, TR is compact in the product topology. For any finite
dimensional Q-vector subspace H ⊂ R we consider
SH = { f : R 7−→ T : f fulfils (7.4) for all s, t ∈ H } .
Clearly, SH is closed. In the following we show that it is nonvoid.
Let H be fixed, H = L2(H,∑x∈H δx) and define operators (ut)t∈H on H by
uth(x) = m(t,x− t)h(x− t), (x, t ∈ H)
It is easy to see that each ut is unitary and
usut = m(s, t)us+t, (s, t ∈ H).
Thus, defining automorphisms (αt)t∈H of B(H ) by
αt(a) = u
∗
t aut , (a ∈ B(H ))
we arrive at
αs+t = αs ◦αt , (s, t ∈ H).
We want to show that there is a collection (vt)t∈H of unitaries in H such that
αt(a) = v
∗
t avt , (a ∈ B(H )) (7.5)
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and vsvt = vs+t .
Choosing a basis of H (over Q) it is easy to see that we can restrict ourselves to the
case H =Q for a while. Now it is well-known that u∗t aut = v∗t avt∀a ∈ B(H ) implies that
vt is a multiple of ut . Therefore,
T = {(vt)t∈Q : (7.5) is valid for all t ∈Q}
is compact under the product topology. Define for k ∈ N∗
Tk =
{
(vt)t∈Q ∈ T : vp/kvq/k = v(p+q)/k for all p,q ∈ Z
}
Then Tk is closed. The choice
vt =
{
u
p
1/k if t = p/k for some p ∈ Z
ut otherwise
, (t ∈Q)
fulfils vsvt = vs+t for all s, t ∈ 1kZ. Further, for t = p/k and a ∈ B(H ) we know
v∗t avt = u
−p
1/kau
p
1/k = u
∗
1/ku
∗
1/k · · ·u∗1/k︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
au1/ku1/k · · ·u1/k︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
= α1/k ◦α1/k ◦ · · · ◦α1/k︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
(a) = αp/k(a) = αt(a).
Thus Tk is not void. Since Tk′ ⊂ Tk if k|k′, the family (Tk)k∈N enjoys the finite intersection
property and by compactness, ⋂k∈N∗ Tk is nonvoid, let (vt)t∈Q be a member of this set.
Then it is easy to see that vsvt = vs+t for all k ∈ N for all s, t ∈ 1kZ, i.e. for all s, t ∈ Q.
This is our desired property.
Consequently, in the general case there exists a similar representation (vt)t∈H of H.
By the preceding remarks, there are numbers ( f (t))t∈H such that vt = f (t)ut for all t ∈H
what implies
f (s+ t)us+t = vs+t = vsvt = f (s)us f (t)ut = f (s) f (t)m(s, t)−1us+t , (s, t ∈ H)
and henceforth (7.4). Extending f arbitrarily to a function onR shows that SH is nonvoid.
Further, SH ′ ⊂ SH for H ′ ⊃ H shows the finite intersection property for the sets SH
and we find that
⋂
H SH 6= /0. This shows the assertion.
Corollary 7.6 Suppose that m : {(s, t) : s, t ≥ 0,s+ t ≤ 1} 7−→ T is such that (7.3) is
fulfilled for all s, t,r≥ 0,s+ t + r ≤ 1. Then there is a map f : [0,1] 7−→ T with (7.4) for
all s, t ≥ 0,s+ t ≤ 1.
Proof: By the preceding lemma, it is enough to extend m to a map on the whole R2 in
compliance with (7.3). This is done in a similar way like in the proof of Proposition 3.1
(compare Note 7.3). Define the map κ : [0,1] 7−→ T by
κ(ε) =
m(ε,1− ε)
m(1− ε,ε)
and M :R2 7−→ T,
M(n+ ε,n′+ ε′) =
{
κ(ε)n
′
m(ε,ε′) if ε+ ε′ ≤ 1
κ(ε)n
′
m(ε,1− ε)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′−1)−1 otherwise
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for arbitrary n,n′ ∈Z, ε,ε′ ∈ [0,1). From (7.3) we know m(1,0)=m(0,0) =m(0,1) such
that M extends m to R2. It remains to show (7.3), i.e. that
M(n+ε,n′+ε′+n′′+ε′′)M(n′+ε′,n′′+ε′′) = M(n+ε+n′+ε′,n′′+ε′′)M(n+ε,n′+ε′)
for all n,n′,n′′ ∈ Z and ε,ε′,ε′′ ∈ [0,1). Clearly, it is enough to show this for n = n′ =
n′′= 0, but concerning the relations between ε,ε′,ε′′ we have to distinguish several cases.
1. ε+ ε′+ ε′′ ≤ 1 implies ε+ ε′ ≤ 1, ε′+ ε′′ ≤ 1
LHS = m(ε,ε′+ ε′′)m(ε′,ε′′)
RHS = m(ε+ ε′,ε′′)m(ε,ε′)
Equality follows directly from (7.3).
2. ε+ ε′+ ε′′ > 1, ε+ ε′ ≤ 1, ε′+ ε′′ ≤ 1 show 2≥ ε+ ε′+ ε′′.
LHS = m(ε,1− ε)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−1)−1m(ε′,ε′′)
RHS = m(ε+ ε′,1− ε− ε′)m(1− ε− ε′,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−1)−1m(ε,ε′)
LHS = RHS follows from
m(ε+ ε′,1− ε− ε′)m(ε,ε′) = m(ε,1− ε)m(ε′,1− ε− ε′)
m(1− ε− ε′,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−1)m(ε′,ε′′) = m(ε′,1− ε− ε′)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−1).
3. ε+ ε′ > 1, ε′+ ε′′ ≤ 1 imply 2 > ε+ ε′+ ε′′ > 1
LHS = m(ε,1− ε)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−1)−1m(ε′,ε′′)
RHS = m(ε+ ε′−1,ε′′)m(ε,1− ε)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′−1)−1
LHS = RHS follows from
m(1− ε,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−1)m(ε+ ε′−1,ε′′) = m(ε′,ε′′)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′−1).
4. ε+ ε′ ≤ 1, ε′+ ε′′ > 1 imply 2 > ε+ ε′+ ε′′ > 1
LHS = κ(ε)m(ε,ε′+ ε′′−1)m(ε′,1− ε′)m(1− ε′,ε′+ ε′′−1)−1
RHS = m(ε+ ε′,1− ε− ε′)m(1− ε− ε′,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−1)−1m(ε,ε′)
LHS = RHS follows from
m(1− ε− ε′,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−1)m(ε,ε′+ ε′′−1) = m(1− ε′,ε′+ ε′′−1)m(1− ε− ε′,ε)
m(ε′,1− ε′)m(1− ε− ε′,ε) = m(1− ε,ε)m(ε′,1− ε− ε′)
m(ε,1− ε)m(ε′,1− ε− ε′) = m(ε+ ε′,1− ε− ε′)m(ε,ε′).
5. 2≥ ε+ ε′+ ε′′ > 1, ε+ ε′ > 1, ε′+ ε′′ > 1
LHS = κ(ε)m(ε,ε′+ ε′′−1)m(ε′,1− ε′)m(1− ε′,ε′+ ε′′−1)−1
RHS = m(ε+ ε′−1,ε′′)m(ε,1− ε)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′−1)−1
LHS = RHS follows from
m(1− ε,ε)m(ε+ ε′−1,1− ε′) = m(ε′,1− ε′)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′−1)
m(ε+ ε′−1,ε′′)m(1− ε′,ε′+ ε′′−1) = m(ε,ε′+ ε′′−1)m(ε+ ε′−1,1− ε′)
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6. ε+ ε′+ ε′′ > 2 implies ε+ ε′ > 1, ε′+ ε′′ > 1
LHS = κ(ε)m(ε,1− ε)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−2)−1m(ε′,1− ε′)m(1− ε′,ε′+ ε′′−1)−1
RHS = m(ε+ ε′−1,2− ε− ε′)m(2− ε− ε′,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−2)−1m(ε,1− ε)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′−1)−1
LHS = RHS follows from
m(1− ε′,ε′+ ε′′−1)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−2) = m(2− ε− ε′,ε+ ε′+ ε′′−2)m(1− ε′,1− ε)
m(1− ε,ε)m(ε+ ε′−1,1− ε′) = m(ε′,1− ε′)m(1− ε,ε+ ε′−1)
m(ε+ ε′−1,2− ε− ε′)m(1− ε′,1− ε) = m(ε,1− ε)m(ε+ ε′−1,1− ε′)
Since this covers all possible relations between ε,ε′,ε′′ the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 7: The statement (i)⇒(ii) was proved in Proposition 3.2. The implica-
tion (ii)⇒(iii) is trivial. So it remains to show (iii)⇒(i), we use Proposition 3.1 for this
purpose. Thus it suffices to show that we can equip (Et)t∈[0,1] with a measurable struc-
ture making (Vs,t)s,t≥0,s+t≤1 measurable. This is done by constructing an algebraically
isomorphic family (E ′t )t∈[0,1] as (H(A0,t ,Pt ,Ut))t∈[0,1] where we can exploit the measur-
able structure coming from N (E1) and P (E1) to define an intrinsic measurable structure.
A crucial point thereby is that measurability of σ implies its σ-weak continuity [4, Propo-
sition 2.5].
For the construction of the spaces H(A0,t ,Pt ,Ut) according to Lemma 7.2 the prob-
lem is the choice of unitaries U tη,η′ intertwining the GNS Hilbert spaces. Following Ex-
ample 7.1, we assume that there are operators Qtη,η′ ∈ A0,t such that
U tη,η′[a]η = [aQtη,η′]η′, (a ∈ A0,t).
Since the unitaries (U tη,η′)η,η′∈Pt should fulfil (7.1), the operators (Qtη,η′)η,η′∈Pt cannot
be chosen freely. For t ∈ [0,1] and η ∈ Pt denote by Ptη the supporting projection of η
in A0,t . I.e., Ptη = Prψ⊗1E1−t for some ψ ∈ Et and η(Ptη) = 1. Now we assume that the
operators (Qtη,η′)η,η′∈Pt are chosen in such a way that
(i) Ptη = Qtη,η′(Qtη,η′)∗ and Ptη′ = (Qtη,η′)∗Qtη,η′ for all t ∈ [0,1], η,η′ ∈ Pt .
(ii) Qtη,η′Qtη′,η′′ = Qtη,η′′ for all t ∈ [0,1], η,η′,η′′ ∈ Pt .
(iii) (t,η,η′) 7→Qtη,η′ is weakly measurable on the closed set {(t,η,η′) : t ∈ [0,1],η,η′∈
Pt }.
(iv) Qsη,η′σs(Qtη◦σ−s,η′◦σ−s) = Q
s+t
η,η′ for all s, t ∈ [0,1], s+ t ≤ 1 and η,η′ ∈ Ps,s+t
Below we show how to construct (Qtη,η′)η,η′∈Pt with (i)–(iv), but first we proceed along
the general lines of the proof. Observe that (i) and (ii) imply Qtη,η = Ptη, Qtη′,η = (Qtη,η′)∗
and fix Qtη,η′ upto a complex factor. Clearly, these two conditions assure that for all
t ∈ [0,1] the family (U tη,η′)η,η′∈Pt is well-defined and fulfils (7.1). Thus we can set E ′t =
H(A0,t ,Pt ,Ut), t ∈ [0,1].
Now we define a product in (E ′t )t∈[0,1] by operators (V ′s,t)s,t≥0,s+t≤1, V ′s,t : E ′s⊗E ′t 7−→
E ′s+t like follows. For s, t ≥ 0, s+ t ≤ 1 and η ∈ Ps,s+t we set (note that η◦σ−s ∈ Pt )(
V ′s,t([aη′]η′)η′∈Ps ⊗ ([bη′′]η′′)η′′∈Pt
)
η = [aησs(bη◦σ−s)]η. (7.6)
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We derive from〈
[aησs(bη◦σ−s)]η, [a′ησs(b′η◦σ−s)]η
〉
= η(σs(bη◦σ−s)∗a∗ηa′ησs(b′η◦σ−s))
= η(a∗ηa′η︸︷︷︸
∈A0,s
σs(b∗η◦σ−sb
′
η◦σ−s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈As,s+t
)
= η(a∗ηa′η)η(σs(b∗η◦σ−sb
′
η◦σ−s))
=
〈
([aη′]η′)η′∈Ps ,([a
′
η′]η′)η′∈Ps
〉
η
〈([bη′′]η′′)η′′∈Pt ,([b′η′′]η′′)η′′∈Pt 〉η◦σ−s
that V ′s,t is isometric and thus well-defined on Hη⊗Hη◦σs . Further, A0,sAs,s+t is σ-weakly
total in A0,s+t and η is σ-weakly continuous such that the image of V ′s,t is dense. Thus
V ′s,t extends to a unitary on Hη⊗Hη◦σs . Now take another η′ ∈ Ps,s+t . We find from (iv)
and (i)
Uη,η′[aησs(bη◦σs)]η = [aησs(bη◦σs)Qs+tη,η′]η′
= [aη′Qsη′,ησs(bη′◦σsQtη′◦σs,η◦σs)Qs+tη,η′]η′
= [aη′σs(bη′◦σs)Qsη′,ησs(Qtη′◦σs,η◦σs)Qs+tη,η′]η′
= [aη′σs(bη′◦σs)Qs+tη′,ηQs+tη,η′ ]η′
= [aη′σs(bη′◦σs)]η′.
A density argument shows that Uη,η′(V ′s,tψ⊗ψ′)η = (V ′s,tψ⊗ψ′)η′ , i.e. the family V ′ is
well-defined on E ′. Further, we get for any η∗ ∈ Ps,s+t,s+t+r(
V ′s,t+r([aη]η)η∈Ps ⊗ (V ′t,r([bη′]η′)η′∈Pt ⊗ ([cη′′]η′′)η′′∈Pr)
)
η∗
= [aη∗σs(bη∗◦σsσt(cη∗◦σs◦σt ))]η∗ = [aη∗σs(bη∗◦σs)σs+t(cη∗◦σs+t )]η∗.
This shows that the operators (V ′s,t)s,t≥0,s+t≤1 are associative in the sense of (3.1).
For establishing a consistent measurable structure on ((E ′t )t∈[0,1],(V ′s,t)s,t≥0,s+t≤1),
observe that Proposition 3.4 is valid since its proof relied on the continuity of (σt)t∈R
only. Thus for any σ-weakly continuous functional η on B(E1) the map I0,1 ∋ (s, t) 7→∥∥ηAs,t∥∥ is measurable and consequently I0,1 ∋ (s, t) 7→ As,t is measurable too. This gives
us countably many measurable sections (ant )t∈[0,1] through B(E1) such that lh{ant : n ∈ N}=
A0,t . Moreover, using Lemma 7.3 we find a measurable curve (ηt)t∈[0,1] through P (E1)
such that ηt ∈Pt . Define the measurable structure (E ′)0 as the set of all sections (ψt)t∈[0,1]
where ψt ∈ H(A0,t ,Pt ,Ut) and t 7→
〈
[ant ]ηt ,ψtηt
〉
ηt
is measurable for all n ∈ N. We get
easily that for another measurable section (bt)t∈[0,1] through (A0,t)t∈[0,1] that the map
t 7→ 〈[ant ]ηt , [bt]ηt〉ηt = ηt((ant )∗bt)
is measurable since multiplication and taking adjoints are weakly measurable operations
in B(E1). Similarly, we could use another measurable curve (η′t)t∈[0,1] with the pre-
scribed properties. Then
t 7→
〈
[ant ]η′t ,U
t
η′t ,ηt [bt ]ηt
〉
η′t
= ηt((ant )∗btQtη′t ,ηt)
is measurable what shows that our measurable structure does not depend on (ηt)t∈[0,1].
Determine for s, t ≥ 0,s+ t ≤ 1 the normal state ηs,t on B(E1) by
ηs,t(as⊗a′t ⊗a′′1−s−t) = ηs(as)ηt(a′t)η1−s−t(a′′1−s−t).
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Clearly, the sheet (ηs,t)s,t≥0,s+t≤1 is measurable with ηs,t ∈ Ps,s+t . Now it follows for
k, l,m ∈ N and s, t ≥ 0,s+ t ≤ 1 that〈
[aks+t ]ηs,t , [bηs,t σs(cηs,t◦σs)]ηs,t
〉
ηs,t
= ηs,t((aks+t)∗bηs,t σs(cηs,t◦σs)),
i.e., (V ′s,t)s,t≥0,s+t≤1 is measurable.
Next we construct a (noncanonical) isomorphism between (Et)t∈[0,1] and (E ′t )t∈[0,1].
Choose a section (ψt)t∈[0,1] through (Et)t∈[0,1] such that
ηt(at ⊗1E1−t ) = 〈ψt ,atψt〉 , (t ∈ [0,1],at ∈ B(Et)).
We define operators θ′t : E ′t 7−→ Et through
θ′t([aη⊗1]η)η∈Pt = aηt ψt
It is clear that θ′t is well-defined. Since it is isometric and has full range, it is unitary.
Further, fix s, t ≥ 0, s+ t ≤ 1. Then
Vs,tθ′s([aη⊗1]η)η∈Ps ⊗θ′t([bη⊗1]η)η∈Pt =Vs,taηsψs⊗bηt ψt
and
θ′s+tV ′s,t([aη⊗1]η)η∈Ps ⊗ ([bη⊗1]η)η∈Pt = cηs+t ψs+t
where
[cηs,t ]ηs,t = [aηs,t ⊗1σs(bηs,t◦σs)]ηs,t = [aηs ⊗bηt ⊗1E1−s−t Qsηs,t ,ηsσs(Qtηs,t◦σs,ηt)]ηs,t .
Thus, we may choose cηs+t = aηs ⊗bηt ⊗1E1−s−t Qsηs,t ,ηsσs(Qtηs,t◦σs,ηt )Qs+tηs+t ,ηs,t . From
Qsηs,t ,ηsσs(Qtηs,t◦σs,ηt )Qs+tηs+t ,ηs,t = m(s, t)Ps+tηs,t
for some m(s, t) ∈ T we find
Vs,tθ′s⊗θ′t = m(s, t)θ′s+tV ′s,t.
Define a new system (V ′′s,t)s,t≥0,s+t≤1 by V ′′s,t = (θ′s+t)−1Vs,tθ′s⊗θ′t , s, t ∈ [0,1], s+ t ≤ 1.
Then
V ′′r,s+t ◦ (1Er ⊗V ′′s,t) = (θ′r+s+t)−1Vr,s+t ◦ (1Er ⊗Vs,t)θ′r⊗θ′s⊗θ′t
shows by associativity (in the sense of (3.1)) of V that V ′′ is associative. Since V ′ is
associative too we derive that m fulfils (7.3). By Corollary 7.6, there is some f : [0,1] 7−→
T such that m(s, t)= f (s) f (t) f (s+t)−1. Defining new unitaries (θt)t∈[0,1], θt = f (t)−1θ′t ,
we obtain an isomorphism between (E ′t )t∈[0,1] and (Et)t∈[0,1]. Therefore, the image of the
measurable structure of (E ′t )t∈[0,1] under (θt)t∈[0,1] is a measurable structure on (Et)t∈[0,1]
compatible with its product structure.
At the end, it remains to show that there are operators Qtη,η′ which fulfil the conditions
(i)–(iv). Clearly, these conditions are fulfilled in the sense of sets, i.e. if we consider the
set of all possible operators Qtη,η′ instead of a single ones. Thus we have just to show that
there is a section through these sets which fulfils (i)–(iv) pointwise.
For this goal, we extend the structure a bit and let Ps,tη denote the supporting projection
of a normal state η in A[s,t]. Note that the set Zs,tη,η′ =
{
q ∈ A[s,t] : qq∗ = Ps,tη ,q∗q =
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Ps,tη′
}
is (weakly) compact for all s, t ∈ T and η,η′ ∈ P[s,t] (in fact it is an image of T in
A[s,t]). Assume sn −−→
n→∞
s, tn −−→
n→∞
t, P[sn,tn] ∋ ηn −−→
n→∞
η∈ P[s,t], P[sn,tn] ∋ η′n −−→
n→∞
η′ ∈ P[s,t].
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ηn,η,η′n,η′ correspond to unit vectors
ϕn⊗ψn,ϕ⊗ψ,ϕn⊗ψ′n,ϕ⊗ψ′ factorizing appropriately and fulfilling ϕn⊗ψn −−→
n→∞
ϕ⊗ψ
as well as ϕn⊗ψ′n −−→
n→∞
ϕ⊗ψ′. Fix a weak limit point p of (Psn,tnηn )n∈N. Clearly, 1≥ p≥ 0
and p ∈As,t by continuity of (s, t) 7→As,t . From uniform boundedness of
(
Psn,tnη′n
)
n∈N
we
find
η(p) = lim
k→∞
ηnk(P
snk ,tnk
ηnk ) = 1
such that p ≥ Ps,tη . On the other side, we find by similar arguments (1−Prϕ⊗ψ)p(1−
Prϕ⊗ψ) = 0. From p ∈ As,t it follows that p = Ps,tη and Psn,tnηn
w−−→
n→∞
Ps,tη . since Psn,tnηn are
projections, it follows Psn,tnηn
s−−→
n→∞
Ps,tη and by analogy Psn,tnη′n
s−−→
n→∞
Ps,tη′ . Without loss of gen-
erality, we may assume that ηn,η,η′n,η′ correspond to unit vectors ϕn⊗ψn,ϕ⊗ψ,ϕn⊗
ψ′n,ϕ⊗ψ′ factorizing appropriately. If q is a weak limit point of (qn)n∈N, qn ∈ Zsn,tnηn,η′n we
know from lower weak semicontinuity of the norm that ‖q‖ ≤ 1. Further, we get from
‖qn‖ ≤ 1 ∣∣〈ϕ⊗ψ,qϕ⊗ψ′〉∣∣2 = lim
n→∞
∣∣〈ϕn⊗ψn,qnϕn⊗ψ′n〉∣∣2 = 1
what shows ‖qϕ⊗ψ‖= ‖ϕ⊗ψ‖ and qnϕ⊗ψ
‖.‖
−−→
n→∞
qϕ⊗ψ. On the other hand,
Ps,tη q = w-lim
n→∞ P
sn,tn
ηn qn = w-limn→∞ qn = q
and, similarly, qPs,tη′ = q show that q = z1⊗ Prψ′,ψ for some z ∈ T. Since Zs,tη,η′ is a
continuous image of T we obtain Zsn,tnηn,η′n −−−−−→n→∞ Z
s,t
η,η′ in FB1(B(E1)) where B1(B(E1)) is
equipped with the weak topology. By [11, Theorem 6.6.7] there is a measurable mapping
(s, t,η,η′) 7→ qs,tη,η′ ∈ Zs,tη,η′ .
T identified with [0,1) = R/Z acts in a natural manner on P (E1)×P (E1) through
(s,η,η′) 7→ (η ◦σ−s,η′ ◦σ−s). Since (σt)t∈R is σ-weakly continuous and periodic this
action is well-defined on T and continuous. [11, Theorem 6.6.7] shows that there is a
measurable mapping T : P (E1)×P (E1) 7−→ P (E1)×P (E1) such that T (η ◦σ−s,η′ ◦
σ−s) = T (η,η′) = T (T (η,η′)). Due to compactness of T and continuity of σ there is
another map S : P (E1)×P (E1) 7−→ T for which T (η,η′) = (η◦σ−S(η,η′),η′ ◦σ−S(η,η′))
for all η,η′ ∈ P (E1). These maps are used to define
q¯s,tη,η′ = σS(η,η′)
(
qs−S(η,η
′),t−S(η,η′)
T (η,η′)
)
such that q¯s+r,t+rη◦σ−r,η′◦σ−r = σr(q¯
s,t
η,η′). Clearly, q¯ remains measurable.
Further, P (E1) is a Standard Borel space such that there is a measurable total ordering
≺ on it. We set
¯q¯s,tη,η′ =


q¯s,tη,η′ if η◦σ−S(η,η′) ≺ η′ ◦σ−S(η,η′)
Ps,tη if η = η′(
q¯s,tη′,η
)∗
otherwise
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such that ¯q¯ is a measurable section with
¯q¯s+r,t+rη◦σ−r,η′◦σ−r = σr( ¯q¯
s,t
η,η′), (r ∈ R)
and
¯q¯s,tη,η′ =
(
¯q¯s,tη′,η
)∗
.
Fix again the family (ηt)t∈[0,1] used above and set ηs,t = ηt−s ◦σ−s as well as ηs,t ′,t =
ηs,t ′⊗ηt ′,t ⊗ηt,s. For η ∈ P[s,t] we define
r
s,t
η = ¯q¯
s,t
η,ηs,t
if s=min
{
s′ : η◦σ−S′(η) ∈P[s′,t] for some t 6= s′
}
=min
{
s′ : ∃t : (s, t)∈ ˜F(η◦σ−S′(η))
}
where S′ is defined as above but from the action of σ on P (E1). Observe that Lemma 7.4,
measurability of S′ and (σt)t∈R, and measurability of the map FT ∋ Z 7→minZ imply that
r is again measurable. Clearly, we can extend this operator family in compliance with
r
s,t ′
η r
t ′,t
η = r
s,t
η ¯q¯
s,t
ηs,t ,ηs,t′,t , (t
′ ∈ (s, t) ∈ IT,η ∈ P[s,t ′]∩P[t ′,t])
and retaining measurability of r. It is easy to deduce that rs+r,t+rη◦σr = σr(r
s,t
η ), too.
From this we can derive that Qtη,η′ = r0,tη
(
r
0,t
η′
)∗
fulfils all of the relations (i)–(iv) like
follows. (iii) is clear. By construction, we have rs,tη (rs,tη )∗ = Ps,tη and (rs,tη )∗rs,tη = Ps,tηs,t such
that Ps,tη r
s,t
η = r
s,t
η = r
s,t
η P
s,t
ηs,t . This shows
Qtη,η′Qtη′,η′′ = r0,tη
(
r
0,t
η′
)∗
r
0,t
η′
(
r
0,t
η′′
)∗
= r
0,t
η Ptηt
(
r
0,t
η′′
)∗
= r
0,t
η
(
r
0,t
η′′
)∗
= Qtη,η′′,
i.e. (ii). In a similar way, Qtη′,η =
(
Qtη,η′
)∗
and Qtη,η = Ptη are immediate such that (ii)
implies (i). To prove (iv), fix η,η′ ∈ Ps,s+t . Then
Qsη,η′σs(Qtη◦σ−s,η′◦σ−s) = r
0,s
η
(
r
0,s
η′
)∗
σs
(
r
0,t
η◦σ−s
(
r
0,t
η′◦σ−s
)∗)
= r0,sη
(
r
0,s
η′
)∗
r
s,s+t
η
(
r
s,s+t
η′
)∗
= r
0,s
η r
s,s+t
η
(
r
0,s
η′ r
s,s+t
η′
)∗
= r0,s+tη ¯q¯
0,s+t
η0,s+t ,η0,s,s+t
(
r
0,s+t
η′ ¯q¯
0,s+t
η0,s+t ,η0,s,s+t
)∗
= r0,s+tη ¯q¯
0,s+t
η0,s+t ,η0,s,s+t
(
¯q¯0,s+tη0,s+t ,η0,s,s+t
)∗(
r
0,s+t
η′
)∗
= r
0,s+t
η Ps+tη0,s+t
(
r
0,s+t
η′
)∗
= r
0,s+t
η
(
r
0,s+t
η′
)∗
= Qs+tη,η′.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 7.7 Let E = ((Et)t≥0,(Vs,t)s,t∈R+) be an algebraic continuous tensor prod-
uct system. Then all measurable structures on (Et)t≥0, making the family (Vs,t)s,t∈R+
measurable, give rise to mutual isomorphic (measurable) product systems.
Further, two (measurable) product systems are isomorphic iff they are isomorphic as
algebraic product systems.
More generally, two measurable product systems E and ˜E are isomorphic iff there is
a unitary θ : E1 7−→ ˜E1 such that θ∗(A0,t)θ = ˜A0,t for a dense set of t ∈ (0,1).
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Proof: In the above proof we saw that (τt)t∈R induces many measurable structures turn-
ing (Et)t≥0 into a product system, depending on the choice of the vectors (ψt)t∈[0,1] and
of f : [0,1] 7−→ T. If (Et)t≥0 is a (measurable) product system, we can even choose
these vectors measurably and it is easy to see that (θ′t)t∈[0,1] becomes measurable by this.
Clearly, this implies that m is measurable and by [5, Corollary of Proposition 2.3] the
corresponding f can be chosen to be measurable. This shows that (θt)t∈[0,1] is mea-
surable and the product systems E and ˜E are isomorphic. The first assertion follows
immediately.
The second assertion follows from the first one and the fact that any algebraic iso-
morphism θ : E 7−→ E ′ of product systems transfers a measurable structure from E to a
measurable structure on E ′ compatible with the multiplication of E ′.
For the proof of the third part observe that normality of θ∗(·)θ as well as continuity
of the map t 7→ A0,t implies that θ∗(As,t)θ = ˜As,t for all s, t ∈ [0,1]. From this equality it
follows that the product systems E ′ and ˜E ′ constructed in the proof of Theorem 7 are the
same. This shows that E and ˜E are algebraically isomorphic and the preceding results
complete the proof.
Note 7.3 From these results we see that for onedimensional product systems, all algebraic prod-
uct structures and all measurable structures are algebraically isomorphic.
7.3 Product Systems of W ∗-Algebras
We want to follow the above developed lines a bit further and summarize our view on
continuous tensor product systems of Hilbert spaces through continuous tensor product
systems of W ∗-algebras. Recall that a W ∗-algebra is the abstract version of a von Neu-
mann algebra, characterised as a C∗-algebra with unit which is the dual of a Banach
space. Normal states on a W ∗-algebra are elements of this predual and isomorphisms
of W ∗-algebras map normal states into normal ones. The tensor product of W ∗-algebras
B,B ′ is defined as the spatial tensor product (we can represent both W ∗-algebras faith-
fully on separate Hilbert spaces) [56, section 1.22]. This abstract notation is useful for
algebras like L∞(M ) for which there is no canonical Hilbert space they act on.
Definition 7.1 We call a family (Bs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ of W ∗-algebras continuous tensor product
system of W ∗-algebras if
(W ∗1) For all (s, t) ∈ I0,∞, r ∈ R+ the W ∗-algebra Bs,t is isomorphic to Bs+r,t+r under
βs,tr . Further βs+r,t+rr′ ◦βs,tr = βs,tr+r′ for all (s, t) ∈ I0,∞, r,r′ ∈ R+.
(W ∗2) For all (r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,∞ there is an isomorphism γr,s,t : Br,s⊗Bs,t 7−→ Br,t such
that
γs,s′,t(IdBs,s′⊗γs′,t ′,t) = γs,t ′,t(γs,s′,t ′⊗ IdBt′,t ), ((s, t) ∈ I0,∞,(s′, t ′) ∈ Is,t)
and
γs+r,s′+r,t+r ◦ (βs,s′r ⊗βs′,tr ) = βs,tr ◦ γs,s′,t , ((s,s′),(s′, t) ∈ I0,∞,r ∈ R+).
Definition 7.2 Two states η,η′ on a W ∗-algebra A are equivalent if the GNS-represen-
tations piη and piη′ are unitarily equivalent, i.e. there is a unitary Uη,η′ : Hη 7−→ H ′η with
Uη,η′piη(a) = piη′(a)Uη,η′, (a ∈ A). (7.7)
A type of normal states on A is an equivalence class of normal states under this relation.
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Definition 7.3 Let (Bs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ be a product system of W ∗-algebras. A stationary fac-
torizing type of states is a family (Ss,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ of sets of normal states on Bs,t with thefollowing properties.
(S1) All η ∈ Ss,t belong to the same type of states on Bs,t .
(S2) For all s,r ∈ R+ the relation η ∈ S0,s is true iff η◦β0,sr ∈ Sr,r+s.
(S3) For all s, t ∈R+, ηs ∈ S0,s, ηt ∈ S0,t the state (ηs⊗ηt ◦ (β0,ts )−1)◦ γ−10,s,s+t belongs
to S0,s+t .
(S4) For all t ∈ R+, η ∈ S0,t the GNS Hilbert space Htη is separable.
Note 7.4 The simplest situation is that Ss,t is a complete type of states on Bs,t . The given, slightly
more general definition is useful, e.g., in Example 8.3.
Further, the separability condition (S4) is not necessary from general reasons. We add it here
for compactness of notation.
In the sequel, we use the short-hand notation ηs⊗ηt for the state (ηs⊗ηt ◦ (β0,ts )−1) ◦
γ−10,s,s+t ∈ S0,s+t and likewise as⊗bt for the operator γ0,s,s+t(as⊗β0,ts (bt)).
Lemma 7.8 These ⊗ operations are associative, i.e.
ar⊗ (bs⊗ ct) = (ar⊗bs)⊗ ct , (r,s, t ≥ 0,ar ∈ B0,r,bs ∈ B0,s,ct ∈ B0,t)
ηr⊗ (ηs⊗ηt) = (ηr⊗ηs)⊗ηt , (r,s, t ≥ 0,ηr ∈ S0,r,ηs ∈ S0,s,ηt ∈ S0,t)
Proof: The first relation is due to (W ∗2) and the semigroup property of β given by (W ∗1).
The second relation follows from the first one by applying the left hand side to the left
hand one and the right hand side to the right hand one as well as noting that the elements
ar⊗ (bs⊗ ct) are σ-weakly total in B0,r+s+t .
Define for all s, t ∈ R+, ηs ∈ S0,s, ηt ∈ S0,t unitaries V ηs,ηts,t : Hηs ⊗Hηt 7−→ Hηs⊗ηt by
extension of
V ηs,ηts,t [as]ηs ⊗ [bt]ηt = [as⊗bt ]ηs⊗ηt , (as ∈ B0,s,bt ∈ B0,t).
Proposition 7.9 Let (Bs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ be a product systems of W ∗-algebras, (Ss,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ a
stationary factorizing type of states on it and U = (Ut)t∈R+ , Ut = (U tη,η′)t∈R+,η,η′∈S0,t
families of unitaries U tη,η′ : Htη 7−→ Htη′ fulfilling (7.1), (7.7) and
U s+tηs⊗ηt ,η′s⊗η′tV
ηs,ηt
s,t =V
η′s,η′t
s,t U sηs,η′s ⊗U
t
ηt ,η′t , (s, t ∈ R+,ηr,η
′
r ∈ S0,r,r = s, t). (7.8)
Then the family ES ,U =(Et)t≥0 with the Hilbert spaces Et =H(B0,t ,S0,t,Ut) equipped
with the multiplication encoded by (Vs,t)s,t≥0,(
Vs,t(ψs)⊗ (ψ˜t)
)
ηs⊗ηt =V
ηs,ηt
s,t ψsηs ⊗ ψ˜tηt , (s, t ∈ R+),
is an algebraic product system.
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Proof: By Lemma 7.2, Et is well-defined due to the properties of
(
U tη,η′
)
η,η′∈S0,t
. By
(S4), Et is separable. Vs,t is well-defined because of (7.8) as can be seen from(
Vs,t(ψs)⊗ (ψ˜t)
)
η′s⊗η′t = V
η′s,η′t
s,t ψsη′s ⊗ ψ˜
t
η′t
= V ηs,ηts,t U sηs,η′sψ
s
ηs ⊗U tηt ,η′t ψ˜
t
ηt
= U s+tηs⊗ηt ,η′s⊗η′tV
ηs,ηt
s,t ψsηs ⊗ ψ˜tηt .
Associativity of the resulting product is proved if we can show that
V ηr,ηs⊗ηtr,s+t ◦ (1Hηr ⊗V ηs,ηts,t ) =V ηr⊗ηs,ηtr+s,t ◦ (V ηr,ηsr,s ⊗1Hηt )
for r,s, t ≥ 0, ηp ∈ S0,p, p = r,s, t. For this sake, select a ∈ B0,r, b ∈ B0,s, c ∈ B0,t and
derive using Lemma 7.8
V ηr,ηs⊗ηtr,s+t ◦ (1Hηr ⊗V ηs,ηts,t )[a]ηr ⊗ [b]ηs ⊗ [c]ηt
= V ηr,ηs⊗ηtr,s+t [a]ηr ⊗ (V ηs,ηts,t [b]ηs ⊗ [c]ηt ) =V ηr ,ηs⊗ηtr,s+t [a]ηr ⊗ ([b⊗ c)]ηs⊗ηt )
= [a⊗ (b⊗ c)]ηr⊗(ηs⊗ηt)) = [(a⊗b)⊗ c](ηr⊗ηs)⊗ηt
= V ηr⊗ηs,ηtr+s,t ◦ (V ηr,ηsr,s ⊗1Hηt )[a]ηr ⊗ [b]ηs ⊗ [c]ηt .
Thus ES ,U is an algebraic product system.
It would be interesting to know under what circumstance E has a consistent measur-
able structure. We have the following result on a necessary condition.
Proposition 7.10 There is a one parameter automorphism group ( ˆβt)t∈R of B0,1, deter-
mined by
ˆβt(a1−t ⊗bt) = bt ⊗a1−t , (a1−t ∈ B0,1−t ,bt ∈ B0,t). (7.9)
If, for some family U, the product system E of Proposition 7.9 has a consistent measur-
able structure and piη is injective for some and thus all η ∈ S0,1 then ( ˆβt)t∈R is w−∗-
measurable.
Proof: ˆβt is normal since (omitting several normal shifts βrs,t) ˆβt = γ0,t,1−tFtγ−10,1−t,t ,
where Ft is the unitarily implemented, thus normal, flip from B0,t ⊗Bt,1 to B0,1−t ⊗
B1−t,1. It is a short computation similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2 that ˆβ is a one
parameter group of automorphisms.
On the other side, if the GNS representations piη, η ∈ S0,1, are faithful, measurability
of ( ˆβt)t∈R is necessary since it is the restriction of (σt)t∈R.
Note 7.5 We conjecture that the condition is also sufficient but at the moment we have no proof
for this. But, for the special cases of type I factors Bs,t and abelian W ∗-algebras Theorem 7 and
Section 8.1 respectively solve these problems.
Similarly, we do not know anything about existence and uniqueness of E in its dependence
on B and S .
Example 7.5 A first example of this result was used in the proof of Theorem 7. There
the choice was Bs,t = As,t , S0,t = Pt with the tedious choice of U tη,η′ vis. Qtη,η′ to obtain
both measurability and compatibility. The derived product system was the original one.
Measurability of (σt)t∈R yielded a consistent measurable structure on E .
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Example 7.6 As another application, let E be a product system and use as Ss,t the sets of
faithful normal states on As,t . The unitaries Uη,η′ are defined by Uη,η′[a]η = [aρ′1/2ρ−1/2]
on a suitable set of operators a such that [a]η is dense in Hη. The above corollary gives
us a product system ( ˜Et)t≥0, ˜Et = (Hη)η∈S0,t . By Example 7.1 we know that Hη ∼=
Et ⊗E∗t . Thus, the product system ˜E is just E ⊗E∗, where E∗ = ((E∗t )t≥0,(Vs,t)s,t≥0).
Observe that E∗s ⊗E∗t = (Es⊗Et)∗ by definition of the tensor product and Vs,t is unitary
on E∗s ⊗E∗t too.
Whether ˜E ∼= E ⊗E is also valid, as suggested by the discussion in Example 7.1, is
not clear. This depends essentially on the question whether E ∼= E∗, i.e. on the construc-
tion of antiunitary conjugations (Ct)t≥0 on (Et)t≥0 such that Cs+t =Cs⊗Ct .
Similarly, we could consider for a general product system of W ∗-algebras the set Ss,t
of faithful normal states on As,t and base the operators U tη,η′ on CONNES’ cocycle [22].
The derivation of product systems from product systems of L∞ spaces is the subject of
section 8. As preparation, we compute the flip (τt)t∈R for the product system ES ,U .
Lemma 7.11 Suppose A is a C∗-algebra, η a state on A and β an automorphism of A .
Then there is a unique unitary uβ,η : Hη 7−→ Hη◦β−1 defined by
uβ,η[a]η = [β(a)]η◦β−1, (a ∈ A).
Proof: Clearly,〈
uβ,η[a]η,uβ,η[b]η
〉
η◦β−1 =
〈
[β(a)]η◦β−1, [β(b)]η◦β−1
〉
η◦β−1
= η◦β−1(β(a)∗β(b))
= η(β−1(β(a∗b))) = η(a∗b) = 〈[a]η, [b]η〉η .
Since the range of uβ,η is total, the operator is unitary.
Lemma 7.12 Suppose S0,1 is a maximal type of states. Then for all t ∈ [0,1] and η ∈ S0,1
also η◦ ˆβt ∈ S0,1.
Proof: We know that there are ηt ∈ S0,t , η′1−t ∈ S0,1−t . Further, by the preceding lemma,
we know that η∼ η′ implies η◦ ˆβt ∼ η′ ◦ ˆβt . We conclude from that
η∼ η′1−t ⊗ηt ∼ ηt ⊗η′1−t = (η′1−t ⊗ηt)◦ ˆβt ∼ η◦ ˆβt
and the proof is complete.
Lemma 7.13 Suppose additionally to the assumptions in Proposition 7.9 that
Uη◦ ˆβt ,η′◦ ˆβt u
ˆβ−t ,η = u ˆβ−t ,η′Uη,η′.
Then
(τtψ)η =Uη◦ ˆβ−t ,ηu
ˆβ−t ,ηψη
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Proof: Suppose ψ ∈ E1 fulfils for some bt ∈ B0,t , a1−t ∈ B0,1−t , ηt ∈ S0,t , η′1−t ∈ S0,1−t
the relation ψη′1−t⊗ηt = [a1−t ⊗ bt ]η′1−t⊗ηt . Then, denoting F the flip between Hηt and
Hη′1−t , we derive
(τtψ)ηt⊗η′1−t = V
ηt ,η1−t
t,1−t F (V
η′1−t ,ηt
1−t,t )
∗ψη′1−t⊗ηt
= V ηt ,η
′
1−t
t,1−t F (V
η′1−t ,ηt
1−t,t )
∗[a1−t ⊗bt ]η′1−t⊗ηt
= V ηt ,η
′
1−t
t,1−t F [a1−t ]η′1−t ⊗ [bt ]ηt
= V ηt ,η1−tt,1−t [bt ]ηt ⊗ [a1−t ]η′1−t
= [bt ⊗a1−t ]ηt⊗η′1−t
= [ ˆβt(a1−t ⊗bt)]ηt⊗η′1−t .
We conclude for ψη′1−t⊗ηt = [a]η′1−t⊗ηt that τtψηt⊗η′1−t = [
ˆβt(a)]ηt⊗η′1−t or τtψηt⊗η′1−t =
u
ˆβt ,η′1−t⊗ηt ψη′1−t⊗ηt . From this the assertion follows easily.
Note 7.6 We could derive the tensor product structure even if the algebras Br,s and Bs,t commute,
generate Br,t , and there is a state η such that η(br,sbs,t) =η(br,s)η(bs,t). In fact, such factorisations
imply essentially that Br,t = Br,s⊗Bs,t [61, Exercise 1(b) to section IV.5]. An application of that
result could be similar results for C∗-algebras, where the tensor product need not be uniquely
determined. Use of C∗-algebras would make it more easy to define states, but we refrain from
complicating things here without need.
The above introduced structure could equally be defined with indeces in [0,1] and using
Proposition 3.1. This would allow us to consider all W ∗-algebras as von Neumann subalgebras
of a fixed B(H ). We could simplify notations a little bit by considering the algebras B0,t only,
but we think the above presentation shows a more clear division between shift (vis. β) and tensor
product (vis. γ). In the proof of Theorem 7 we found already this separation useful.
Continuous tensor product systems of W ∗-algebras should be a basic structure for the con-
struction of (generalised) quantum Markov processes and quantum Markov random fields, see
[2, 35, 34].
7.4 Product systems and Unitary Evolutions
Now we want to show how to use product systems of W ∗-algebras and the correspond-
ing Hilbert spaces H(A ,S ,U) to construct for all product systems an E0-semigroup it
belongs to according to equation (1.1). Before we state the main result, we need some
preparations.
Again, we use the sets Qs,t as defined in Lemma 7.3.
Lemma 7.14 If E 6= (C)t≥0 then P (E1))
⋃
t∈(0,1) Pt .
Proof: We assume that P (E1) =⋃t∈(0,1)Pt . This would imply that
P (E1) =
⋃
s,s′∈D,0<s<s′<1
Qs,s′.
Obviously, each Qs,s′ is closed and we conclude from Baires theorem of categories that
one Qs,s′ contains an open ball. Denote its centre by η, which should correspond to a
vector ψ. Then we know
〈ψ˜,abψ˜〉〈ψ˜, ψ˜〉= 〈ψ˜,aψ˜〉〈ψ˜,bψ˜〉 , (a ∈ A0,s,b ∈ As′,1)
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for all ψ˜ in a ball around ψ. Inserting ψ˜ = ψ+ εψ′ with an arbitrary vector ψ′ and ε > 0
small enough into this equation we arrive at〈
ψ+ εψ′,ab(ψ+ εψ′)
〉〈
ψ+ εψ′,ψ+ εψ′
〉
=
〈
ψ+ εψ′,a(ψ+ εψ′)
〉〈
ψ+ εψ′,b(ψ+ εψ′)
〉
.
Comparing the terms of first order in ε gives us
(
〈
ψ′,abψ
〉
+
〈
ψ,abψ′
〉
)〈ψ,ψ〉+ 〈ψ,abψ〉(〈ψ′,ψ〉+〈ψ,ψ′〉)
= (
〈
ψ′,aψ
〉
+
〈
ψ,aψ′
〉
)〈ψ,bψ〉+ 〈ψ,aψ〉(〈ψ′,bψ〉+〈ψ,bψ′〉).
Using this identity for ψ′ too (ψ′ was arbitrary) we find〈
ψ′,abψ
〉〈ψ,ψ〉+ 〈ψ,abψ〉〈ψ′,ψ〉 = 〈ψ′,aψ〉〈ψ,bψ〉+ 〈ψ,aψ〉〈ψ′,bψ〉 ,
(a ∈ A0,s,b ∈ As′,1)
what leads to
abψ〈ψ,ψ〉+ 〈ψ,abψ〉ψ = 〈ψ,bψ〉aψ+ 〈ψ,aψ〉bψ, (a ∈ A0,s,b ∈ As′,1).
Multiplication of this equation by another b′ ∈As′,1 and using the same formula for ab′bψ
gives us with ‖ψ‖= 1, η(a) = 〈ψ,aψ〉,
ab′bψ+η(ab)b′ψ = η(b)ab′ψ+η(a)b′bψ
−η(ab′b)ψ+η(b′b)aψ+η(a)b′bψ+η(ab)b′ψ
= −η(b)η(ab′)ψ+η(b)η(b′)aψ+η(b)η(a)b′ψ+η(a)b′bψ
−η(a)η(b′b)ψ+η(b′b)aψ+η(a)η(b)b′ψ
= −η(b)η(a)η(b′)ψ+η(b)η(b′)aψ+η(b)η(a)b′ψ
η(b′b)(aψ−η(a)ψ) = η(b′)η(b)(aψ−η(a)ψ)
Since As′,1 is noncommutative, there are certainly b,b′ ∈ As′,1 with η(b′b) 6= η(b′)η(b)
what implies that aψ = η(a)ψ for all a∈A0,s. Consequently, η(a∗a) = η(a∗)η(a) which
is impossible on the same grounds. This contradiction completes the proof.
Originally, the following was a combined result of [4, Theorem 3.4], [52, Theorem
3.4] and [7, Corollary 5.17]. We aim here at a more explicit construction in terms of a
Hilbert space H(A ,S ,U). Type I factors A ⊆ B(H ) are von Neumann algebras isomor-
phic to some B(H ′), i.e. there is a unitary u : H 7−→ H ′⊗H ′′ for another Hilbert space
H ′′ such that uAu∗ = B(H ′)⊗1H ′′ .
Theorem 8 For all product systems E there is a separable Hilbert space H and a
strongly continuous one-parameter group (γt)t∈R of unitaries together with two com-
muting type I factors A0) and A[0 with B(H ) = A0)∨A[0 such that
γ∗s A[0γs ⊆ A[0, (s≥ 0).
Further,
E ′t =
{
u ∈ A[0 : γtbγ∗t u = ub∀b ∈ A[0
}
, (t ≥ 0)
together with the multiplication us⊗ut = usut is a product system isomorphic to E .
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Proof: Again, we will construct H as some H(A ,S ,U). First, we define the correspond-
ing C∗-algebra A as a so-called quasilocal algebra.
We consider the W ∗-algebras (As,t)s<t given by representations on various Hilbert
spaces Er⊗Er′ , r,r′ ∈ N, as follows
As,t =


1Es+r ⊗B(Et−s)⊗1E−t︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊆B(Er)
⊗1Er′ if − r ≤ s < t < 0
1Es+r ⊗B(E−s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊆B(Er)
⊗B(Et)⊗1Er′−t︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊆B(Er′ )
if − r ≤ s < 0 < t ≤ r′
1Er ⊗1Es ⊗B(Et−s)⊗1Er′−t︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊆B(Er′ )
if 0≤ s < t ≤ r′
All these embeddings to B(Er⊗Er′) are consistent with the natural embeddings
B(Er1)⊗B(Er′1) →֒1Er2−r1⊗B(Er1)⊗B(Er′1)⊗1Er′2−r′1 ⊆B(Er2)⊗B(Er′2), (a∈B(E1))
for r1 ≤ r2, r′1 ≤ r′2. Thus there is a unique C∗-algebra A =
⋃
s<t As,t . This C∗-algebra
can also be thought of as the (unique) infinite tensor product ⊗p∈ZB(E1). The latter
structure gives us injections ( jp)p∈Z, jp : B(E1) 7−→ A such that the images of jp, jp′,
which are Ap,p+1 and Ap′,p′+1, commute for p 6= p′, and
⋃
p∈Z jp(B(E1)) generates A .
Further, there is a unique discrete automorphism group (Σn)n∈Z determined via
Σn jp(a) = jp+n(a), (n, p ∈ Z)
and the requirement that Σn : Am,m′ 7−→ Am+n,m′+n should be σ-strongly continuous.
Next we want to extend (Σn)n∈Z to an automorphism group (Σt)t∈R. Define
Σt jp(a) =
{ jp+⌊t⌋(σt(a)) a ∈ A0,1−t+⌊t⌋
jp+⌊t⌋+1(σt(a)) a ∈ A1−t+⌊t⌋,1 ,
where (σt)t∈R is the shift group defined in (3.9). Again, the additional requirement that
Σt : Ar,s 7−→ Ar+t,s+t should be σ-strongly continuous fixes Σt . One obtains immediately
Σ−1t = Σ−t . Further, we obtain for 0≤ s, t, s+ t ≤ 1
Σs(Σt( jp(a))) =
{ jp(σs+t(a)) a ∈ A0,1−t−s
jp+1(σs+t(a)) a ∈ A1−t−s,1 = Σs+t( jp(a)).
In the case s+ t ≥ 1 the calculations are similar. This shows in general Σs ◦Σt = Σs+t .
If η ∈ P (E1) is a pure state there is a natural (locally normal) state η∞ on A given by
extension of
η∞(a−n,m) = η⊗(n+m)(a−n,m), (n,m ∈ N,an,m ∈ A−n,m)
with regard to A−n,m ∼= B(En)⊗B(Em) ∼= B(E1)⊗n+m. The GNS representation space
Hη of η∞ is naturally isomorphic to an infinite tensor product Hilbert space. Choose
ψ ∈ E1 with η = 〈ψ, . ψ〉 and define a linear space
H0 = lh
{⊗
p∈Z
hp : hp = ψ for all but a finite number of p ∈ Z
}
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equipped with the unique inner product such that〈⊗
p∈Z
hp,
⊗
p∈Z
h′p
〉
= ∏
p∈Z
〈
hp,h′p
〉
.
This inner product is well-defined and H0 is a pre-Hilbert space. Its completion is de-
noted ⊗ψp∈ZE1 = H0. Obviously, ⊗ψp∈ZE1 is separable. The isomorphy between Hη
and
⊗ψ
p∈ZE1 is based on the fact that
⊗ψ
p∈ZE1 ∼=
⊗ψ
p∈Z,p<n E1⊗Em−n⊗
⊗ψ
p∈Z,p>m E1
naturally for all n < m ∈ Z. With this identification the maps [an,m]η∞ 7→⊗ψp∈Z,p<n ψ⊗
(an,mψ⊗m−n)
⊗ψ
p∈Z,p>m ψ form an inductive sequence which extends to A .
Next we want to establish operators Uη,η˜ : Hη 7−→ Hη˜ which obey (7.1). For that
reason choose automorphisms ση,η˜ on B(E1) such that η˜◦ση,η˜ = η. Further properties
need to be fulfilled, but again we collect all of them at the end of the proof, see (i)–(v)
and show how to fulfil them. Now the maps σ⊗m−nη,η˜ on An,m possess a unique extension
to an automorphism Ση,η˜ of A . Clearly, η˜∞ ◦Ση,η˜ = η∞. Setting Uη,η˜[a]η∞ = [Ση,η˜(a)]η˜∞
we obtain〈
Uη,η˜[a]η∞,Uη,η˜[b]η∞
〉
η˜ =
〈
[Ση,η˜(a)]η∞, [Ση,η˜(b)]η∞
〉
η˜ = η˜
∞(Ση,η˜(a∗)Ση,η˜(b))
= η˜∞(Ση,η˜(a∗b)) = η∞(a∗b) =
〈
[a]η∞, [b]η∞
〉
η .
Since Ση,η˜ is an automorphism the image of Uη,η˜ is full and Uη,η˜ is unitary. Further, the
relation ση˜,η˜′ ◦ση,η˜ = ση,η˜′ would imply (7.1). To get the Hilbert space of interest, we
restrict our attention to the set P ∞ = {η∞ : η ∈ P ′} of states on A where
P ′ =
{
η ∈ P (E1) : η /∈ P 2 and, if η ∈ P1/2 then η = η◦σ1/2
}
.
In the following, we use also the notation P ′t = Pt ∩P ′. Now H = H(A ,P ∞,U) is well-
defined by Lemma 7.2.
Now we want to transfer the shift given by (Σt)t∈R to H = H(A ,P ∞,U). We define
for η ∈ P ′1−t
(γt([aη˜]η˜∞)η˜∈P ′)η∞◦Σ−t = [Σt(aη)]η∞◦Σ−t , (t ∈ R).
Suppose now for all η, η˜ ∈ P ′1−t that σt ◦ση,η˜ = ση◦σ−t ,η˜◦σt ◦σt and ση,η˜ ∼= σ1−tη,η˜ ⊗σtη,η˜
according to B(E1)∼=B(E1−t)⊗B(Et). Then we obtain for t ∈ [0,1], p∈Z and a∈A1−t
Ση◦σ−t ,η˜◦σ−t ◦Σt( jp(a)) = Ση◦σ−t ,η˜◦σ−t ( jp(σt(a)))
= jp(ση◦σ−t ,η˜◦σ−t (σt(a))) = jp(σt(ση,η˜(a)))
and for at ∈ A1−t,1
Ση◦σ−t ,η˜◦σ−t ◦Σt( jp(a)) = Ση◦σ−t ,η˜◦σ−t ( jp+1(σt(a)))
= jp+1(ση◦σ−t ,η˜◦σ−t (σt(a))) = jp+1(σt(ση,η˜(a))).
Local σ-strong continuity of (Σt)t∈R and the fact that Σn commutes with both Ση◦σ−t ,η˜◦σ−t
and Σt , show
Ση◦σ−t ,η˜◦σ−t ◦Σt = Σt ◦Ση,η˜, (t ∈ R,η, η˜ ∈ P ′1−t)
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Consequently, Uη◦σ−t ,η˜◦σ−t [Σt(a)]η∞◦σ−t = [Ση,η˜ ◦Σt(a)]η∞◦σ−t = [Σt ◦Ση,η˜(a)]η∞◦σ−t and
we have shown that the definition of (γt)t∈R does not depend on the choice of η. Further,〈
γt([aη]η∞)η∈P ′,γt([bη]η∞)η∈P ′
〉
H(A,P ∞,U)
=
〈
[Σt(aη)](η◦σ−t)∞ , [Σt(bη)](η◦σ−t)∞
〉
= η∞ ◦Σ−t(Σt(a∗η)Σt(bη))
= η∞(a∗ηbη) =
〈
([aη]η∞)η∈P ′, [bη]η∞)η∈P ′
〉
H(A,P ,U)
shows that γt is in fact well-defined and unitary. γ∗t = γ−t and γs+t = γsγt are immediate
from the corresponding properties of (Σt)t∈R and (σt)t∈R.
Choosing ση,η˜ measurably depending on η, η˜, we find that
t 7→ 〈([aη]η∞)η∈P ′,γt([bη]η∞)η∈P ′〉H(A,P ∞,U) = 〈[aη◦σt ](η◦σt)∞ , [Σt(bη)](η◦σ−t)∞〉
= η∞ ◦Σ−t(ση,η◦σt (a∗η)Σt(bη))
= η(ση,η◦σt (a∗η)bη)
is measurable due to σ-strong continuity of (σt)t∈R. Thus (γt)t∈R is weakly measurable
and due to the fact that
⊗ψ
p∈ZE1 and thus H(A ,P ∞,U) is separable, (γt)t∈R is continu-
ous.
Of course, A = A−∨A+ where A− = ⋃t<0 At,0 and A+ = ⋃t<0 A0,t and both sub-
algebras are commuting. Let H+η being the GNS Hilbert space of the restriction of η to
A+ and define H−η similarly. Now consider the map V 0η : Hη 7−→H−η ⊗H+η ,
V 0η [a−a+]η∞ = [a−]η∞ ⊗ [a+]η∞, (a+ ∈ A+,a− ∈ A−).
From 〈
V 0η [a−a+]η∞,V 0η [b−b+]η∞
〉
=
〈
[a−]η∞ ⊗ [a+]η∞ , [b−]η∞ ⊗ [b+]η∞
〉
= η∞((a−)∗b−)η∞((a+)∗b+)
= η∞((a−)∗b−(a+)∗b+)
= η∞((a−a+)∗b−b+)
=
〈
[a−a+]η∞ , [b−b+]η∞
〉
we derive that V 0η is well-defined and unitary. Further, Ση,η˜(A±) = A± shows that
Uη,η˜V 0η = V 0η˜ (Uη,η˜⊗Uη,η˜) and Uη,η˜H ±η = H ±η˜ . The latter gives us Hilbert spaces H ±
such that there is a unitary V 0 : H(A ,P ,U) 7−→H −⊗H +. Further, set A[0 =V 0(1H −⊗
B(H +))(V 0)∗ and see γtA[0γ∗t ⊂ A[0. Thus (γt)t∈R reduces to an E0-semigroup (αγt )t≥0
on this type I factor.
Now we want to establish that E ′ is isomorphic to E . By Proposition 3.1, it is enough
to establish isomorphy on (E ′t )t∈[0,1] and (Et)t∈[0,1]. To understand (γt)t∈R better, fix
some η = 〈ψ, . ψ〉 ∈ P ′ such that H ∼=⊗ψp∈ZE1 as remarked above. If 0 < t ≤ 1 and
η1−t ∈ P ′1−t , consider a = ∏p∈Zση1−t ,η(ap0,1−tap1−t,1) for operators ap0,1−t ∈ Ap,p+1−t ,
a
p
1−t,1 ∈ Ap+1−t,p+1 with only finitely many operators different from 1. By the GNS
construction, we find
[a]η∞ ∼=
ψ⊗
p∈Z
x
p
0,1−t ⊗ xp1−t ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈E1−t⊗Et∼=E1
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where xp0,1−t ∼= [ap0,1−t ]η1−t . Now it is easy to see that
Ση◦σt ,η(Σt(a)) = ∏
p∈Z
ση1−t◦σt ,η(σt(a
p
0,1−ta
p−1
1−t,1))
= ∏
p∈Z
ση1−t ,η(ση1−t◦σt ,η1−t (σt(a
p
0,1−ta
p−1
1−t,1)))
such that
γt [a]η∞ ∼=
ψ⊗
p∈Z
Utxp−11−t ,1⊗U1−txp0,1−t︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈Et⊗E1−t∼=E1
(7.10)
for some unitaries Ut ∈ B(Et), U1−t ∈ BE1−t such that ση1−t◦σt ,η1−t corresponds to Ut ⊗
U1−t . This shows, regarding H +∼=⊗ψp∈NE1∼=Et⊗E1−t⊗⊗ψp∈N\{0}E1 that αγt (B(H +))=
1Et ⊗B(E1−t)⊗B(
⊗ψ
p∈N\{0}E1). Now it is immediate to see that E
′
t and Et are isomor-
phic also under preservation of tensor products, at least for 0 ≤ s, t ≤ 1, s+ t ≤ 1 since
setting H1 =
⊗ψ
p∈N\{0}E1
α
γ
s+t(B(H
+)) = 1Es+t ⊗B(E1−s−t)⊗B(H1) = 1Es ⊗1Et ⊗B(H1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=α
γ
s(B(H +))
This shows that E and E ′ are algebraically isomorphic. Using Corollary 7.7 we conclude
they are isomorphic as product system.
All the above derivations are true provided we find a family (ση,η˜)η,η˜∈P of σ-strongly
continuous automorphisms of B(E1) such that
(i) η˜◦ση,η˜ = η for all η, η˜ ∈ P ′.
(ii) ση˜,η˜′ ◦ση,η˜ = ση,η˜′ for all η, η˜, η˜′ ∈ P ′.
(iii) σ1−t ◦ση,η˜ = ση◦σt ,η˜◦σt ◦σ1−t for all t ∈ [0,1], η, η˜ ∈ P ′t .
(iv) If t ∈ [0,1] and η, η˜ ∈ P ′t then, regarding E1 ∼= Et ⊗E1−t , ση,η˜ factorizes as ση,η˜ ∼=
σtη,η˜⊗σ1−tη,η˜ for two σ-strongly continuous automorphisms σtη,η˜ on B(Et) and σ1−tη,η˜
on B(E1−t).
(v) The map (η, η˜) 7→ ση,η˜ is pointwise σ-strongly measurable.
We construct now automorphisms in the form ση,η˜ =Vη,η˜ .V ∗η,η˜ for unitaries Vη,η˜. Before
we proceed to the definition of Vη,η˜, we need additional ingredients.
Suppose we are given a complete orthonormal system (en)n∈N in some Et . We derive
from a pure state η a vector f η0 with η(Pr f η0 ) = 1. Then the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisa-
tion procedure for the sequence
( f ηn )n∈N with the chosen f η0 and f ηn+1 = en, n ∈N, yields
a new complete orthonormal system
(
e
η
n
)
n∈N. Obviously, if (en)n∈N and f
η
0 are chosen
measurably then
(
e
η
n
)
n∈N is measurable too. We will assume this is true by choosing a
measurable section of complete orthonormal systems through (Et)t∈[0,1] in advance.
Further, P (E1/2) is a Standard Borel spaces. Thus there exists a measurable total
ordering ≻P on it, which we fix. Moreover, let l : N 7−→ N×N be a fixed one-to-one
map with l(0) = (0,0) and denote by l1, l2 its components.
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For every state η ∈ P ′ we define now an orthonormal system (e¯ηn)n∈N like follows.
First we consider η = η1t ⊗η21−t ∈ Pt . If t < 1/2, we define e¯ηn = eη
1
t
l1(n)⊗ e
η21−t
l2(n) whereas
for t > 1/2 we set e¯ηn = eη
1
t
l2(n)⊗ e
η21−t
l1(n). In the case t = 1/2, where η
1
1/2 = η21/2, we define
e¯
η
n = e
η11/2
l1(n)⊗ e
η21/2
l2(n). Lastly, we set e¯
η
n = e
η
n for all η ∈ P (E1) \ P 1. Then our goal is
accomplished by setting
Vη,η˜e¯ηn = e¯η˜n , (n ∈ N).
Namely, (i) follows from l(0,0) = 0 and the properties of (eηn)n∈N. (ii) is easy to verify.
The relations (iii) and (iv) follow from Vη,η˜eη
1
t
n1 ⊗ eη
2
t
n2 = e
η˜1t
n1 ⊗ eη˜
2
t
n2 . Finally, measurability
follows from measurability of F(η) and measurability of η 7→ e¯ηn . This completes the
proof.
Note 7.7 A look at (7.10) shows that the shift on H is not just a usual shift on an infinite product
Hilbert space. This is due to the fact that η is not a (Σt)t∈R invariant state on A . May be, with
this idea one is able to do the construction without reference to a whole bundle Hη of Hilbert
spaces just on a single Hilbert space ⊗ψp∈Z E1. Nevertheless, it should not be easy to fulfil the
compatibility relations on Ut ,U1−t needed in equation (7.10) for (γt)t∈R to be a unitary group.
Here the flexible structure of H(A ,P ∞,U) helps a lot.
Note 7.8 The sets F(η) have an interesting structure. In fact, it is easy to see that DE = {F(η) :
η∈ P (E1)} is an invariant of E . E.g., it is easy to work out that in the type In case DE = {(0,1)}
for n = 0 and DE = F(0,1) for n≥ 1 what implies the same formulae for type IIn product systems
since the latter contain the former as subsystems. From the above work it seems that at least in the
type III case DE contains a lot of information. We leave here just the indication that this structure
might be interesting for further study.
7.5 Additional Results on Measurability
At the end of this section we provide some results referee to above. The following exis-
tence of measurable direct integral representations was needed in section 6. For a Stan-
dard Borel space Y , let L∞(Y ) denote the C∗-algebra of bounded Borel measurable func-
tions on Y normed by the supremum norm. A representation pi of L∞(Y ) is called normal
if pi(supn∈N fn) = supn∈Npi( fn) for all bounded increasing sequences ( fn)n∈N ⊂ L∞(Y ).
Lemma 7.15 Suppose X ,Y are Standard Borel spaces and (Hx)x∈X is a measurable fam-
ily of separable Hilbert spaces carrying a family (pix)x∈X of normal representations of
L∞(Y ) such that x 7→ pix(a) is measurable for all a ∈ L∞(Y ). Then there is a measurable
family (Hyx )x∈X ,y∈Y of Hilbert spaces and a measurable family (µx)x∈X of probability
measures on Y such that Hx ∼=
∫ ⊕
Y µx(dy)H
y
x .
Proof: We describe first an algorithm to derive a direct integral decomposition H ∼=∫ ⊕
Y µ(dy)Hy from a representation pi of L∞(Y ) on H without reference to Zorn’s lemma
like [43, 56, 19]. So let us fix a faithful normal state η on B(H ) and a sequence(
ψ0n
)
n∈N ⊂
{
ψ ∈ H : ‖ψ‖ = 1} which is dense in {ψ ∈ H : ‖ψ‖ = 1}. Then we set
k = 0, H0 = H and iterate
(1) Choose the first nk ∈ N such that
η(Prψknk )≥ 1/2max
{
η(Prψ) : ψ ∈ Hk,‖ψ‖= 1
}
.
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(2) Compute Hk+1 as orthogonal complement of pi(L2(M ))ψknk .
(3) Define a new sequence (ψk+1n )n∈N ⊂ {ψ ∈ Hk+1 : ‖ψ‖ = 1} by projecting ψknk
onto Hk+1, normalising it if the result is a non zero vector or discard this vector
otherwise.
(4) Increment k and go to step (1).
Depending on whether for some k∈N it happens Hk = {0} or not, there result finitely
or infinitely many iterations. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume an infinite iteration.
From [43, Proposition 7.3] we know that pi ↾Hk⊖Hk+1 is isomorphic to the canonical rep-
resentation pik of L∞(M ) on L2(µk), µk being defined through
∫ f dµk = 〈ψknk ,pi( f )ψknk〉,f ∈ L∞(M ).
We want to prove now that
⊕
k∈N(Hk ⊖Hk+1) = H , or PrHk
s−−−−−→
k→∞
0. Define the
Hilbert subspace H∞ =
⋂
k∈NHk by PrH∞ = s-limk→∞ PrHk , which exists by monotony of
(Hk)k∈N and suppose H∞ 6= {0}. Then we obtain from faithfulness of η some ψ ∈ H∞,
‖ψ‖= 1 with η(Prψ) = c > 0. Since H∞ ⊆Hk for all k ∈N, we obtain η(Prψknk )≥ c/2 for
all k. Now, the sequence
(
ψknk
)
k∈N is orthonormal and ∑k∈NPrψknk ≤
∨
k∈N(1−PrHk) =
1−PrH∞ ≤ 1. Thus
1 = η(1)≥ η(∑
k∈N
Prψknk )≥ ∑k∈Nη(Prψknk )≥ ∑k∈Nc/2 = ∞
which is a contradiction. Thus H∞ = {0}.
As a consequence, pi ↾H is isomorphic to the direct sum
⊕
k∈Npi ↾Hk⊖Hk+1∼=
⊕
k∈Npik.
pik depends only on the measure µk. Taking µ = ∑k∈N 2−kµk, we get
⊕
k∈NL2(µk) ∼=
L2(µ′), with the σ-finite measure µ′ = ∑k∈N 2−k
∫
µk(dy)δy,k being defined on Y ×N. Un-
der these unitary equivalences, pi transforms into the canonical representation of L∞(Y )
on L2(µ′). Disintegrating µ′ with respect to the first component in Y ×N (which has
distribution µ) gives a kernel p. Like in section 6 we derive Hy = L2(p(y, ·)).
At the end, we want to use this algorithm to obtain measurable direct integral de-
compositions. So fix a measurable family (Hx)x∈X of Hilbert spaces. The measurable
structure allows us to choose a measurable section (ηx)x∈X of faithful normal states on
B(Hx). Then step (1)–(4) above lead to Hilbert subspaces Hxk , k = 1, . . . . Since there
exists a countable generating algebra inside L∞(Y ) and the representations pix are normal,
the corresponding measures µxk depend measurably on x, i.e. x 7→
∫ f dµxk is measurable
for all f ∈ L∞(Y ). Now disintegration of measures on Standard Borel spaces is a mea-
surable operation, see e.g. [62, Lemma 6.11]. This shows that the family (Hyx )x∈X ,y∈Y is
measurable and µx is measurable too. The proof is complete.
In the beginning we mentioned that our definition of measurability in product systems
differs from that one used in literature previously. Here connect both approaches.
Lemma 7.16 Let H be a Standard Borel space with a measurable projection p : H 7−→
(0,∞) such that p−1({t }) = Ht , t > 0 are Hilbert spaces and H is Borel isomorphic to
(0,∞)× l2(N) under a fibrewise unitary map. Suppose further that there is a measurable
associative multiplication on H such that all restrictions to Hs ×Ht are bilinear and
correspond to a unitary Ws,t : Hs⊗Ht 7−→Hs+t . Set H0 =C, define W0,t ,Wt,0 for all t ≥ 0
as trivial operations and equip (Ht)t≥0 with the measurable structure generated by the
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preimages of the measurable sections through (0,∞)× l2(N). Then ((Ht)t≥0,(Ws,t)s,t≥0)
is a product system.
Conversely, if E is a product system with dimEt = ∞, t > 0, then there is a Standard
Borel structure on H =
⋃
t>0 Et such that the fibre map p : H 7−→ (0,∞), p|Et ≡ t, is
measurable and the multiplication determined by xsyt =Vs,txs⊗yt , s, t > 0, is measurable
and associative. Moreover, the above procedure leads again to the product system E .
Proof: The properties of the measurable structure on (Ht)t≥0 are provided in [4, Propo-
sition 1.15]. Thus it is sufficient to show (3.1) and measurability of (Ws,t)s,t≥0. Suppose
xs ∈Hs, yt ∈Hs, zr ∈Hr. Then by associativity of the multiplication
Ws,t+r(1Hs ⊗Wt,r)xs⊗ yt ⊗ zr = Ws,t+rxs⊗ ytzr = xs(ytzr)
= (xsyt)zr =Ws+t,rxsyt ⊗ zr
= Ws+t,r(Ws,t ⊗1Hr)xs⊗ yt ⊗ zr.
Using the remarks before Lemma 6.18 in [4], multiplication is measurable iff for measur-
able sections (xt)t≥0,(yt)t≥0,(zt)t≥0 (s, t) 7→ xsyt is measurable, i.e. (s, t) 7→ 〈xsyt ,zs+t〉 is
measurable. This is exactly the same as measurability of (Ws,t)s,t≥0.
For the proof of the converse direction, let E be a product system with dimEt = ∞,
t > 0. By the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure we obtain measurable sec-
tions (hnt )t>0, n ∈ N through (Et)t>0 such that for all t > 0 (hnt )n∈N is a complete or-
thonormal system in Ht . Sending ht ∈Ht to (t,(〈ht ,ent 〉n)n∈N) we get the desired bundle
isomorphism of H =
⋃
t>0 Et to (0,∞)× l2(N) which we can make an Borel isomor-
phism by imposing the preimage Borel structure on H . Multiplication is introduced by
xsyt = Vs,txs ⊗ yt , s, t > 0. A similar calculation as above shows that (3.1) makes this
multiplication associative. Measurability was already shown above.
It is clear that constructing a product system out of H we arrive again at E . This
completes the proof.
8 Construction of Product Systems from General Mea-
sure Types
We want to shed some more light on the construction of product systems by Et = L2(Mt)
with Mt being a measure type on a suitable space Xt . Our key observation is that L2(M ) is
just a bundle of GNS Hilbert spaces (Hµ)µ∈M . So all we need to look at are conditions for
using Proposition 7.9 and conditions for measurability like mentioned in Proposition 7.10
and given in Theorem 7. These conditions are build in the first subsection in such a way
to be applicable in the following subsections, dealing with examples for this construction.
8.1 General Results
Before we present the general theorem, we need some preparatory lemmata which are
more or less folklore. We add them since the necessary conditions derived in these lem-
mata show that the construction is the most general one we can hope for in the present
context.
First we want to know which spaces of square integrable functions are separable.
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Lemma 8.1 For a probability measure µ on some measurable space (X ,X) the space
L2(µ) is separable iff L∞(X ,µ) is isomorphic as W ∗-algebra to some L∞(X ′,µ′) for a
Borel probability measure µ′ on a Standard Borel space X ′.
Proof: If L2(µ) is separable choose sets (Yn)n∈N⊂X such that (χYn)n∈N is total (in L2(µ))
in the set {χY : Y ∈ X}. Then i : X 7−→ {0,1}N = X ′, i(x) = (χYn(x))n∈N is a map
from X to the Polish space X ′, which is clearly measurable. Set µ′ = µ ◦ i−1 and define
j : L∞(E,µ′) 7−→ L∞(X ,µ), j( f ) = f ◦ i. Assume f = 0 µ′-a.s. Then∫
µ(dx) | j( f )(x)|=
∫
µ′(dx′)
∣∣ f (x′)∣∣= 0,
i.e. j( f ) = 0 µ-a.s. and j is well-defined. Moreover, j is a normal homomorphism. Simi-
lar we prove that it is injective. Assume it is not onto. Then j(L∞(X ′,µ′)) is not dense in
L2(µ). Since j(L∞(X ′,µ′)) contains the total set (χYn)n∈N, this is a contradiction.
Since any Standard Borel space contains a countable algebra of sets generating the
Borel sets, the reverse direction is obvious. This completes the proof.
Further, the operator algebraic notion of equivalence and the measure theoretic one coin-
cide.
Proposition 8.2 Let µ,µ′ be two probability measures on a measurable space (X ,X).
Then they are equivalent as measures iff they are equivalent as states on L∞(M ) for any
measure type M , µ1,µ2 ≪M .
Proof: Since the unitary Uµ,µ′ is multiplication by a measurable function (see equation
(2.1)), the only if direction is immediate. For the proof of the if direction, assume the
states induced by µ,µ′ are equivalent. The corresponding intertwining operator U defines
a vector ψ =U [1]µ ∈ L2(µ′). Then〈
ψ,piµ′( f )ψ
〉
=
〈
U [1]µ,piµ′( f )U [1]µ
〉
=
〈
[1]µ,U∗piµ′( f )U [1]µ
〉
=
〈
[1]µ,piµ( f )[1]µ
〉
=
∫
f dµ
shows that the normal state induced by ψ on piµ′(L∞(X ,X)) is µ. Suppose Y ∈ X fulfils
µ(Y ) = 0. This implies [χY ]µ = 0 and we derive all f ∈ L∞(X ,X)
piµ(χY )[ f ]µ = piµ(χY )piµ( f )[1]µ = piµ( f )piµ(χY )[1]µ = piµ( f )[χY ]µ = 0
such that piµ(χY ) = 0. We obtain piµ′(χY ) =Upiµ(χY )U∗ = 0 what shows that
µ′(Y ) =
〈
[1]µ′,piµ′(χY )[1]µ′
〉
= 0
and µ′≪ µ. µ≪ µ′ follows by symmetry.
Next we want to derive conditions on µ ensuring that L∞(µ) factorizes as L∞(µ)∼=L∞(µ1)⊗
L∞(µ2)(∼= L∞(µ1⊗µ2)). Before, we state a more general lemma.
Lemma 8.3 Let X ,X ′ be Standard Borel spaces and M ,M ′ be measure types on them.
Then L∞(X ,M )∼= L∞(X ′,M ′) as W ∗-algebras iff there is a measurable map i : X 7−→ X ′
with
M ′ = M ◦ i−1
such that for all f ∈ L∞(M ) there is some g ∈ L∞(M ′) with
g(i(x)) = f (x), (M −a.a. x ∈ X).
Especially, the assertion holds if i is a bijection.
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Proof: Observe that g 7→ g◦ i defines a normal unital homomorphism from L∞(X ′,M ′) to
L∞(X ,M ). Our task is to prove it is injective and onto. The former was already proved.
The second conditions is exactly the requirement that this homomorphism has full image.
This shows the if direction.
The only if statement is trivial in the case that X (and thus X ′) are countable, since
we can identify the points in X with the minimal projections in L∞(X ,M ) (upto sets of
measure zero). If X and X ′ are uncountable, we find a Borel isomorphism i1 from {0,1}N
to X ′. This isomorphism gives us a sequence of sets (Y ′n)n∈N⊂X′ being the images of the
sets
{
(xk)k∈N : xn = 1
}
. Under an isomorphism j : L∞(X ,M ) 7−→ L∞(X ,M ), j−1(χY ′n) is
a projection in L∞(M ). Thus we may choose Yn ∈X such that χYn = j−1(χY ′n). Naturally,
we define i2 : X 7−→ {0,1}N by i2(x) = (χYn(x))n∈N. Choose i = i1 ◦ i2, then normality
of j and the monotone class theorem establish the assertion.
Corollary 8.4 Let M ,M1,M2 be measure types on Standard Borel spaces X ,X1,X2 re-
spectively. Then L∞(X ,M ) ∼= L∞(X1×X2,M1⊗M2) as W ∗-algebras iff there is a mea-
surable map i : X1×X2 7−→ X with
M = (M1⊗M2)◦ i−1
such that for all f ∈ L∞(M1⊗M2) there is some g ∈ L∞(M ) with
g(i(x1,x2)) = f (x1,x2), (M1−a.a. x1 ∈ X1,M2−a.a. x2 ∈ X2).
In the same way, one can prove
Lemma 8.5 (βt)t∈[0,1] is a w−∗-measurable family of ∗-automorphisms of L∞(M ) iff
there is a measurable function h : [0,1]×X 7−→ X with
βt( f )(x) = f (h(t,x)), (t ∈ [0,1],M −a.a. x ∈ X).
Definition 8.1 Let (Xs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ be a family of Standard Borel spaces with the following
properties:
(X1) For all (s, t) ∈ I0,∞, r ∈ R+ the space Xs,t is isomorphic to Xs+r,t+r under a mea-
surable map ss,tr with ss,tr+r′ = s
s+r,t+r
r′ ◦ ss,tr ,
(X2) For (r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,∞ there is a measurable map ir,s,t : Xr,s×Xs,t 7−→ Xr,t with
ir,s′,t ◦ (ir,s,s′× IdXs′,t ) = ir,s,s′ ◦ (IdXr,s×is,s′,t), ((r,s),(s,s′),(s′, t) ∈ I0,∞)
and
is+r,s′+r,t+r ◦ (ss,s
′
r × ss
′,t
r ) = s
s,t
r ◦ is,s′,t, ((s,s′),(s′, t) ∈ I0,∞,r ∈ R+).
Then a stationary factorizing measure type on (Xs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ is a family M= (Ms,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞
of measure types, each Ms,t on Xs,t , with
Ms+r,t+r = Ms,t ◦ (ss,tr )−1, ((s, t) ∈ I0,∞,r ∈ R+) (8.1)
and
Mr,t = Mr,s⊗Ms,t ◦ i−1r,s,t, ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,∞). (8.2)
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Note 8.1 Relation (8.2) is weaker than expected from a factorisation property. We need addi-
tionally a kind of non-overlap condition like provided in (8.3) below. Nevertheless, the weaker
construction is also of interest. E.g., one could look for Levy-Khintschine type characterisations
of convolution semigroups of measure types on R corresponding to families (ϕt)t≥0 of probability
measures on R fulfilling
ϕs+t ∼ ϕs ∗ϕt .
Now we can present the main result of this section.
Theorem 9 Let (Ms,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ be a stationary factorizing measure type on (Xs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ .
Suppose that for all (r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,∞ and fr,s ∈ L∞(Mr,s), fs,t ∈ L∞(Ms,t) there is a func-
tion fr,t ∈ L∞(Mr,t) such that
fr,t ◦ ir,s,t = fr,s⊗ fs,t , (Mr,s⊗Ms,t −a.s.). (8.3)
Then EM = (Et)t≥0 with Et = L2(M0,t), t ∈ R+, and the multiplication
(Vs,t(ψs)⊗ (ψt))µ⊗(µ′◦s−1s ) = (ψ
s
µ⊗ψtµ′)◦ i0,s,s+t, (M0,s+t −a.s.)
defines an algebraic product system.
EM is a product system iff additionally to the above assumptions there is a measur-
able function h : [0,1]×X0,1 7−→ X0,1 fulfilling
i0,1−t,1(x1−t ,s
0,t
1−t(xt)) = h(t, i0,1−t,1(xt ,s
0,1−t
t (x1−t))),
(t ∈ [0,1],M0,p−a.a. xp ∈ X0,p, p = t,1− t).
Following [62], we equip for any measure type M the set L0(M ) of all M -equivalence
classes of measurable maps with the topology of convergence in measure. It is metrized,
e.g., by
dµ( f , f ′) =
∫ | f − f ′|
1+ | f − f ′|dµ
for some µ ∈M . Observe that the topology does not depend on the choice of µ. Further,
this introduces a concept of measurability which is equivalent for Standard Borel spaces
to existence of a jointly measurable version and, for L2-valued maps, to measurability as
Hilbert space valued map.
Proof: We want to use Proposition 7.9 and set Bs,t = L∞(Xs,t,Ms,t). Ms,t defines a fam-
ily Ss,t of (faithful) normal states on Bs,t . Further, the isomorphisms βr,st and γr,s,t are
implemented by sr,st and ir,s,t respectively. The first assertion follows by application of
Proposition 7.9, the above lemmata as well as the fact that
dµ1⊗µ′1
dµ2⊗µ′2
(x,y) =
dµ1
dµ2
(x)
dµ′1
dµ′2
(y)
what implies (7.8).
This second result relies additionally on Proposition 7.10, Theorem 7 and Lemma
8.5. The first and the last establish necessity of the existence of h. For sufficiency,
observe that the Lemma guarantees that the one parameter automorphism group ( ˆβt)t∈R
defined in Proposition 7.10 is weakly continuous, i.e. t 7→ ∫ dµ ˆβt( f ) is continuous for all
f ∈ L∞(M0,1), µ∈M0,1. Since the Radon-Nikodym derivative (µ,µ′) 7→ dµdµ′ is measurable
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[62, Lemma 6.11] as well as multiplication in L0(M ), we derive that t 7→
√
dµ◦ ˆβt
dµ
ˆβt( f ) is
measurable. On the other hand, we know that from Lemma 7.13 that u ˆβt f = ˆβt( f ) what
results in √
dµ◦ ˆβt
dµ
ˆβt( f ) = τt f
and shows that there is a consistent measurable structure on EM.
The description of a consistent measurable structure needs a little more work. We intro-
duce σ-fields F Ts,t ⊆ X0,T , T ∈ R+, (s, t) ∈ I0,T in the following way. F T0,t consists of all
sets Y ⊆ X0,T for which there is a Borel set Y ′ ⊂ X0,t with
χY ◦ i0,t,T = χY ′⊗χXt,T
M0,t ⊗Mt,T -a.s. Similarly, Y ∈ F Tt,T fulfils
χY ◦ i0,t,T = χX0,t ⊗χY ′
and we define F Ts,t = F Ts,T ∩F T0,t .
We have canonical embeddings L∞(M0,t) ∼= L∞(X0,T ,F T0,t ,M0,t) ⊆ L∞(M0,t). With
these embeddings (which are consistent by associativity (X2) of the family i), there exist
consistent families (µt)t≥0 of probability measures µt ∈M0,t in the sense that
µt ↾ L∞(M0,s) = µs, (0 < s < t).
Corollary 8.6 The measurable structure determined by all sections (ψt)t≥0 such that for
all T > 0 and there exists a measurable function f :R+×X0,T 7−→ C with
f (t, i0,t,T(xt ,xT−t)) = (ψt)µt (xt), (0 < t < T,M0,t −a.a. xt ,Mt,T −a.a. xT−t)
for a consistent family (µt)t≥0 of measures on (X0,t)t≥0 turns EM = (Et)t≥0 into a prod-
uct system.
Proof: Clearly, for all ψ ∈ L2(M0,t) there is some measurable section such that ψt = ψ.
It remains to prove that the multiplication on EM is measurable. From Proposition 3.1
we derive that it is enough to restrict to (Vs,t)s,t≥0,s+t≤1. We obtain from consistency of
(µt)t≥0 for three measurable sections ψ1,ψ2,ψ3 corresponding to measurable functions
f 1, f 2, f 3 on [0,1]×X0,1 that
〈
ψ1s+t ,Vs,tψ2s⊗ψ3t
〉
=
∫
f 1(s+ t,x)
√
dµs+t ⊗µ1−s−t
dµs⊗µt ⊗µ1−s−t (x) f
2(s,x) f 3(t,h(s,x))µ1(dx).
Similar to the proof that the algebra valued map (s, t) 7→ As,t is continuous (see Propo-
sition 3.4), we derive that the family (F 1s,t)(s,t∈I0,1) is measurable as defined in [62].
Further, this result and measurability of ( ˆβt)t∈R imply for consistent families (µt)t≥0 that
the maps (s, t) 7→ µs+t ⊗ µ1−s−t and (s, t) 7→ µs⊗ µt ⊗ µ1−s−t are measurable. Measur-
ability of Radon-Nikodym derivatives [62, Lemma 6.11] and measurability of integrals
complete the proof.
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Note 8.2 By Proposition 3.1 and an analogous construction for a continuous product system of
Standard Borel measure spaces, it would be enough to have a family (Xs,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 of Standard
Borel spaces with the corresponding structures restricted to [0,1].
Standard Borel spaces are either finite, isomorphic toN or Borel isomorphic to {0,1}N∼=
[0,1]. We want to show now that the second is impossible within the structure of station-
ary factorizing measure types on Standard Borel spaces.
Proposition 8.7 Suppose that (Ms,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ is a stationary factorizing measure type on
Standard Borel spaces (Xs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ which are all countable and fit into the above theo-
rem. Then Ms,t =
{
δxs,t
} for some family (xs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ .
Proof: Since L∞(Ms,t) is generated by its minimal projections, there are no nontrivial one
parameter automorphism groups of it. Consequently, the automorphism group ( ˆβt)t∈R
defined in Proposition 7.10 is trivial. Thus, ˆβ1/2 maps L∞(M0,1,F 10,1/2) both into itself
and L∞(M0,1,F 11/2,1). I.e., both algebras coincide. On the other side, there is a µ ∈ M0,1
such that F 10,1/2 and F
1
1/2,1 are independent. Consequently, these σ-fields are M0,1-a.s.
trivial and the same is true of F 10,1. Therefore, M0,1 and thus each of the Ms,t consists of
a single Dirac measure.
Corollary 8.8 If one of the measure types (Ms,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ consists of discrete measures,
the resulting product system is isomorphic to (C)t≥0.
Corollary 8.9 Let (Ms,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ be a stationary factorizing measure type on (Xs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞
which fits into the above theorem. Then all the measure types Ms,t have at most one atom.
Proof: We could restrict Ms,t to the space of its atoms X0s,t . Provided X0s,t 6= /0, the propo-
sition applies to the pair X0,M0, M 0s,t =
{
µ : µ ∼ Ms,t ↾ X0s,t
}
. Since Ms,t is positive on
its atoms, this shows that X0s,t is a singleton.
Note 8.3 If one (and thus all) Ms,t has an atom, say xs,t , it is easy to see that
(ut)µ = µ({x0,t })−1/2χ{x0,t }
defines a unit of EM. In this sense, product systems from random sets are typical (as long as L is
compact).
On the other side, Ms,t need not have an atom for units in EM to exists, see Example 8.2.
Note 8.4 It would simplify matters considerably if all product systems could be derived as EM.
It is not clear whether this is possible but we conjecture it is not for the following reason.
Namely, EMt carries a natural conjugation (i.e. antiunitary) mapping f ∈ L2(µ) into its com-
plex conjugate f which extends to L2(M0,t) since Uµ,µ′ is multiplication by a real (in fact positive)
function. Consequently, if E ∼= EM then the conjugate product system E∗ (see Example 7.6) is
isomorphic to E . Therefore, any product system with E 6∼= E∗ (which are likely to exist in view
of the now many counterexamples in product systems) would provide an example for a product
system which is not of of the form EM. It could even not derived from the set of faithful states on
a product system of W ∗-algebras (see end of Example 7.6) since these carry the intrinsic modular
conjugations.
Another equivalent, but seemingly useless, formulation is the following: There exists a prod-
uct system of maximal abelian W ∗-algebras inside (B(Et))t≥0.
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8.2 Product Systems from Random Sets
This section is dedicated to the proof of Proposition 4.1. Thereby, we have to analyse the
events {Z : ({t }×L)∩Z 6= /0} for t ∈ [0,1]. First, we consider singletons L here.
Lemma 8.10 For a quasistationary quasifactorizing measure µ on F[0,1] there are only
two possibilities
(i) µ({Z : t ∈ Z}) = 0 for all t ∈ [0,1], or
(ii) µ({Z : t ∈ Z}) = 1 for all t ∈ [0,1].
The latter happens for µ = δ[0,1] only.
Proof: From quasistationarity it is clear that it suffices to prove that
(iii) 0 < µ({Z : t ∈ Z})< 1 for all t ∈ [0,1]
cannot happen, so let us assume that (iii) is true. This means that (Pt)t∈[0,1], Pt =
χ{Z:t∈Z}(·) is a set of nontrivial projections in L2(µ).
Separability of L2(µ) shows that there is a countable set Q⊂ [0,1] such that (Pq)q∈Q is
weakly dense in (Pt)t∈[0,1]. Assume we have a sequence (qn)n∈N ⊂Q with Pqn
w−−−−−→
n→∞
Pt
for some t, this is equivalent to χ{Z:qn∈Z}
µ−−−−−→
n→∞
χ{Z:t∈Z}. In order to show limn→∞ qn = t
assume limn→∞ qn = t ′ 6= t. We introduce σ-fields F −t and F +t as the µ-completion of the
σ-fields generated by the random variables Z 7→ Z∩ [0, t) and Z 7→ Z∩ (t,1] respectively.
From (Z1∪Z2)∩ [0, t) = Z1∩ [0, t), (Z1∪Z2)∩ (t,1] = Z2∩ (t,1], and equation (3.17) we
derive that F −t and F +t are independent under µ0,t ∗ µt,1. Thus t ′ < t implies χ{Z:t∈Z} =
µ− limn→∞ χ{Z:qn∈Z} is F −(t+t ′)/2-measurable. On the other side, it is F +(t+t ′)/2-measurable
and therefore µ0,(t+t ′)/2 ∗µ(t+t ′)/2,1-independent of itself. This happens only if it is almost
surely constant contradicting nontriviality of Pt . The same arguments show that for each
t ∈ (0,1) there cannot be two sequences (qn)n∈N ,(q′n)n∈N ⊂ Q, qn ↑n→∞ t, q′n ↓n→∞ t
with µ− limn→∞ χ{Z:qn∈Z} = χ{Z:t∈Z} = µ− limn→∞ χ{Z:q′n∈Z}. Due to density of (Pq)q∈Q
in (Pt)t≥0 this amounts to say for each t ∈ [0,1] either inf{dw(Ps,Pt) : s < t } > 0 or
inf{dw(Ps,Pt) : s > t } > 0 if dw is some metric for the weak topology on the unit ball
B1(B(L2(µ))). Quasistationarity of µ implies that either of these relations is true for all
t ∈ [0,1] simultaneously. Without loss of generality, assume inf{dw(Ps,Pt) : s < t } = 0
for all t, i.e. χ{Z:t∈Z} is F −t -measurable.
So, fix t ∈ (0,1) and f ∈ L∞(µ0,t) and denote 1t a version of χ{Z:t∈Z} which is measur-
able with respect to the σ-field generated by Z∩ [0, t). Consider Y = {Z : Z∩(t, t+1/n) 6=
/0∀n ∈ N} ⊂ {t ∈ Z}. Since Y ∈ F +t is independent of {Z : t ∈ Z} ∈ F −t , we conclude
that Y is a null set. Therefore, for all t ∈ [0,1) the random set Z ∩ (t,1] is closed almost
surely.
The Baire theorem on categories tells us that there is at least one ε > 0 such that the
closure of {t : µ({Z : t ∈ Z}) > ε} contains an interval, around t0 say. Thus we find a
sequence (tn)n∈N, tn ↓ t0, tn > t0 with µ({Z : tn ∈ Z})≥ ε. Consequently,
µ({Z : tn ∈ Z for infinitely many n ∈ N}) = µ(
⋂
n∈N
⋃
k≥n
{Z : tk ∈ Z})
= lim
n→∞ µ(
⋃
k≥n
{Z : tk ∈ Z})
≥ limsup
n→∞
µ({Z : tn ∈ Z})≥ ε.
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But the set {Z : tn ∈ Z for infinitely many n ∈ N} is contained in Y , which is a null set.
This contradiction shows that (iii) is not possible.
If (ii) is valid, µ-a.s. q ∈ Z for all q ∈ Q∩ [0,1]. Since Z is closed, Z = [0,1] almost
surely and µ = δ[0,1] results.
Note 8.5 In fact, such a non-atomicity result is valid at a much more abstract level. All what
is needed is that we can almost surely recover xt ′ ,xt ′′ from i0,t ′′,1(i0,t ′,t ′′(xt ′ ,y),xt ′′) for arbitrary
t ′ < t ′′.
Lemma 8.11 Let µ be a quasistationary quasifactorizing measure on F[0,1]×L. Then
there is a maximal closed set L′ ⊆ L such that any measurable Y ⊆ L with µ({Z : ({t }×
Y )∩Z 6= /0})> 0 for some t ∈ [0,1] fulfils Y ∩L′ 6= /0. For this L′ almost surely [0,1]×L′⊆
Z.
Proof: We define
L′ = { l ∈ L : µ({Z : (t, l)∈ Z})> 0 for some t ∈ [0,1]} .
Like in the above lemma, it is possible to restrict ourselves to one t, say t = 1/2 and
µ({Z : (t, l) ∈ Z}) = 1. Then it is easy to see that L′ is closed.
It remains to prove that µ({Z : ({t }×L \L′)∩Z 6= /0}) = 0 for all t ∈ [0,1]. Since
L\L′ is again locally compact, let us assume that L′ is empty and µ({Z : ({t }×L)∩Z 6=
/0}) > 0 as well as µ({Z : (t, l) ∈ Z}) = 0 for all t ∈ [0,1], l ∈ L. By σ-compactness
of L, we derive that there is a compact K ⊂ L with µ({Z : ({t }×K)∩Z 6= /0}) > 0 for
all t ∈ [0,1]. Since pi(Z∩ ([0,1]×K)) is again a quasistationary quasifactorizing random
closed set for the projection pi : [0,1]× L 7−→ [0,1], we derive from the above lemma
that µ({Z : ({t }×K)∩Z 6= /0}) = 1 for all t ∈ [0,1]. Dissecting K we find a decreasing
sequence (Kn)n∈N, Kn ⊂ K, with diamKn ≤ 2−n and µ({Z : ({t }×Kn)∩Z 6= /0}) = 1 for
all t ∈ [0,1], n ∈ N. Since ⋂n∈NKn = { l } for some l ∈ L by compactness of K it results
µ({Z : ({t }×{ l })∩Z 6= /0}) = 1 which contradicts µ({Z : (t, l) ∈ Z}) = 0∀l ∈ L. This
completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.1: We need to establish the conditions for application of Theorem
9.
So we can assume the analogue of (i). Define the maps ir,s,t : F[r,s]×L×F[s,t]×L 7−→
F[r,t]×L by ir,s,t(Z1,Z2) = Z1 ∪ Z2 and sr(Z) = Z + r. We need to show that for all f ∈
L∞(Mr,s) there is some g ∈ L∞(Mr,t) such that
g(Zr,s∪Zs,t) = f (Zr,s), (Mr,s− a.a. Zr,s,Ms,t − a.a. Zs,t)
and a similar condition for all f ∈ L∞(Ms,t) since this implies the general condition. The
proof for the latter is the same, so take f ∈ L∞(Mr,s) and set g(Z) = f (Z∩([r,s]×L)). We
know for Mr,s⊗Ms,t–a.a. (Z1,Z2) that ({s}×L)∩Z1 = {s}×L′ = ({s}×L)∩Z2 where
L′ is taken from the above lemma. Therefore, (Z1∪Z2)∩([r,s]×L) = Z1 Mr,s⊗Ms,t–a.s.
and this part is proven.
For proving measurability, set h : [0,1]×F[0,1]×L 7−→ F[0,1]×L
h(t,Z) = Z+ t, (t ∈ [0,1],Z ∈ F[0,1])
where the RHS was defined at the beginning of section 4.1, on page 23. Clearly, h is
measurable and Theorem 9 completes the proof.
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8.3 Product Systems from Random Measures
Consider the space MR+ , the set of Radon measures on R+. Under the vague topol-
ogy, MR+ is a Polish space [31]. Similar results are valid for the spaces M[s,t] of finite
measures on [s, t]. Further, a natural choice of ir,s,t : M[r,s]×M[s,t] 7−→M[r,t] is
ir,s,t(ϕ,ϕ′) = ϕ+ϕ′.
Further, the shift is implemented as stϕ(B) =ϕ(B−t). Having fixed this, we call a family
Ms,t of measure types on Ms,t stationary factorizing measure type on MR+ if it fulfils
(8.1) and (8.2). Similar to Proposition 4.1 one can prove
Proposition 8.12 Every stationary factorizing measure type M on MR+ gives rise to a
product system (EMt )t∈[0,1].
Note 8.6 Observe that the map ϕ 7→ supp ϕ∈ FR+ is measurable. Thus every stationary factoriz-
ing measure type M on MR+ yields a stationary factorizing measure type M on FR+ . Despite the
cases discussed in section 4 there is only one additional one: It may happen that supp ϕs,t = [s, t]
almost surely. This may lead to nontrivial product systems. E.g. if ϕ is an (infinitely divisible)
Gamma Random Measure [23, Exercise 6.1.2] the resulting product system is of type I∞.
Example 8.1 Conversely, some quasistationary quasifactorizing measures on FR+ can
be canonically related to distributions of random measures.
E.g., a set {t1, . . . , tn} ∈ F f[0,t] corresponds in a one-to-one fashion to the measure
ϕ = δt1 + · · ·+δtn . Thus we could define the Poisson process Πℓ as well as distribution
of a random measure.
In the same spirit, the zero set of a Brownian motion (see Example 4.3) corresponds
almost surely one-to-one to the restriction of a certain Hausdorff measure to this set [45].
8.4 Product Systems from Random Increment Processes
We start with an example.
Example 8.2 For a Brownian motion (Bt)t≥0 we define Et = L2(L ((Bs)0≤s≤t)). Inde-
pendence of the increments of Brownian motion and the Markov property show Es+t ∼=
Es⊗Et by
(Bs)0≤s≤t+t ′)↔ ((Bs)0≤s≤t ,(Bs+t −Bt)0≤s≤t ′)).
The well-known Wiener-Itô-Segal chaos decomposition states that Et is isomorphic to
Γ(L2([0, t], ℓ)). The isomorphism is given by multiple Itô-Integrals:
( fn)n∈N 7→ ∑
n∈N
∫
∞
0
∫ t1
0
· · ·
∫ tn−1
0
f (t1, . . . , tn)dBtndBt2dBt1.
(the series on the right consist of iterated ordinary Itô-Integrals). Clearly, this isomor-
phism respects the independence of increments, what shows that E ∼= Γ(C). On the
other side, we could generate Et in an equivalent manner from the distribution of the
Brownian increments (Bs−Br)0≤r<s≤t .
This examples leads us to consider increment processes. Define IR+ to be the set of all
maps ξ : I0,∞ 7−→ R with
ξ(r, t) = ξ(r,s)+ξ(s, t), ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,∞) (8.4)
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and the property that the map (s, t) 7→ ξ(s, t) is (jointly) càdlàg, i.e. it is right continu-
ous and has limits from the left everywhere. Similarly, we have also Is,t , (s, t ∈ I0,∞),
equipped with
ir,s,t(ξ,ξ′)(s′, t ′) =


ξ(s′, t ′) if t ′ ≤ s
ξ(s′,s)+ξ′(s, t ′) if s′ < s < t ′
ξ′(s′, t ′) if s′ ≥ s
and the obvious shift. Again, there is the canonical notion of a stationary factorizing
measure type on IR+ .
The set of càdlàg functions is Polish [16, Theorem 12.2], thus one can prove similar
to Proposition 4.1
Proposition 8.13 For every stationary factorizing measure type M on IR+ the bundle
EM = (EMt )t≥0, EMt = L2(M0,t) is a product system.
Note 8.7 Clearly, every increment process ξ corresponds to an ordinary process (ξ′t)t≥0 with
càdlàg paths, ξ′t = ξ(0, t) via ξs,t = ξ′t −ξ′s. Conversely, any process (ξ′t)t≥0 defines an increment
process ξ in this manner, although we loose the information about ξ′0 this way. Identifying a Radon
measure ϕ with its distribution function ξ′t =ϕ([0, t)), we see that the set of product systems based
on increment processes includes in fact the set of product systems induced by random measures.
Note 8.8 An interesting generalisation are multiplicative increments, where in (8.4) the + is
replaced by ·:
ξ(r, t) = ξ(r,s)ξ(s, t), ((r,s),(s, t) ∈ I0,∞)
where ξ takes values in some Polish semigroup. We just mention some examples.
If ξ is [0,∞)-valued, this reveals equation (5.2). But, ξ(s, t) need not to be a bounded random
variable. If ξ is positive, we can take logarithms and come back to (8.4). On the other side,
ω(s, t) = χ{(0,∞)}(ξ(s, t)) fulfils (9.4). Assuming sufficient continuity of ξ this relates such multi-
plicative increment processes to a pair of a random set and an additive increment process (which
is possibly ∞).
Another example would be T-valued increment processes which correspond to adapted shift-
equivariant unitaries (i.e. the analogue of (3.11) is fulfilled). Such unitaries are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with automorphisms in the same manner like adapted shift-equivariant projections
correspond to product subsystems, so this structure could be important to study automorphisms
of product systems.
If the range of ξ is not a group, we cannot recover an ordinary process (ξ′t)t≥0 from its in-
crements. The simplest example is {0,1} with multiplication. Then increment processes corre-
spond to bisets introduced in Section 9, see Proposition 9.2 below, under continuity assumptions
to closed sets.
Summarisingly, increment processes deserve further explorations, may be with modification
of the continuity properties as the next example and the next section suggest.
Which types of product systems could arise in these constructions? Obviously, both
constructions allow type I. But we recover also the type II examples from section 4.4
connected with Hausdorff measures, identifying Z with H h(Z∩·), where h :R+ 7−→R+
is the scaling function or the increment process ξ(s, t)=H h(Z∩(s, t]). As [66, 62] show,
we can also derive type III product systems from increment processes.
Example 8.3 TSIRELSON considered in [62] generalised Gaussian processes W with
covariance
EW ( f )W (g) =
∫
ℓ(dt)ℓ(ds) f (s)κ(t− s)g(t) = 〈 f ,g〉κ
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where κ is a positive definite function with
∫
ℓ(dt)|κ(t)|< ∞ and κ(t) = 1t|lnα t| for small
positive t and some α > 1.
We can create a Gaussian increment process (ξs,t)(s,t∈I0,∞) by
ξ(s, t) =W (χ[s,t]), ((s, t)∈ I0,∞)
and totality of indicator functions in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space Hκ of κ (i.e. Hκ
is the completion of L2(R+) in ‖·‖κ) shows that ξ contains the same information as W .
Clearly, ξ is stationary and we see that the respective laws of the restrictions ξs,t ∈ Is,t
of ξ to Is,t form a stationary factorizing measure type. A problem is whether ξ has a
càdlàg modification since standard conditions like [16, Theorem 15.7] are not directly
applicable. At least, (s,s′, t, t ′) 7→ Eξ(s, t)ξ(s′, t ′) is continuous since (s, t) 7→ χ[s,t] ∈ Hκ
is. Thus ξ is continuous in probability and ξ is determined by countably many values
ξ(s, t). This shows that there is a Standard Borel structure supporting this probability
measure and by Lemma 8.1 L2(L (ξ)) is separable. Since the Standard Borel structure
enters the proof of Theorem 9 only through that lemma, L2(M ) is a product system.
Observe that in the present example it is enough to consider instead of the whole
measure type only the Gaussian measures from this measure type. The latter set is easily
shown to fulfil (S1)–(S4) in Definition 7.3.
9 Beyond Separability: Random Bisets
In this section we want to discuss briefly, what problems would appear if we dropped the
separability condition on the fibres of a product system. If E1 is not any more separable,
the notions of weak and strong measurability are not any more identical and Proposition
3.4 and Proposition 3.2 may break down. Further, this may happen for algebraic product
systems. Therefore, we want to understand what we really have to add to the relations
Pr,t = Pr,sPs,t , ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1) (3.10)
to get a version of Theorem 1, i.e. random closed sets, in more general situations too.
Thus we think it is instructive to analyse these relations on their own. In Theorem 1 we
analysed projection families which were additionally adapted what implied continuity
in Proposition 3.4. We are interested, to what extent the result stays valid without the
product structure. From a projection family with (3.10) we build new projections as
P+s =
∨
ε>0
Ps,s+ε, (0≤ s < 1) (9.1)
P−s =
∨
ε>0
Ps−ε,s, (0 < s≤ 1). (9.2)
Proposition 9.1 Let H be a Hilbert space and (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 be projections in B(H )
which fulfil (3.10) and P0,1 6= 0. Then for all normal states η on B(H ) there exists a
unique probability measure µη on F[0,1] with
µη({Z : Z∩ [si, ti] = /0, i = 1, . . . ,k}) = η(Ps1,t1 · · ·Psk,tk), ((si, ti) ∈ I0,1) (3.12)
iff P+s = P−s for all s ∈ (0,1).
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Then, if η is faithful, the correspondence
χ{Z:Z∩[s,t]= /0} 7→ Ps,t , ((s, t)∈ I0,1)
extends to an injective normal representation JP of L∞(µη) on B(H ) with image {Ps,t :
(s, t) ∈ I0,1}′′. Moreover, µη′ ≪ µη for all normal states η′ on B(H ).
Proof: The proof of the if direction parallels essentially that of Theorem 1. The only
thing we need as substitute of Proposition 3.4 is the relation s-limn→∞ P◦(s−1/n,t+1/n) =
Ps,t . Since we have for ε > 0 that
Ps−ε,t+ε ≤ P◦(s−ε,t+ε) ≤ Ps−ε/2,t+ε/2 ≤ Ps,t
we need only to show s-limn→∞ Ps−1/n,t+1/n = Ps,t . From definition, (3.10), assumption,
and σ-strong continuity of multiplication we derive
s-lim
n→∞ Ps−1/n,t+1/n = s-limn→∞ Ps−1/n,sPs,tPt,t+1/n
= P−s Ps,tP
+
t
= P+s Ps,tP
−
t
= s-lim
n→∞ Ps,s+1/nPs,tPt−1/n,t
= s-lim
n→∞ Ps,s+1/nPs,s+1/nPs+1/n,t−1/nPt−1/n,tPt−1/n,t
= s-lim
n→∞ Ps,s+1/nPs+1/n,t−1/nPt−1/n,t
= Ps,t .
For the proof of the only if statement observe that validity of (3.12) for one faithful η
implies existence of JP. Then for any s ∈ (0,1) we derive from closedness of Z ∈ F[0,1]
that {Z : s /∈ Z}= {Z : Z∩ [s,s+1/n] = /0} and
χ{Z:s/∈Z} = lim
ε↓0
χ{Z:Z∩[s,s+ε]= /0}. (9.3)
Normality of JP shows JP(χ{Z:s/∈Z}) = P+s . Similar arguments work for P−s such that
P−s = JP(χ{Z:s/∈Z}) = P+s
proves the only if statement.
Since the interpretation by (random) closed sets forces the condition P+s = P−s we are left
with the problem of finding a similar interpretation of the relations (3.10) only.
Definition 9.1 Let C0,1 be the C∗-algebra generated by 1 and commuting projections
(Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 fulfilling the relations (3.10).
Note 9.1 We refrain from showing that C0,1 is well-defined. This is operator algebraic folklore
since projections are always contractive.
The essential problem with closed sets can be seen from (9.3): The fact s /∈ Z poses a
restriction on the behaviour of Z on the right of s as well as on its left. On the other
hand, the relations (3.10) separate easily into those in the interval [0,s] and those in the
interval [s,1]. Consequently, we should allow that s belongs to Z “from the right” but
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not “from the left”. This induces two sets LZ ,RZ collecting the points not in Z “from the
left (right)”. Such constructs we call bisets. Of course, any set Z ⊆ [0,1] induces a pair
(LZ,RZ) of subsets of [0,1] such that
s ∈ LZ ⇐⇒ Z∩ [s, t] = /0 for some t > s
t ∈ RZ ⇐⇒ Z∩ [s, t] = /0 for some s < t .
What is important here is the fact that we dealt with closed sets and we should deal with
something like closed bisets. Therefore, LZ ,RZ should be open in some sense. Since we
are concerned with the analysis of (3.10) only, we drop the word closed in the sequel.
Definition 9.2 A biset is a pair (L,R) of subsets of [0,1] with the following properties:
(B1) s ∈ L implies [s,s+ ε)⊂ L for some ε > 0.
(B2) t ∈ R implies (t− ε, t]⊂ R for some ε > 0.
(B3) [s, t)⊂ L implies (s, t)⊂ R.
(B4) (s, t]⊂ R implies (s, t)⊂ L.
The set of all bisets in [0,1] is denoted B[0,1].
We list several equivalent ways to describe bisets.
Proposition 9.2 The following objects stay in 1-1 correspondence.
(i) Functions ω : I0,1 7−→ {0,1} such that
ω(r,s)ω(s, t) = ω(r, t), ((r,s),(s, t)∈ I0,1), (9.4)
(ii) bisets (L,R), and
(iii) transitive relations M ⊂ [0,1]2 with the additional property that (r, t) ∈ M implies
both r < t and (r′, t ′) ∈M for all (r′, t ′) ∈ Ir,t .
Namely,
ω(L,R)(s, t) =
{
1 if [s, t)⊂ L and (s, t]⊂ R
0 otherwise (9.5)
and (s, t) ∈M(L,R) iff [s, t)⊂ L and (s, t]⊂ R.
Proof: Any ω determines two sets Lω = {s ∈ [0,1) : ∃t ∈ (0,1] : ω(s, t) = 1}, Rω = {t ∈
(0,1] : ∃s ∈ [0,1) : ω(s, t) = 1}. If s ∈ Lω, there is some t > s such that ω(s, t) = 1. Thus
this is true for all t = s+ ε, where ε small is chosen suitably. This shows that Lω fulfils
(B1), (B2)–(B4) are proven similarly.
Fix a biset (L,R). We prove now that ω = ω(L,R) fulfils (L,R) = (Lω,Rω). Suppose
s∈ L. Then there is some ε > 0 such that [s,s+ε)⊂ L and, due to (B3), (s,s+ε)⊂ R, i.e.
[s,s+ ε/pi)⊂ L and (s,s+ ε/pi]⊂ R. Conversely, s ∈ Lω shows [s,s+ ε) ⊂ L, i.e. s ∈ L.
This proves L = Lω and similarly, R = Rω.
The proof for the relation ML,R is a consequence of the one-to-one correspondence
between M and ω, (s, t) ∈M iff ω(s, t) = 1.
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Note 9.2 For general Z ⊆ [0,1] the pair (LZ,RZ) introduced above need not be a biset since
(B1),(B2) may not be fulfilled. On the other hand, the function ωZ defined by
ωZ(s, t) = χ{Z′:Z′∩[s,t]= /0}(Z), ((s, t) ∈ I0,1)
fulfils (9.4) for all Z. This means that we cannot distinguish Z from a biset by this hitting function.
This can be easily seen for Z =Q∩ [0,1].
At least, F[0,1] can be mapped to B[0,1] via LZ = [0,1)\Z, RZ = (0,1]\Z. Conversely, a biset
(L,R) corresponds to a closed set in this way iff L∩ (0,1) = R∩ (0,1).
Recall that a function f on a metric space X is upper semicontinuous if for all x ∈ X
liminfx′→x f (x′)≥ f (x).
Lemma 9.3 If ω : I0,1 7−→ {0,1} fulfils (9.4) then there is a closed set with ω = ωZ iff ω
is upper semicontinuous.
Proof: Suppose Z is closed. Then ωZ(s, t) = 1 iff Z∩ [s, t] = /0. This shows Z∩ [s−ε, t +
ε] = /0 for some ε > 0 such that ωZ(s′, t ′) = 1 if |s−s′|< ε, |t− t ′|< ε, what means upper
continuity.
On the other side, assume ω fulfils (9.4) and is upper semicontinuous. This shows
that both L and R are open such that they coincide on (0,1) by (B3) and (B4). Setting
Z = [0,1]\ (L∪R) we obtain ω = ωZ. This completes the proof.
We equip B[0,1] with the coarsest topology making (L,R) 7→ ω(L,R)(s, t) continuous for
all (s, t) ∈ I0,1.
Proposition 9.4 C0,1 is isomorphic to C(B[0,1]).
Proof: By the well-known Gelfand representation theorem for abelian C∗-algebras [19,
Theorem 2.1.11A] it follows that C0,1 is isomorphic to the continuous functions on the
set of characters on C0,1. Characters are multiplicative linear functionals χ on C0,1, i.e.
χ(ab) = χ(a)χ(b) for all a,b ∈ C0,1. Since C0,1 is generated by the projections Ps,t ,
(s, t) ∈ I0,1, we have to determine all possible maps (s, t) 7→ χ(Ps,t). Clearly, since Ps,t
is a projection, χ(Ps,t) ∈ {0,1}. Thus any character of C0,1 is determined by a map
ω : {(s, t) ∈ I0,1} 7−→ {0,1} with (9.4) and each such map defines a character of C0,1.
Proposition 9.2 completes the proof.
Corollary 9.5 Suppose H is a Hilbert space and (Ps,t)(s,t)∈I0,1 are projections on B(H )
fulfilling (3.10). Then there exists for all (normal) states η on B(H ) a unique Baire
measure µη on B[0,1] with
µη(
{
(L,R) : ω(L,R)(si, ti) = 1
}
) = η(Ps1,t1 · · ·Psk,tk), ((si, ti) ∈ I0,1) (9.6)
Proof: Since lh{Ps1,t1 · · ·Psk,tk : (si, ti) ∈ I0,1} is dense in C0,1, there is a unique Baire
measure µbη on B[0,1] with (9.6). This completes the proof.
Note 9.3 From the conditions (B1), (B2) one obtains that (0,1)\ (L∩R) ∈ F(0,1) and L \R and
R\L are both countable. Since both F(0,1) and RN∪
⋃
n∈NRn are Standard Borel spaces, there is
a Standard Borel structure on B[0,1] too. If this Standard Borel structure would be generated by
the maps (L,R) 7→ ω(L,R)(s, t), 0≤ s < t ≤ 1, we could extend the corollary to Borel measures.
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Note 9.4 By the above note, a biset corresponds to a closed set (L∩R)C. Consequently, we
can associate with every (even nonseparable) product system distributions of random closed sets,
coming from the projections ˜Ps,t = P−s Ps,tP+t . This corresponds to [66, Lemma 2.9], where only
times t with P◦s = 1 were considered in equation (3.12).
If E1 is nonseparable, weak and strong measurability do not coincide any more. Thus, de-
pending on the choice of the measurability concept, (τt)t∈R may be only weakly continuous and
Proposition 3.4 would fail. Thus, it is not clear whether PU,◦s,t = PUs,t and we loose the direct con-
nection between the random set and the space of units. Nevertheless, these projections encode an
invariant structure in (nonseparable) product systems.
But, the main obstacle for fully generalising Theorem 1 to nonseparable product systems is
that there is no faithful normal state on B(H ) if H is not separable. Thus, there is no analogue
of the statement concerned with faithful normal states and we cannot hope for a generalisation of
(1.3).
We want to close this section by showing that B[0,1] has besides its topological structure
also an order structure similar to F[0,1]. Define, as natural
(L,R)B (L′,R′) ⇐⇒ L⊇ L′ and R⊇ R′ ⇐⇒ ω(L,R)≤ω(L′,R′) ⇐⇒ M(L,R)⊆M(L′,R′).
Proposition 9.6 (B[0,1],B) is a complete lattice, i.e. each family ((Li,Ri))i∈I has a
unique least upper and greatest lower bound.
Proof: We apply again [17, Theorem I.6], so we need to prove only the existence of
a greatest lower bound. Identify (L,R) with the function ω(L,R) defined in (9.5). Then∧
i∈I(Li,Ri) should correspond to a function less than mini∈I ωLi,Ri = ∏i∈I ωLi,Ri . Since
the latter function fulfils (9.4), it corresponds to the greatest lower bound of ((Li,Ri))i∈I.
Note 9.5 For the least upper bound, identify (L,R) with the relation M(L,R). Then the transitive
hull M of
⋃
i∈I M(Li,Ri) is that relation which corresponds to the least upper bound of ((Li,Ri))i∈I .
10 An Algebraic Invariant of Product Systems
In this last section we analyse an invariant related to ideas used in [65] for the special
product systems described in Example 8.3. Especially, we want to show that this invariant
yields no additional information for the classification of type II product systems.
An elementary set F ⊂ [0,1] has the form F =⋃ni=1[si, ti], let denote Fe[0,1] the set of all
elementary sets in [0,1]. Consider any product system E = (Et)t≥0. For each elementary
set F =
⋃n
i=1[si, ti] we can define the von Neumann subalgebra AF =
∨n
i=1 Asi,ti ⊆B(E1),
where As,t was given in (3.8). Based upon this, we define for every F ∈ F[0,1] the von
Neumann subalgebra
AF =
∧
F ′∈Fe
[0,1],F
′⊇F
AF ′ ⊆ B(E1),
which is consistent with the previous definition for F ∈ Fe[0,1].
In [62] there was considered for a sequence (Fn)n∈N⊂ Fe[0,1] norms of differences like∥∥ηψ1n −ηψ2n ∥∥ where ηψn is the restriction of the normal state ηψ = 〈ψ, ·ψ〉 to AFn . Thereby∥∥ηn−η′n∥∥= max{∣∣η(a)−η′(a)∣∣ : a ∈ AFn,‖a‖ ≤ 1} .
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In section 7.2 we defined already a topology on the set N (H ) of all von Neumann sub-
algebras of B(H ).
Proposition 10.1 Suppose (Fn)n∈N converges to F ∈ F[0,1] from above, i.e Fn+1 ⊆ Fn for
all n ∈ N and ⋂n∈NFn = F. Then (AFn)n∈N converges to AF .
Moreover, the following statements are equivalent
(i) ‖ηn−η′n‖ −−−−−→
n→∞
0 for all pure normal states η,η′ on B(E1).
(ii) ‖ηn−η′n‖ −−−−−→
n→∞
0 for all normal states η,η′ on B(E1).
(iii) AF = C1.
Further, for disjoint F,F ′ ∈ F[0,1] the algebras AF and AF ′ commute and AF∪F ′ =
AF ∨AF ′ . For general F,F ′ ∈ F[0,1] the relation AF∩F ′ = AF ∧AF ′ is true.
Proof: Define for ε > 0 and F ∈ F[0,1] another set Fε = [0,1]∩
⋃
t∈F [t− ε, t + ε] ∈ Fe[0,1].
The first observation is that AF =
∧
ε>0 AFε . This is proven by A ′F =
∨
s,t:(s,t)∩F= /0 As,t ,
which follows from the same relation for elementary F . It is easy to see then that
(
∧
ε>0
A(F)ε)
′ =
∨
s,t:(s,t)∩(F)ε= /0∀ε>0
As,t .
But, (s, t) 7→ As,t is continuous, thus∨
s,t:(s,t)∩(F)ε= /0∀ε>0
As,t =
∨
s,t:(s,t)∩F= /0
As,t .
If (Fn)n∈N converges to F from above, then it converges in the Hausdorff metric on F[0,1]
[39, Corollary 3 of Theorem 1-2-2]. Thus, for each ε > 0 and large n ∈ N, Fn ⊂ (F)ε.
Consequently, AFn ⊆ A(F)ε for large n. This implies
⋂
n∈NAFn ⊆ AF . On the other hand,
AFn ⊇ AF and the first statement is proven.
Clearly, (ii) implies (i). Conversely, convexity of the norm shows that (i) implies (ii).
Suppose AF 6= C1. Then there exist two normal states η,η′ on B(E1) and a ∈ AF ,
‖a‖ ≤ 1 such that η(a) 6= η′(a). From AFn −−−−−→
n→∞
AF we derive (an)n∈N, an ∈ AFn,
‖an‖ ≤ 1 with limn→∞ an = a. Continuity of η−η′ implies limn→∞ |η(an)−η′(an)| =
|η(a)−η′(a)|> 0. Thus (ii) implies (iii).
On the other hand, η−η′ is uniformly weakly continuous on the unit ball of B(E1)
and zero on C1. Thus AFn −−−−−→
n→∞
C1 implies for all ε > 0 for large enough n that
|η(an)−η′(an)| ≤ ε for all an ∈ AFn , ‖an‖ ≤ 1.
If F,F ′ are disjoint there exist elementary sets F1 ⊃ F , F ′1 ⊃ F ′ with F1∩F ′1 = /0. This
shows that AF∩F ′ = AF ∨AF ′ and that AF and AF ′ commute since AF1 and AF ′1 do so.
For general F,F ′ ∈ F[0,1] we have AF =
∧
ε>0 AFε and AF ′ =
∧
ε>0 AF ′ε . Thus we
derive from monotony of ε 7→ AFε that
AF ∧AF ′ =
∧
ε>0
AFε ∧
∧
ε′>0
AF ′
ε′
=
∧
ε>0
AFε ∧AF ′ε =
∧
ε>0
AFε∩F ′ε =
∧
ε>0
A(F∩F ′)ε = AF∩F ′.
This completes the proof.
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Note 10.1 The construction of the map F 7→ AF reminds of the construction of a Hausdorff
measure, see Definition (4.8). We can copy that definition by saying B(F) =∨ε>0 Bε(F) with
Bε(F) =
∧{∨
i∈N
ABi : (Bi)i∈N are balls with d(Bi)≤ ε and
⋃
i∈N
Bi ⊇ F
}
,
but there are some observations. Defining A◦G =
∨
s,t:(s,t)⊆G As,t for open G⊆ [0,1], the fact that we
can cover any open set by countably many arbitrarily small balls implies that Bε(F) is independent
from ε > 0 and
B(F) =
∧
G⊆[0,1]:G open ,G⊇F
A◦G, (F Borel set in [0,1]).
For compact F , it is easy to see that an open covering set can be chosen as interior of an elementary
set and we get AF = B(F). Using the more general B(F) instead of AF is more problematic
because of worse convergence properties. It is even not clear, whether F ∩F ′ = /0 implies that
B(F) and B(F ′) commute. For our purpose, it is enough to work with the map F 7→ AF .
Corollary 10.2 Let E be a product system. Then the map κE : F[0,1] 7−→ {0,1} defined
through
κE(F) =
{
0 if AF = C1
1 otherwise
is an invariant of the product system E .
Example 10.1 Suppose E = Γ(Cd). Then AF = B(Γ(L2(F ×{1, . . . ,d } , ℓ ↾F ⊗#))).
Especially,
κE(F) =
{
0 if ℓ(F) = 0
1 otherwise
This is proven like follows. Define BE = B(Γ(L2(E, ℓ,Cd)))⊗1Γ(L2(E,ℓ,Cd)) ⊂ B(E1)
for any Borel set E. Then B ′E = BEC and BE = AE for E ∈ Fe[0,1]. Observe that BE is
generated in the σ-weak topology by the set
{
W ( f ) : f = f χE ℓ–a.s.
}
of Weyl operators
W ( f ), defined by
W ( f )ψh = e− 12‖ f ‖
2−〈h, f 〉ψh+ f , (h ∈ L2([0,1], ℓ)).
If (En)n∈N is increasing, we get
∨
n∈NBEn = B⋃n∈N En since f χEn −−−−−→
n→∞
f χ⋃
m∈N Em and
f 7→ W ( f ) is strongly continuous [43, section 20]. Taking commutants respectively
complements, we get
∧
n∈NBEn =B⋂n∈N En for decreasing (En)n∈N. This proves AF =BF
for all closed F .
Example 10.2 Let M be a stationary factorizing measure type on F[0,1]. We want to
compute κ(F) for the product system EM , using relation (i) from Proposition 10.1.
Lemma 10.3 In this situation,
κEM (F) =
{
0 if Z∩F = /0 M -a.s.
1 otherwise , (F ∈ F[0,1])
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Proof: Take the unit u, uµ = µ({ /0})−1/2χ{ /0}(·) as considered in Corollary 4.3, the cor-
responding normal state ηu and any other normal state η on B(EM1 ). We want to look
for sets (Fn)n∈N ⊂ Fe[0,1], F ∈ F[0,1] with Fn ↓ F and ‖ηn−ηun‖ −−−−−→n→∞ 0. Since η
u is the
pure state with ηu(Pu0,1) = 1 the latter happens if and only if η(PuFn) −−−−−→n→∞ 1, defining
Pu⋃n
i=1[si,ti]
= ∏ni=1 Pusi,ti . By construction,
1 = lim
n→∞ η(P
u
Fn) = limn→∞µη({Z : Z∩Fn = /0}) = µη({Z : Z∩F = /0}).
This shows that κEM (F) = 0 if and only if µ
EM ,u
η ({Z : Z ∩F = /0}) = 1 for all normal
states η on B(L2(M0,1)). But we know from Corollary 4.3 that the latter is equivalent to
Z∩F = /0 M -a.s. which completes the proof.
Since we know that Πℓ({Z : Z ∩F = /0}) = e−ℓ(F), this is a direct generalisation of the
result in the preceding example.
In exactly the same way we find
Corollary 10.4 For all type II product systems E , all units u of E the map κE computes
as follows:
κE(F) =
{
0 if Z∩F = /0 M E ,u-a.s.
1 otherwise , (F ∈ F[0,1]).
Note 10.2 Thus, κE depends on the null sets of the capacity of any µ ∈ M E ,u only. Therefore,
it cannot characterize type II product systems fully.
On the other hand, regarding the problem whether M E ,u = M E ,v for all units u,v of a type II
product system or not, we see that at least the capacities F 7→ µ({Z : Z ∩F = /0}) have the same
null sets for µ ∈M E ,u and µ ∈ M E ,v. In spite of the fact that the capacities characterize µ by the
Choquet theorem, this is a strong indication that actually M E ,u = M E ,v for all units u,v.
Note 10.3 We want to quantify how dense F ∈F[0,1] with κE (F) = 0 could be and set
degE = sup{dimH F : κE (F) = 0} .
From the above corollary and Note 4.9, we derive that in the case of a stationary factorizing mea-
sure type on F[0,1] this degree is just 1 minus the essential supremum of the Hausdorff dimension
of a realisation. Further, the larger the degree, the less information about a realisation is needed
to reconstruct it. I.e., the more dependence is inside the measure (type), see the announcement in
the introduction on page 5.
Note that to differentiate the family of product systems constructed in [62], we should use
scaling functions like hα(u) = u|lnu|α−1 for the Hausdorff measures instead of hα(u) = u
α
. It would
be interesting to know for this family whether there is a family of type II product system E with
the same κE ’s.
Note 10.4 We could go this way further. First, we could combine κ with the invariant of marked
product subsystems and consider the invariant
{
(F ,M F ,κF ) : F is subsystem of E
}
carrying
again a natural order structure. But, we conjecture
κF (F) =
{
0 if Z∩F = /0 M F -a.s.
1 otherwise , (F ∈ F[0,1])
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such that we do not get anything new compared to the invariant from Theorem 4.
Another extension could be provided by CONNES classification of hyperfinite W ∗-factors
[22]. So instead of just asking whether AF = C or not we could also use the classification of AF .
First there may be the possibility that AF is not a factor, since the intersection resp. the union of
a monotone sequence of type I factors is only a factor, if a certain state fulfils a mixing condition
[19, Theorem 2.6.10]. Second there may be the possibility that the intersection is a factor, but not
type I. Yet, we have no explicite form of the algebras AF besides for type I product systems.
Note 10.5 Another extension, much more in the spirit of the present paper, would be to look
at continuous tensor product subsystems of W ∗-algebras (Bs,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ in the product system
(As,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ . We have as prominent examples
(i) Bs,t = As,t : the algebra itself,
(ii) Bs,t = L∞(Ms,t) acting in EM ,
(iii) the abelian W ∗-subalgebras Bs,t =
{
Pus′,t ′ : (s
′, t ′)∈ Is,t
}′′
and Bs,t =
{
PUs′,t ′ : (s
′, t ′)∈ Is,t
}′′
if the projections Pus′,t ′ are defined by canonical extension of (3.6) and (3.7), and
(iv) Bs,t =
{
Pus′,t ′ : (s
′, t ′) ∈ Is,t
}′
and Bs,t =
{
PUs′,t ′ : (s
′, t ′) ∈ Is,t
}′
connected with the direct
integral representations in section 6.
Of course, this list is not complete. Consider, as example, in the case E = Γ(C2) the families
Bαs,t =
{
W (α f ⊕β f ) : f = f χ[s,t]ℓ-a.e.
}′′
, ((s, t) ∈ I0,1),
where α,β > 0 are fixed under the restriction α2−β2 = 1 and f denotes the complex conjugate
of f . These families consist of type III factors which cannot happen in any of the above listed
possibilities.
The definitions of AF and κ(F) extend easily to von Neumann subalgebras, e.g.
BF =
∧
F ′∈Fe[0,1],F ′⊇F
BF ′ ⊆ B(E1),
with B⋃n
i=1[si,ti ] =
∨n
i=1 Bsi,ti . This way we could enrich the lattice of product subsystems of W ∗-
algebras of the product system (As,t)(s,t)∈I0,∞ of W ∗-algebras like in Theorem 5. Since we have
already collected enough invariants of product systems, we postpone this discussion to future
work.
11 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper, we provided a strong connection between continuous product systems of
Hilbert spaces (of type I or II) and the distribution of quasistationary quasifactorizing
random sets on [0,1]. Summarisingly, we showed that the ideas developed in [66, 65,
62, 63, 64, 67] to construct new examples of product systems lead to many new insights
into the general structure of product systems. These result are based essentially on the
following new ingredients in the theory of product systems:
• reduction of the structure of product systems to a single Hilbert space E1 in Propo-
sition 3.1
• determination of a continuous unitary shift group on E1 in Proposition 3.2
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• association of commuting projections in E1 with a measure type of random sets,
see Theorem 1.
• associating a commutative algebra with the related direct integral representation,
see Theorem 6
To overview the productivity of the related ideas, we want to mention here all the
invariants of a product system E used or derived in the present work:
1. The measure type M E ,U provided in Theorem 2.
2. The lattice S (E) together with the map mE declared in Theorem 5.
3. The direct integral representation of E related to the representation JPU of the
abelian W ∗-algebra L∞(M E ,U), see Theorem 6.
4. The spectral decomposition of the flip group (τt)t∈R, see Remark 3.4.
5. The leading spectral type of the representation JPU discussed in Note 6.6.
6. The set of factorisation sets derived in the proof of Theorem 8, see Note 7.8.
7. The map κE from Corollary 10.2.
8. The lattice of product subsystems of von Neumann algebras as discussed in Note
10.5.
Although we were able, besides recording this list, to settle questions like the intrinsic
measurable structure of product systems and the relation between type II and type III, we
are far from understanding the general structure of product systems. Therefore, we want
to close this work with a summary of some questions we would like to answer in future.
1. At the moment, most important seems to us to answer the question whether the
automorphisms of an arbitrary product system act transitively on the normalized
units. We have strong indications (see Proposition 3.9 and Note 10.2) that the
answer is affirmative. This would have far-reaching consequences:
(a) Like in Theorem 2 it would result that M E ,u = M E ,v for any two units, see
Note 3.11. This would give us additional knowledge about the map mE on the
lattice S (E), provided in Theorem 5 (Note 5.8). Further, Corollary 5.9could
be extended to all stationary factorizing measure types.
(b) It would be the finishing touch on the characterisation of weak dilations of σ-
strongly and uniformly continuous semigroups of unital completely positive
maps on B(H ) for any separable Hilbert space [15].
(c) Any stationary factorizing measure type M on FT would be an invariant of
the product system EM (Note 4.12).
(d) The direct integral representation given in Theorem 6 used for JPu(L∞(M E ,u))
would yield a much better structure theory, see Note 6.3.
2. A related topic is to determine the structure of automorphisms of type II product
systems and examine the consequences on the structure of automorphisms of type
III product systems completing the work of ARVESON [4, section 8].
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3. We think it should be quite instructive to determine all subsystems of the product
system derived from the measure type of the sets of zeros of a Brownian motion,
see Example 4.2, as well as the automorphism group of this product system, see
Example 6.3. Similarly, the product systems of stationary factorizing measure type
of random sets on [0,1]×L with noncompact L deserves further study.
4. What structures from stochastic calculus have counterparts for quasistationary quasi-
factorizing measures? What type of quantum stochastic calculus exists for product
systems or E0-semigroups which are not type I?
5. Are there product systems not of type I0 or I1 without any nontrivial product sub-
systems? Certainly, they should be type II0 or III.
6. One shall study the structure of stationary factorizing measure types on other types
of Standard Borel spaces and of the corresponding product systems determined by
Theorem 9.
7. Theorem 6 indicates that factorizing Hilbert spaces over more complex structures
than intervals of R+ like
{
(t,Z) : t ≥ 0,Z ∈ F[0,t]
}
are important. Are there ex-
amples for R+×R+ despite the more or less trivial ones derived from Poisson
processes in the plane?
8. To what extent do the results of the present paper have counterparts for product
systems of Hilbert modules? What about product systems of Hilbert spaces over
the reals or quaternions?
9. Is the conjugate product system E∗ introduced in Example 7.6 isomorphic to E?
More specifically, are there product systems which could not be derived from sta-
tionary factorizing measure types on general Standard Borel spaces?
10. Is there a structure theory of product systems of W ∗-algebras?
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